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A GREATER MEASURE OF CONFIDENCE

WARRANTY
Keithley Instruments, Inc. warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year
from date of shipment.
Keithley Instruments, Inc. warrants the following items for 90 days from the date of shipment: probes, cables, rechargeable
batteries, diskettes, and documentation.
During the warranty period, we will, at our option, either repair or replace any product that proves to be defective.
To exercise this warranty, write or call your local Keithley representative, or contact Keithley headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio.
You will be given prompt assistance and return instructions. Send the product, transportation prepaid, to the indicated service
facility. Repairs will be made and the product returned, transportation prepaid. Repaired or replaced products are warranted for
the balance of the original warranty period, or at least 90 days.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY
This warranty does not apply to defects resulting from product modification without Keithley’s express written consent, or
misuse of any product or part. This warranty also does not apply to fuses, software, non-rechargeable batteries, damage from
battery leakage, or problems arising from normal wear or failure to follow instructions.
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. THE REMEDIES PROVIDED HEREIN ARE BUYER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES.
NEITHER KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS, INC. NOR ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF ITS
INSTRUMENTS AND SOFTWARE EVEN IF KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS, INC., HAS BEEN ADVISED IN ADVANCE
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. SUCH EXCLUDED DAMAGES SHALL INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: COSTS OF REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION, LOSSES SUSTAINED AS THE RESULT OF INJURY TO ANY
PERSON, OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY.
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Safety Precautions

The following safety precautions should be observed before using
this product and any associated instrumentation. Although some instruments and accessories would normally be used with non-hazardous voltages, there are situations where hazardous conditions
may be present.
This product is intended for use by qualified personnel who recognize shock hazards and are familiar with the safety precautions required to avoid possible injury. Read and follow all installation,
operation, and maintenance information carefully before using the
product. Refer to the manual for complete product specifications.
If the product is used in a manner not specified, the protection provided by the product may be impaired.
The types of product users are:
Responsible body is the individual or group responsible for the use
and maintenance of equipment, for ensuring that the equipment is
operated within its specifications and operating limits, and for ensuring that operators are adequately trained.
Operators use the product for its intended function. They must be
trained in electrical safety procedures and proper use of the instrument. They must be protected from electric shock and contact with
hazardous live circuits.
Maintenance personnel perform routine procedures on the product
to keep it operating properly, for example, setting the line voltage
or replacing consumable materials. Maintenance procedures are described in the manual. The procedures explicitly state if the operator
may perform them. Otherwise, they should be performed only by
service personnel.
Service personnel are trained to work on live circuits, and perform
safe installations and repairs of products. Only properly trained service personnel may perform installation and service procedures.
Keithley products are designed for use with electrical signals that
are rated Installation Category I and Installation Category II, as described in the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
Standard IEC 60664. Most measurement, control, and data I/O signals are Installation Category I and must not be directly connected
to mains voltage or to voltage sources with high transient over-voltages. Installation Category II connections require protection for
high transient over-voltages often associated with local AC mains
connections. Assume all measurement, control, and data I/O connections are for connection to Category I sources unless otherwise
marked or described in the Manual.
Exercise extreme caution when a shock hazard is present. Lethal
voltage may be present on cable connector jacks or test fixtures. The
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) states that a shock
hazard exists when voltage levels greater than 30V RMS, 42.4V
peak, or 60VDC are present. A good safety practice is to expect
that hazardous voltage is present in any unknown circuit before
measuring.

Operators of this product must be protected from electric shock at
all times. The responsible body must ensure that operators are prevented access and/or insulated from every connection point. In
some cases, connections must be exposed to potential human contact. Product operators in these circumstances must be trained to
protect themselves from the risk of electric shock. If the circuit is
capable of operating at or above 1000 volts, no conductive part of
the circuit may be exposed.
Do not connect switching cards directly to unlimited power circuits.
They are intended to be used with impedance limited sources.
NEVER connect switching cards directly to AC mains. When connecting sources to switching cards, install protective devices to limit fault current and voltage to the card.
Before operating an instrument, make sure the line cord is connected to a properly grounded power receptacle. Inspect the connecting
cables, test leads, and jumpers for possible wear, cracks, or breaks
before each use.
When installing equipment where access to the main power cord is
restricted, such as rack mounting, a separate main input power disconnect device must be provided, in close proximity to the equipment and within easy reach of the operator.
For maximum safety, do not touch the product, test cables, or any
other instruments while power is applied to the circuit under test.
ALWAYS remove power from the entire test system and discharge
any capacitors before: connecting or disconnecting cables or jumpers, installing or removing switching cards, or making internal
changes, such as installing or removing jumpers.
Do not touch any object that could provide a current path to the common side of the circuit under test or power line (earth) ground. Always
make measurements with dry hands while standing on a dry, insulated
surface capable of withstanding the voltage being measured.
The instrument and accessories must be used in accordance with its
specifications and operating instructions or the safety of the equipment may be impaired.
Do not exceed the maximum signal levels of the instruments and accessories, as defined in the specifications and operating information, and as shown on the instrument or test fixture panels, or
switching card.
When fuses are used in a product, replace with same type and rating
for continued protection against fire hazard.
Chassis connections must only be used as shield connections for
measuring circuits, NOT as safety earth ground connections.
If you are using a test fixture, keep the lid closed while power is applied to the device under test. Safe operation requires the use of a
lid interlock.
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If
or
is present, connect it to safety earth ground using the
wire recommended in the user documentation.
The ! symbol on an instrument indicates that the user should refer to the operating instructions located in the manual.
The
symbol on an instrument shows that it can source or measure 1000 volts or more, including the combined effect of normal
and common mode voltages. Use standard safety precautions to
avoid personal contact with these voltages.
The WARNING heading in a manual explains dangers that might
result in personal injury or death. Always read the associated information very carefully before performing the indicated procedure.
The CAUTION heading in a manual explains hazards that could
damage the instrument. Such damage may invalidate the warranty.
Instrumentation and accessories shall not be connected to humans.
Before performing any maintenance, disconnect the line cord and
all test cables.

To maintain protection from electric shock and fire, replacement
components in mains circuits, including the power transformer, test
leads, and input jacks, must be purchased from Keithley Instruments. Standard fuses, with applicable national safety approvals,
may be used if the rating and type are the same. Other components
that are not safety related may be purchased from other suppliers as
long as they are equivalent to the original component. (Note that selected parts should be purchased only through Keithley Instruments
to maintain accuracy and functionality of the product.) If you are
unsure about the applicability of a replacement component, call a
Keithley Instruments office for information.
To clean an instrument, use a damp cloth or mild, water based
cleaner. Clean the exterior of the instrument only. Do not apply
cleaner directly to the instrument or allow liquids to enter or spill
on the instrument. Products that consist of a circuit board with no
case or chassis (e.g., data acquisition board for installation into a
computer) should never require cleaning if handled according to instructions. If the board becomes contaminated and operation is affected, the board should be returned to the factory for proper
cleaning/servicing.

MODEL 82-DOS SPECIFICATIONS
OUASISTATIC

ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES
CONSTANTS: Flatband C and V

Threshold Voltage
Bulk Doping
Effective Oxide Charge
Work Function
Doping Type
Average Doping
Best Depth

GRAPHICS:
Measured:

TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
k(O.O2% rdg + 0.1 pW”C.

Simultaneous C vs. Gate Voltage
High Frequency C vs. Gate Voltage
Quasistatic C vs. Gate Voltage
Conductance vs. Gate Voltage
Q/t Current VS, Gate Voltage
Quasistatic C and Q/t Current vs. Delay Time
Interface Trap Density vs. Trap Energy
Doping vs. Depletion Depth
Ziegler (MC0 Doping vs. Depth
Depletion Depth vs. GateVoltage
High Frequency l/C’ vs. Gate Voltage
Band Bending vs. Gate Voltage
High Frequency C vs. Band Bending
Quasistatic C vs. Band Bending

Calculated:

VOLTAGE

CAPACITANCE*

HIGH FREQUENCY

W-18”

& 28”-4O”C):

CAPACITANCE*

MEASUREMENT

ACCURACY

(1 Year. W-‘WC):

RESOLUTION:

S,.O5%

rdg + 5OmV).
SHUNT CAPACITANCE LOADING EFFECT: 0.1% of reading additionalerrorperlOOpFloadwithequalshuntloadoninputandoutput.

IOmV.

TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
*.(0.005% + ImV)/“C.

W-18” & 28=40”0:

TEST VOLTAGE:
TEST

FREQUENCY

15m” m

? 10%.

TOLERANCE:

3.1%.

‘NOTES

MAxIMIJM SWEEP SPAN, I v,,, - v,,, I : 40”.
MAXIMLM OUTPUT CURRENT:ztzm.4@I%, +20%).
SWEEPSTEP”OL’TAGESELECTIONS:
DC OUTPDTRESISTANCE:

lOm”,2Om”,5Om”,

1OOm”.

<IOR.

GENERAL
READINGRATES:
seconds.
DATA BUFFER:

41/2readingspersecondtoonereadingevery400
1000 points maximum.

GRAPHICALO~~S:ComputerdisplayordigitalplottersupportininE,,
with IEEE-488 interface; also “screen cop)+’ to compatible
DIGITAL UO: Consists of one output, four inputs, +5V (series limited
with 33R). and COMMON referenced to IEEE488 COMMON. Output wi” drive one TI’L load. Inputs represent one TTL load.
MAXIMLM

INPUT: 30V peak, DC to 6OHz sine wave.

MAXMUM
COMMON
6OHz sine wave.
OPERATING
up to 35°C.
STORAGE
WARM-w:

Specifications

MODE

ENVIRONMENT:

ENVIRONMENT:

VOLTAGE:

30V maximum,

DC to

0’ to 40°C 70% non-condensing
-25” to +65”C.

2 hours to rated accuracy.

subject to change without notice.

RH

MINIMUM COMPUTER CONFIGURATION:
IBM AT, FS/Z, or 100% compatible
DOS 3.2 or greater
640k of memory
Hard disk drive
CGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercules Graphics adapter.
IEEE-488 (GPIB) INTERFACE CARDS SUPPORTED:
Using IOtech Driver488 software “2.60 o* earlier:
CapitalEquipmentPC-488,4x488;IBMGPIBAdapter;IOtechGP488,
GP488A, GP488B+, MP488, Mp488CT Keithley PC488-CEC, 4488.
CEC-OM, 4488-CEC-1M;
Metmbyte KM488DD.
KM488-ROM; National INtNments PC-U, PC-UA, PC-III.
Using IOtech Driver488 software W-61:
IOtech GP48SB+, MP488, MP488CT
IOtech Personal 48812 is required for PS/2 operation.
MODEL S&DOS COMPONENTS:
Model 230-l:
Programmable Voltage Source
Model 595:
Quasistatic cv Meter
Model 590:
IOOk/lM CV Analvzer
Model 5909:
Calibration Source;
Model 5957:
Model 82.DOS CV Software and Manual
Model 5951:
Remote Input Coupler-Includes
Models:
4801:
Low Noise BNC Cable, 1 .?m (4 ft.) (5 supplied)
7007-l:
Shielded IEEE488 Cable, Im (3.3 ft.) (2 supplied)
7007-2:
Shielded IEEE-488 Cable, 2m (6.6 ft.) (1 supplied)
7051-2:
RG-58C BNC to BNC Cable, 0.6m (2 ft.) 0 supplied)

MODEL 5957 SIMULTANEOUS
OVERVIEW
INSTRUMENTS
CONTROLLED:
Model 590/100k/lM
C-V Analyzer,
Model 595 Quasistatic C-V Meter, Model 230-I Voltage Source.
SYSTEM
ACCESSORIES
SUPPORTED:
Model 5951 Remote Input
Coupler (controlled through the Model 230-l) and Model 5909 Calibration Capacitors.
TESTS:

Controls inshuments

to acquire and analyze C-V data.

Simultaneous
Quasistatic
and High Frequency C-V Measurement:
The K182CV program controls the Model 8%DOS system to measure
high frequency and quasistatic C-V in the same voltage sweep.
HighFrequencyC-VMeasurement:
TheKL590CVprogramcan~~olsthe
Model 590/100k/lM
to measue 1OOkHz or 1MHz capadtance and
conductance (or resistance) versus voltage.
Quasistatic
C-V Measurement:
The KI595CV program controls
Mode1595 tomeasurequasistatiiccapacitanceandQ/t”ersus”oltage.

the

DATA DISPLAY:
Graphic or list display of data arrays. Tabular display
of calculated parameters.
FILES:
C-V Parameter File (.PAR):
Measurements.

Contains

all selup parameters

far C-V

Data Destination
Files LDAT): Each contains C-V we
data, userinput device parameters, and derived results. Compatible with
Model 5958.
Cable Calibration
File (PKGB?CAL.CAL):
Contains reference capacitor values and calibration constants to calibrate particular range and
frequency combinations of the Model 59D,,OOk,,M
and Mode, 595.
Material Constants File (MATERIAL.CON):
Specifies material constants to be used in analysis such as insulator and semiconductor
permittivity, bandgap energy, inbinsic carrier concentration, metal
work function, and electron affinity
CAPACITANCE

MEASUREMENT

Test Signal Frequency:
Quasistatic

Quasistatic

Measurement

lOO!cHz Measurement
IMHz Measurement

CAPABILITY:

Ranges:

Ranges:
Ranges:

and IOOkHz or IMHz.
200pF and 2OOOpF.

200pF/ZO@uS, and 2nF/2mS.
200pF/2mS,

2nF,2OmS.

BiasVoltage:
~120VmaximumuslngMadel595intemal”oltagesource
coupled with Model 230-l external voltage source.
Bias Voltage

Waveform:

Stair waveform.

Selectablemeasurementfilter,
quasistaticcapacitance
correction, and series or parallel device model.

leakage current

CABLE CALIBRATION
PROGRAM:
The CABLECAL.EXE Utility controlstheMadel590tocorredfor
cableconnection
p&effects.
Themenudriven utility stores reference capacitor values and measwed cable
cahbration parameters for the Model 590 in the PKG82CALCAL
file.
DuringModel5957executio~theseparametersaresemtotheModel590
f”xn the file.
ANALYSIS
KI82CV PROGRAM:
MIS Analysis Constants:
Oxide capacitance and thickness, gate area,
series resistance, equilibrium minimum capadtance, average doping,
bulk doping, bulk potential, Debye length, tlatband capacitance and
“Oltage, work function difference, threshold voltage, effective oxide
charge and charge concentration, d&ice type, best depth, and
capacitance gain and offset.
Doping Profile: Interface hap corrected depletion approximation dop
ing versus depletion depth and depth versus gate voltage, Ziegler
method Majority Carrier Corrected (MC0 doping profile.

C-V SOFTWARE

Interface T*ap Density: Interface trap density “emus hap energy, band
bending “emus Sate voltage and capacitance versus band bending.
KI59OCVPROGRAM:
MIS Analysis Constants: Oxide capacitance and thickness, gate area,
series resistance, equilibrium minimum capacitance, average doping,
bulk doping, bulk potential, Debye length, flatband capacitance and
voltage, work function difference, threshold voltage, effective oxide
chargeandchargeconcen~ation,devicetype,bestdepth,and
capacitance gain and offset.
Doping Profile:
Depletion
approximation
doping versus depletion
depthanddepth”ersusgate”oltage,ZieglermethodMajorityCarrier
Corrected (MC0 doping profile.
KI595CV

PROGRAM:

MISAnalysisConstants:
Oxidecapacitanceandthickness,gateareaand
capacitance gain and offset.
FILEMERGEPROGRAM:
TheFILF.MRG.EXEutitycombines
quasistatic
C-V data from the Made, 5957V2.0 with high-frequency C-V data
from~59OCVorhomtheMode15958tocreat~eddatafile(.DAT)suitable
for analysis by both the Model 5957”2.0 and Model 5958.
SYSTEM

REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDED
COMPUTER CONFIGURATION:
IBM compatible
80386with80287or80387mathcoprocessoranddiskca~e,blOkBRAM,
hard disk drive, 1.2MB 5*-inch or 720kB 3%inch floppy drive, EGA or
VGA monitor, Microsoft or Lagitech mouse.
MINIMUM
COMPUTER CONFIGURATION:
IBM AT. PS/2. or 100%
compatible, 64OkB RAM, hard disk drive, 1.2MB 51,~.inch or 720kB 31~.
inch “aon” drive.
OPERATING

SYSTEM:

M&DOS or PC-DOS3.2

(minimum).

GRAPHICS
ADAPTBR:~ CGA, EGA, VGA (EGA made),
Graphics Adapter.

or Hercules

MEMORY and DISK STORAGE REQUIREMENTS:
3MB of hard disk
space (prior to installation) and SOOkB free conventional RAM.
IEEE.488

(GPIB) INTERFACE

CARDS

Using IOtech Driver 488 software

SUPPORTED:

V2.60 or earlier:

CapitalEquipmentPC-488,4x488;
IBMGPIB Adapter; IOtechGP488,
GI’488A, GI’488B+, MP488, MP488a;
KeithIey PC-48&CEC, 4-488.
CEC-OM, 4-488-CEC-IM:
M&mbyte KM48&DD, KM488-ROM;
National Insments
PC-II, PC-LIA, PC-III.
Using IOtech Driver 488 software V261:
IOtech GP488B+, MI’488, MP488CT.
IOtech Personal

48812 is required

far PS/2 operation.

COMPATIBLEPmRS:
CannonBJ80; C.ItohProwriter;
CItah24LQ;
Epson FX, RX, MX, LQ1500; HP ThinkJet, LaserJet+;
IBM Graphic or
Professional;
NEC 8023,802S; NEC Pinwriter P Series; Okidata 92,93,
192+; Smith Corona DlOO; Tekhonix 4695/6; Toshiba 24 pin.
COhlPATIBLE
PLOTIXRS:
7440; Houston DMPXX;
COMPATIBLE
installed.
MATERIALS

MOUSE:

Microsoft or Lo@tech mouse with MOUSE.SYS

PROVIDED:

I”stNcti0”

manual.

Diskettes
data.

containing

*Note:

Epson HI-SO; Hewlett-Packard
7470,X75,
Roland DXY-800; Watanabe Dig&plot.

installation,

programs,

source code, and sample

Microsoft BASIC 7.1 required to modify source code.

Specifications

subject to change without notice.
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SECTION 1
General Information

1.1

INTRODUCTION

This section contains overview information for the
Model82-DOSSimultaneousC-V systemandis arranged
as follows:

cables, and cable calibration sources. A Model 230-l Voltage Source is also included.
Key Model 82.DOS features include:
l

1.2

Features

1.3

warranty Information

1.4

Manual Addenda

1.5

Safety Symbols and Terms

1.6

Specifications

1.7

Unpacking and Inspection

1.8

Repacking for Shipment

1.9

Computer Requirements

1.10 Service and Calibration

.

.
l

1.11 Optional Accessories
.

1.2

FEATURES

Model 82-DOSis a computer-controlled system of instruments designed to make simultaneous quasistatic C-V
and high frequency UOOkHzand IMHz) C-V measurements on semiconductors. Eachsystem includes aMode
590 C-V Analyzer for high-frequency C-V measurements, and a Model 595 Quasistatic C-V Meter, along
with the necessary input coupler, connecting and control

l

.

l

Remote input coupler to simplify connections to the
device under test. Both the Model 595 and the Model
590 are connected to the device under test through tlw
coupler, allowing simultaneous quasistatic and high
frequency measurement of device parameters with
negligible interaction between instruments.
Supplied menu-driven software allows easy collection
of C, G, V, and Q/t data with a minimum of effort. No
computer programming knowledge is necessary to
operate the system.
Data can be stored on disk for later reference or analysis.
File merge utility allows sequentially-measured
quasistatic and high-frequency C-V data to be combined for later analysis.
Graphical analysis capabilities allow plotting of data
on the computer display as well as hard copy graphs
using an external digital plotter. Graphical analysis for
such parameters as doping profile and interface trap
density vs. trap energy is provided.
Supplied external voltage source (Model 230-l) extends the DC bias capabilities to H2OV.
Supplied calibration capacitors to allow compensation
for cable effects that would otherwise reduce the accuracy of 1OOkHzand 1MHz measurements.
Allnecessarycablesaresuppliedfor
easy system hook

UP.
l-1
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. Supplied INSTALL program simplifies software installation.
. Supplied cable calibration utility corrects for cabling
effects.

1.3

WARRANTY

INFORMATION

Warranty information is located on the inside f+ont cover
of this instruction manual. Should you require warranty
service, contact your Keithley representative or the factory for further information.

1.4

MANUAL ADDENDA

Any improvements or changes concerning the Model
82-DOS or this instruction manual will be explained on a
separate addendum supplied with the package. Please be
sure to note these changes and incorporate them into tlw
manual before operating or servicing the system.

The WARNING heading used in this and other manuals
cautions against possible hazards that could lead to personal injury or death. Always read the associated information very carefully before perfodg
the indicated
procedure.
A CAUTION heading outlines dangers that could damage the instrument. Such damage may invalidate the
warranty.

1.6

Detailed specifications for the Model 82-DOS system can
be found at tlw front of this manual. Specifications for the
individual instruments are located in their respective instruction manuals.

1.7
1.7.1

Addenda concerning the Models 230-1, 590, 595, and
5909 wiIl be packed separately with those instruments.

1.5

SAFETY SYMBOLS

AND TERMS

The following safety symbols and terms may be found on
one of the instruments or used in this manual:
The Q 1 symbol on an instrument indicates that you
should consult the operating instructions in the associated manual.

Table l-l.
Quantity

3
2
1

1

1

l-2

I

SPECIFICATIONS

UNPACKING
Unpacking

AND INSPECTION
Procedure

Upon receiving the Model 82-DOS, carefully unpack alI
instruments and accessories from their respective shipping cartons, and inspect all items for any obvious physical damage. Report any such damage to the shipping
agent at once. Save the original packing cartom for possible future reshipment.

1.7.2

Supplied Equipment

Table l-1 summarizes the equipment supplied with the
Model 82-DOS system.

Supplied Equipment

Description

Application

230-l Voltage Source
590 c-v Analyzer
595 Quasistatic C-V Meter
5951 Remote Input Coupler
5909 Capacitance Sources
4801 Low noise BNC cables (4’)
7051-2 BNC cables
7007-l Shielded IEEE-488 cables (lm)
7007-2 Shielded IEEE-488 cable (2m)
5957 C-V Software Package and manual
IOtecli Driver488 Software and manual

Supply +lOOVDC offset, control 5951 frequency
Measure lOOkI&, 1MHz C and G
Measure C, Q/t; supply staircase bias waveform
Connect 590 and 595 to DUT
System configuration/calibration
Connect 5951 to DUT and instruments
Connect ine.trument control and voltage signals
Connect instruments to bus
Connect controller to instrument bus
‘Control Model 82 system
BEE-488 bus software driver.
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1.8

REPACKING

times. A 386-based computer is recommended for best performance.

FOR SHIPMENT

Should il become necessary to return any of the instnments for repair, carefully pack them in their original
packing cartons (or the equivalent), and be sure to include the following information:
. Advise as to the warranty status of the equipment.
. Write ATI’ENTION REPAIR DEPARTMENT on the
shipping label.
e Filloutandindudetheserviceformwhichislocatedat
the back of this or one of the other instruction manuals.

1.9.2

Supported

Graphics Cards

Table l-3 summarizes the graphics cards supported by
Model 82-DOS.
Table 1-3.

Graphics Cards Supported by
Model 82-DOS

1

Graphics Boards

1.9

COMPUTER

REQUIREMENTS

IBM CGA or 100% compatible
IBM EGA or 100% compatible
IBM VGA or 100% compatible (EGA mode)
Tseng EVA
Tecmar Graphics Master
Hercules Monochrome or 100% comuatible
T&Video AT
T&Video HRCGB
Sigma Color 400
AT & T 6300

The following paragraphs discuss minimum computer
requirements, supported graphics and interface cards,
supported plotters and printer, and required system software.
Table 1-2.

Computer Hardware Requirements

corona

Description
Computer
MinimumRAM
Disk drives
Monitor/graphics
card
Instrument interface
Plotter/printer interface

IBM AT, PS/Z, or compatible*
640KB
Hard drive, one l.Z.MB 5-l/4”
or 720KB 3-l/2” floppy disk
drive
Color or monochrome (see
Table l-3)
IEEE488 (see Table 14)
Serial, parallel, or IEEE488

‘Compatible 386.based machines such as the Compaq 386 can also
be used. NOTE: When using Compaq portable, select IBM graphics
mode (see Compaq manual). Compaq graphics are not supported.

1.9.1

Computer Hardware Requirements

Model 82-DOS is intended to run on an IBM AT, PS/Z, or
compatible computer. Compatible 386-based machines
such as the Compaq 386 can also be used. Table 1-2 summarizes therequiredATcomputerconfiguration,including minimum RAM, disk drive complement, and interfaces required.

NOTE
Although not required, a coprocessor is recommended to minimize analysis calculation

PC

corona PC400
Corona ATP
H.P. Vectra
T. I. Professional
Genoa SuperEGA HiRes
NOTE:

1.9.3

I

VGAoperatesinEGAmade.

Supported

IEEE-488 interfaces

Thecomputermustbeequippedwithasuitable~EE-488
interface so that it can communicate with the Models
230-L 590, and 595. Table 14 summarizes IEEE-488 interfaces supported by Model 82-DOS.

Table l-4.

IEEE-488 Interfaces
by Model 82-DOS

Interface
GP488/GP488A/
Power488
PC II, PC IL4, or PC III
PC488 and 4488~CEC
GPIB
GP488/2*
‘For B/2

Supported

1 Manufacturer

I

IOtech
National Instruments
Keithley Instruments
IBM
IO&h

computers

l-3
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1.9.4

Recommended
Plotters

Table 1-6.

Printers and

In order to obtain hard copy plots of your curves, it will
be necessary for you to connect a suitable printer or plotter to the serial or parallel port of your computer.
Tablel-5
summarizes recommended printers, and
Table 1-6 summarizes recommended plotters. Note that
the plotters must support HPGL graphics language.

Table 1-5.

Recommended

Printers

NEC 8023,8025, C. Itoh Prowriter
Cannon BJSO, Epson IX, RX
Okidata 92,93
Smith Corona DlOO, Epson MX, IBM Graphics
Tektronix 4695/6
C. Itoh 24LQ, Toshiba 24 pin
Epson LQ1500, HP Laser Jet+*
Okidata 192+
HP Think Jet
NEC Pinwriter
HI’ laser

printersmayalsobe

used.

Table 1-7.

Hewlett-Packard 7470,7475,7440
Watanabe IX&-Plot
Houston DMP-XX
Roland DXY-800
NOTEAllplottersmustsupportHPGLgraphics
language.

1.9.5

System Software

Requirements

As summarized in Table l-7, the required installed system software includes MS-DOS or PC-DOS (version 3.2
or higher). IOtech Driver488 is supplied with Model
82-DOS. Microsoft BASIC 7.1 (not supplied) is required
only if you intend to modify the software in some way.
Additional information on software installation is covered in paragraph 2.4.

System Software Requirements

I Software
MS-DOS or PC-DOS, Version 3.2 ox higher
Microsoft BASIC, Version 7.1*
IOtech Driver488** or Driver488/2

I Comments
Operating system
Compile/link source code
IEEE-488 interface driver

‘BASIC 7.1 is not supplied and is required only for those who wish to modify one of the program.
“Driver488 is supplied with Model 82-DOS.

l-4

Plotters

Additional plotter and printer requirements, including
how to configure the software for the plotter and printer
type, and maximum resolutions are discussed in paragraph 2.4.8.

Printer

‘Compatible

Recommended
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1.10

SERVICE AND CALIBRATION

Service and calibration information on the Models 590,
595, and 230-l can be found in their respective manuals.The Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler cannot be calibrated or repaired by the user, so it must be returned to
the factory or authorized service center for repair or calibration. If the Model 5951 is to be returned, proceed as
follows:
1. Complete the service form at the back of the manual
and include it with the unit.
2. Care~vuacktheunitintheori~inalpackinacarton
-_
or its eq&lent.
3. Write ATTENTION REPAIR DEPARTMENT on the
shipping label.

1.11
1.11.1

OPTIONAL

ACCESSORIES

Connecting

Cables

Model 4801 Low-noise Cable: Low-noise coaxial cable,
1.2m (48 in.) in length, with a male BNC connector on
each end.
Model 4803 Low-noise Kit: Includes 15m (50 ft.) of lownoise coaxial cable, 10 male BNC connectors, and five female chassis-mount BNC connectors.
Model 7007 Shielded IEEE-488 Cables: Shielded
IEEE-488 cables with a shielded connector on each end

(metric). Available as Model 7007-l Urn, 3.3 ft. long), and
Model 7007-2 (2x11,6.6ft. long).
Model 7051 BNC to BNC Cables: 5O.Q(RG-58C) BNC to
BNC coaxial cables, available as Model 7051-2 (0.6x11,2ft.
long), Model 7051-5 (1.5~ 5 ft. long), and Model 7051-10
(3m, 10 ft. long).

1 .l 1.2

Rack Mount Kits

Model 1019A-2 Fixed Rack Mount Kit: Mounts theMod&230-l and595sidebysideinastandard19~inchrackor
equipment cabinet.
Model 2288 Fixed Rack Mount Kit: Mounts the Model
590 in a standard 19 inch rack or equipment cabinet.
Model 8000-14 Equipment Cabinet: A standard 14-inch
high, 19 inch wide equipment cabinet, which can be used
to enclose the Model 82-DOS instruments. Rack mount
kits (above) are also required.

1 .I 1.3

Software Utilities

The Model 5958 C-V Software Utilities add BTS (bias
temperature stress) and Zerbst (C-t measurement and
analysis) capabilities to the Model 82-DOS. A user-supplied Temptronic 0315B Thermochuck is required for the
BTS utility.

1-5
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2.1

2.2

INTRODUCTION

Section 2 contains introductory infomation to help you
get your system up and running as quickly as possible.
Section 3 contains more detailed information on using
the Model 82-DOS system.

2.2

Hardware Configuration: Details system hardware
configuration, cable connections, and remote input
coupler mounting.

2.3

System Power Up: Covers the power up procedure
for the system, environmental
conditions, and
warm up periods.

2.4

Computer Hardware and Softwm
Installation:
Outlines methods for installation of the computer
software and hardware.

2.5

Software Overview:
overall configuration
ware.

2.6

SystemCheckout:Givestheprocedureforchedcing
out the system to ensure that everything is working
properly.

CONFIGURATION

The system block diagram and connection procedure
covered in the following paragraphs.

2.2.1
section 2 contains:

HARDWARE

are

System Block Diagram

An overall block diagram of the Model B-DOS system is
shown in Figure 2-l. The function of each instrument is
as follows:
Model 230-l Voltage Sauce: Supplies a DC offset voltage of up to rtlOOV, and also contmls operating frequency
of the Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler.

Model 590 C-V Analyzer: Supplies a 1OOkHz or 1MHz
test signal and measures capacitance and conductance
when making high-frequency
or simultaneous
C-V
measurements.

Desaibes the purpose and
of the Model 82-DOS softModel 595 C-V Meter: Measures low-frequency (quasistatic) capacitance and Q/t, and also supplies the stepped
bias waveform (?zZOVmaximum) for simultaneous lowand high-frequency C-V measurement sweeps.
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Figure 2-Z.

_--

output

TO 590 Otiput

1 0”tD”t

I

System Block Diagram

Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler. Connects the Model
590 and 595 inputs to the device under test. The input
coupler contains tuned circuits to minimize interaction
between low- and high-frequency measurements.

measuringinstruments,theModels590
and595.Theunit
not only simplifies system connections, but also contains
the circuitry necessary to ensure minimal interaction between the low-frequency
measurements
made by the
Model 595, and the high-frequency measurements made
by the Model 590.

Computer (IBM AT or PW2): Provides the user interface
to the system and controls all instruments
over the
IEEE-488 bus, processes data, and allows graphing of results.

Model 5909 Calibration Set: Provides capacitance reference sources for cable correcting thesystem to the test fixture.

2.2.2

Remote Input Coupler

The Model 5951 Remote Coupler is the link between the
test fixture (which contains the wafer under test) and the

2-2

The front and rear panels of the Model 5951 are shown in
Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 respectively. The front panel
includes input and output jacks for connections to the device under test, as well as indicators that show the selected test frequency 0OOkHz or lh@Iz) for high-frequency measurements. The rear panel includes a binding
post for chassis ground, BNC jacks for connections to the
Models 590 and 595, a ribbon cable connector (which connects to the Model 230-l digital I/O port), and a digital
I/O port edge connector providing one TTL output, four
TTL inputs, digital common, and +5V IX.
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0

OUTPUT and INPUT - BNC jacks used to connect the Model 5951 to the test fixture containing
the device under test.
2

3

Frequency indicators (1OOkHz and 1MHz) Shows the selected test fxquency for high-frequency c-v measurements.

‘igwe 2-2.

6
WARNING
Maximum voltage between the outer shell of the BNC
iacks and earth mound is 30V RMS. Maximum OUTPUT voltage is ZiOV; maximum INPUT voltage is 30V
peak. Exceeding these values will create a shock hazard.

Model 5951 Front Panel

2-3
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CHASSIS binding post-Provides
a convenient
connection to chassis ground of the Model 5951.
WARNING
Connect CHASSIS to earth ground to avoid a possible
shock hazard. Use #I6 AWG or larger wire.

0

0

0

3

2

Ribbon cable-connects
to the Model 230-l digitalI/Oportforfrequencyswitchingoftheremote
coupler.

A

3
3

DIGlTAL I/O - Passes through the Model 230-l
dlgtal I/O port signals for control and sensing of
other components (for example, light control and
door dosed status).

‘igure 2-3.
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Model 5951 Rear Panel

4

TO 590 INPUT - Connects to the Model 590 INPUT jack on the front panel of the instrument.

5

TO 590 OUTPUT - Connects to the Model 590
OUTPUT jack on the front panel.

6

TO 595 METER INI’UTConnects to the Model
595 METER INPUT jack on the rear of the ins&ument.

WARNING
Maximum voltage between the outer shell of the BNC
jacks and earth ground is 30V RMS.
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2.2.3

rangement shown in the figures is recommended,
other setups can be used, if desired.

System Connefitions

Supplied

but

Cables

Table 2-l summarizes
the cables supplied with the
Model 82-DOS system along with the application for
each cable. Note that low-noise cables are provided for
making connections between the chuck and the C-V
measurement instruments. The Model 4801 cables are
each four feet long. Be careful not to use the Model 7051
BNC cables in place of the low-noise cables (Model 4801),
as doing so will have detrimental effects on your measurements.

Connection

NOTE
AU equipment should be turned
making connections.

1. Connect a Model 4801 cable between the Model 590
INPUT jack and the TO 590 INPUT jack of the Model
5951 Remote Input Coupler. Connect a second
Model 4801 between the Model 590 OUTPUT jack
and the TO 590 OUT jack of the Model 5951.
2. Connect &Model
5951 INPUT and OUTlWT jacks
to the chuck test fixture using Model 4801 cables.
NOTE
OUTPUT should be connected to the substrate contact, and INPUT should be connetted
to the gate metallization contact. This
arrangement will minimize reading noise.

Procedure

Use Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 as a guide and connect the
equipment together as follows. Note that the stacked ar-

Table
Quantity
5
3
2
1

1

1 Model
4801
7051-2
7007-l
7007-2

1.

2-1.

off when

Supplied

( Description

Cables
1 Amlication

I

4’ BNC Low Noise
2’ BNC (RG-58)
lm shielded IEEE-488
2m shielded IEEE-488
1 Ribbon cable

‘Supplied with Model 5951 (Pati No. CA-911

I

595
C-V Meter

230-l
Voltage salrce

5951 Remote
Input Coupler

-- I
To Test
Fixture

590
C-V Analyzer

Input /
OUtpUt

Fiwre

2-4.

NOTE: Connect 5951 output 10
substrate, input to gaie

/

Svstem Front Panel Connections
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Figure 2-5.

oulput

WARNING
The Model 5951 must be connected to earth
ground using #16 AWG or larger wire.

IEEE-488

Bus Connections

In order to uSe the system, the instruments must be connetted to one another and the computer using the sup-

2-6

I

I

System Rear Panel Connections

3. Connect the Model 5951 TO 595 METER INPUT jack
to the Model 595 METER INPUT jack using a Model
4801 cable.
4. Connect theribboncable
totheModel5951,andthen
connect the opposite end of the cable to the digital
I/O port of the Model 230-l. Both connectors are
keyed so that they can be installed only in one direction.
5. Using a Model 7051 cable, connect the Model 595
METER COMPLETE OLJTl’LlT to the EXTERNAL
TRIGGER INPUT jack of the Model 590.
6. Using a second Model 7051 BNC cable, connect the
Model 595 VOLTAGE SOURCE OUTPUT to the
OUTPUT LO of the Model 230-l Voltage Source. In a
similar manner, use a Model 7051 BNC cable to connecttheModel230-1
OUTPUTHI to&EXTERNAL
BIAS IM’IJT of the Model 590 C-V Analyzer.
7. Connect the Model 5951 chassis ground post to earth
_
ground using heavy copper wi&

2.2.4

1

‘I

590 590
‘”
Input

I-\

plied IEEE-488 cables. Typically the shorter cables will be
used to connect the instruments together, while the
longer cable connects the instruments group to the computer. Figure 2-6 shows a typical arrangement
for
IEEE-488 bus connections. See paragraph 2.4 for a description of IEEE-488 interfaces for the IBM computer.

2.2.5

Remote Coupler Mounting

In many cases, the wafer prober will be located inside a
faraday cage to minimize noise. In these situations, the
remotecoupleritselfcanalsobeplacedinsidethecagefor
convenience and to minimize cable lengths, assuming of
course, there is sufficient room.

The coupler can be permanently
mounted to the sides or
top of t&z faraday cage by rembving the rubber feet and
using the threaded holes in the bottom case for mounting. Appropriate mating holes can be drilled in the faraday cage, and the coupler should be secured to the cage
with #6-32 screws of sufficient length.

CAUTION
Be sure that the mountine screws do not extend more than l/4” in&
the Model 5951
case,ortheymaycontact
thecircuitboardinside.

SECTION
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Figure2-7showsatypicalinstallationforcouplermomting, including suggested cable routing. Note that the
Model 5951 chassis should be grounded to the faraday

C-V Analyzer

‘igure 2-7.

System IEEE488

cage by connecting a grounding strap or wire between
the cage and the coupler chassis ground binding post.

595
C-V Meter

230-I
Voltage source

Figure 2-6.

2

compatible)

computer

Connections

Remote Coupling Mounting
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2.3

SYSTEM POWER UP

Line voltage selection, power connections, environmental conditions, and instrument warm-up periods are
covered in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1

Instrument

Power Requirements

The Model 230-1,590 and 595 are designed to operate
from 105-125V or ZO-25OV, 50 or 60Hz AC power
SOUTC~S
(special transformers can be factory installed for
90-1lOV and 195-235V AC voltage ranges). The factory
setting for each instrument is marked on the rear panel of
that particular instrument. The operating voltage for
each instrument is either internally or externally selectable; see the appropriate instruction manual for details.

CAUTION
Do not attempt to operate an instrument on a
supply voltage outside the allowed range, or
instrument damage may occur.

2.3.2

Power Connections

Each instrument should be connected to a grounded AC
outlet using the supplied AC power cord or the equivalent.

2.3.4

Warm Up Period

The system can be used immediately when all in&uments are first turned on; however, to achieve rated system accuracy, all instruments should be turned on and allowed to warm up for at least two hours before use.

2.3.5

Power Up Procedure

Follow the general procedure
Model 82-DOS system.

below to power up the

1. Connect the instruments together as outlined in
paragraph 2.2.3.
2. Connect the instruments to the IEEE-488 bus of the
host computer following the procedure given in
paragraph 2.2.4.
3. Turn on the computer and boot up its operating system in the usual manner. Refer to the computer
documentationforcompletedetailsforyourparticular system.
4. Turn on each instrument by pressing in its front
panel power switch. Verify that each instrument
goes through its normal power up routine, as described below.

Model 230-l
The instrument first turns on all LEDs and segments.
The software revision level is then displayed as in
this example:
813
The unit then displays the primary address:

WARNING
Each instrument
must be connected to a
grounded outlet using the supplied power
cord in order to ensure continued protection
from possible &chic shock. Failure to use a
grounded outlet and a 3-w& power cord
may result in personal injury or death became of electric shock.

IE 13
Verify the primary address is 13; set it to that value if
not.
The unit begins normal display.

Model 590
1. The Model 590 first displays the software
level as in this example:

2.3.3

Environmental

Conditions

For maximum measurement accuracy, all instruments
and the remote coupler must be operated at an ambient
temperature between 0 and 40°C at a relative humidity
less than 70%, and within *5’=C of the cable collection
temperature.
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revision

590 REV D13
2. The instrument
mary address:

then displays the programmed

pri-

IEEE ADDRESS 15
Verify the address is 15; program it for that value if
not.
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3. Finally, the unit begins displaying normal readings.

2.4.1

Interface Card Installation

Model 82-DOS can be used with the following IEEE-488
interfaces:

Model 595
The instrument
sage:

first displays the ROM self-test mes-

*.a
The unit then displays normal readings.
Press MENU and verify the primary address is 28;
set it to that value if not.

l
IOtech GP488, GP488A, or Power488
. National Instruments PCIl, PCIIA, and XIII
l
Keithley Instruments PC-488-CEC and 4-488~CEC
l
Capitol Equipment Corp. PC-488 and 4488
. IBMGPIB
. IOtech GP488/2 (for I’S/Z)

Note that all the above cards except the Gl’488/2 canuse
the Driver488 bus driver supplied with Model 82-DOS.

2.3.6

Line Frequency

The Models 230-l and 590 can be operated from either 50
or 6OHz power sources with no further adjustments.
However, for the Model595 to meet its stated noise spedfications, the unit must be programmed for the line frequency being used. To set or check the Model 595 line frequency, proceed as follows:
1. Turn off the Model 595 if it is presently huned on.
Press and hold the MENU button and then turn on
the power. Release the MENU button after the display blanks on power up.
3. Press the MENU button and note that the frequency
selection prompt is displayed:

Before installation, note the following interface board
settings so that you can properly configure the bus driver
software during driver software installation:
I/O port address
. DMA status
l
Interrupts
l
System controller
l

2.

After noting these settings, install the interface card in the
computer. Refer to the documentation supplied with the
card for detailed installation procedures.

Fr=50

2.4.2

Software backup

or,
Fr=60
4. Use the ADJUST keys to toggle the unit to the de-

siredfrequency.
5. Press SHIFT EXIT to return

to normal operation.
Note that the frequency selection prompt will remain in the menu until power is removed.

2.4

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

HARDWARE AND
INSTALLATION

The following paragraphs discuss interface installation
and installation of the supplied Model 82-DOS software.
Required installation steps include:

Before installing the software on your hard disk, it is
strongly recommended that you make backup copies of
each of the disks supplied with Model 82-DOS. Use the
DOS DISKCOPY command to make copies. For twofloppy disk systems, the general command syntax is:
DISKCOPY A: B: <Enter>

Here, the source disk is assumed to be in drive A, and the
target (copy) disk is in drive B.

Similarly, the command for single-floppy
is:

drive systems

DISKCOI’Y A: A: <Enter>
IEEE488 interface card installation
l
Model 82 software installation
l
IEEE488 driver software installation
. CONFIG.SYS file modification.
l

After copying all supplied
away for safekeeping.

disks, put the original disks
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2.4.3

1. Place the installation disk in drive A: or B:, then type:

Memory and Hard Disk
Considerations

A: <Enter>
0*

In order to use the Model 82-DOS software, you should
have at least 500KB free RAM before running the program. A minimum of 4MB of free hard disk space is also
recommended. Of course, the amount of space required
depends on how many date and parameter files you intend to save.

2.4.4

Model 82-DOS Software
Installation

Follow the appropriateprocedure
below to install the
Model 82-DOS software on your hard disk. The followingzEeraphs
discuss usingINSTALL.EXE to install the

NOTE
INSTALL.EXE can also be used to reconfigure
the software after installation. Select the
reconfigure option to change an existing software configuration
Also, you can run
EQUP.EXE to change only graphics cards,
printers, or plotters settings once installation
is complete.

Table 2-2.

B: <Enter>
2. Type the following to start the installation process:
INSTALL <Enter>
3. Follow the prompts on the screen to select the directories for the various Model 82-DOS files and programs.Youcanselectinstallationdefaults,whichare
summarized in Table 2-2, or your own directory
names, as desired.
4. Continue theinstallationprocessbyselectingappropriate graphics cards, printers, and plotters at the appropriate prompts. Table 2-3 summarizes graphics
cards, and Table 2-4 lists supported printers and
plotters. Also, refer to paragraph 2.4.8 below for certain plotter and printer considerations.

NOTE
Model S2-DOS will run properly on most
VGA, Super VGA, and 8514 monitor cornputersystemsintheEGAmodeTouseMode1
82-DOS with any of these gmphics systems,
select the EGA graphics mode at the appropriate prompt.

Default Directories

.EXE, configuration file, configgpc
.FWI or other files needed by .EXE
cable calibration file, CABLECAL.EXE; file merge, FILEMP.G.EXE
CV\MODEL82\DAT
CV\MODEL82\l’AR
CV\MODEL32\SRC
NOTE: C:\IEEE488 is not created by Model &?-Do5 installation

Z-10

program. Refer to bus driver installation

instructions.
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Table 2-3.

Graphics Cards Supported by Model 82-DOS

Mode
IBM color board

monochrome

Hercules Monochrome
Enhanced Graphics
Adapter (EGA)
TeleVideo AT
TeleVideo HRCGB
Sigma Color 400
AT & T 6300
Corona PC
Corona PC400

monochrome
16 color
monochrome
16 color
monochrome
monochrome
16 color
16 color
native graphics
native graphics
native graphics IBM
l3llUl~tiOn

Corona ATP
HP. Vectra
T. I Professional
Genoa SuperEGA H&s
IBM VGA or compatible

monochrome
monochrome
monochrome
16 color
16 color
monochrome

Resolution
(pixels)
640 x 200
640 x 480
720 x 700
640 x 400
720 x 348
640 x 350
640 x 400
640 x 400
640 x 400
640 x400
640 x 325
640 x 400
640 x 200
640 x 400
640 x 400
720 x 300
800 x 600
640 x 480
640 x 480
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Table

2-4.

Supported

Printers

and Plotters

FILES = 20
BUFFERS = 20

Printer/Plotter
C. Itoh Prowriter; NEC 8023; 8025
Epson FX, RX; Cannon BJSO
Okidata 92,93
IBM Graphic or Professional; Epson MX
Tektronix 4695 ink jet printer
Toshiba P321 and l’351 (with unidirectional printing)
Corona Laser printer - REQUIRES AN EXTRA 128k
OF MEMORY
Houston DMP-xx plotters
Hewlett--Packard HP-GL plotters
C. Itoh 24LQ
Watanabe Dig&Plot plotter
Epson LQl500
Smith Corona DlOO
Epson HI-80 plotter
Hewlett Packard LaserJet+ (or compatible)
Micro Peripherals 150,180
Okidata 192+ (eight bit graphics)
CALCOMP ColorMaster (BEING TESTED)
Toshiba 1340 (No unidirectional)
I-IF ThinkJet (SW5 up) (6.5 x 8.5 in.)
Roland DXY-800 Plotter
Toshiba I’351C with color ribbon
NEC Pinwriter P series
Quadram QuadLaser (with vector software)
NEC Pinwriter I’ series with color ribbon

2.4.5

IEEE-488 Driver Software
Installation

The driver software for the IEEE488 interface card
should be installed per manufacturer’s
recommendations. Refer to the IEEE-488 driver software documentation for complete details. Use the supplied Driver488 for
all cards except PS/2 cards. Use Driver488/2 for I’S/2
cards.

2.4.6

CONFIG.SYS

Modification

For most computer configurations, you should assign at
least 20 buffers and files in CONFIGSYS. Use a text editor to modify or add the following lines:
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NOTE
After modifying CONFIGSYS, reboot the
computer (press Ctrl-Alt-Del) to place the
changes into effect.

2.4.7

Installation

Verification

Before running the C-V software, it is recommended that
you perform the procedure below to make sure that the
IEEE488 interface and software were installed properly.
1. With the power off, connect the instruments to the
IEEE-488 interface of the computer.
2. Turn on the instruments, and make sure that their
primary addresses are set to the default values
(230-1=13,590=15,595=28).
If not, program or set the
primary address
accordingly.
3. Turnon thecomputer, andallowitto
bootupDOSin
the usual manner.
4. Load interpretive BASIC (BASICA or GW-BASIC)
into the computer.
5. Type the lines of the test program below into the
computer.
6. RUN the program, then verify that a reading from
each instrument appears on the computer CRT, and
that each instrument is programmed as follows:
230-l: 1OV should be programmed

on its display.

590: the unit should display “MODEL 82-DOS” on
front panel
595: the instrument

should be in the current mode.

If a single instrument fails to respond, check to see that it
is programmed for the correct primary address, and that
it is connected properly to the IEEE488 bus. If none of the
instruments respond, verify that the interface board and
software were properly installed.

SECTION 2
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graphics language. For HP plotters not listed, first try one
of the listed plotters (use 7475A for 7470A).

TEST PROGRAM
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

OPEN “\DEV \ IEEEOUT” FOR OUTPUT AS #1
IOCTL#l,“BREAK”
PRINT#l “RESET”
OPEN “\‘DEV \ IEEEIN” FOR INPUT AS #2
PRINT#l “CLEAR’
ITJiVT #;,-OUTPUT U;TO,OX”
PlUNT#I,“ENTXR 15”
LINE IivPuT#2,R$
PRINT “MODEL 590 READING: “;R5
PRINT#l,“ENTER 28”
LINE LNPuT#2,R$
PlUNT “MODEL 595 READING: “;R$
PRINT#l,“ENTER 13”
LINE JNPuT#2,R$
PRINT “MODEL 230-l DATA: “;R$
PRINT#l,“OUTT’uT 15;DMODEL*S2-DO%”
PRJNT#I,“OuTPuT
28;FlX”
PRINT#1,“0urIw”r
13;VlOx”
END

Plotter and Printer Considerations

2.4.8

Printer Hardcopy

Resolution

Selecting a plotting option on the graphics menu generates a half-page plot with low resolution. To control the
size and resolution from the graphics menu, type in one
of the following letters:
“m”
“M”
“1”
“L”

half
half
full
full

page,
page,
page,
page,

low resolution
high resolution
low resolution
high resolution

Selecting one of these options automatically
the corresponding plot.

generates

Section 4 discusses analysis in detail

Plotter support
Model 82-DOS supports Hewlett-Packard,
Watanabe,
Houston, and Epson pen Plotters that use the HPGL

Those who are using Hewlett-Packard
serial plotters
should select eight data bits and one stop bit for serial parameters.

Serial Printer and Plotter Support
Model 82-DOS will drive printers or plotters connected
to either the serial or parallel port of your computer. If
you are using the serial port, you must initialize the port
byselectingtheproperparameters
foryourparticularserial connection during installation or reconfiguration.

The graphics routines that support hardcopy use polling
to send characters to the serial port. Polling means that a
character is sent and a check is made to see if the printer is
busy. If so, the routine waits until the device is ready to
accept another character. However, if the device connected to the serial port sends back any character other
than buy, the transmission protocol will be interrupted.
For that reason, be sure to set your printer or plotter to its
least intelligent mode (turn off handshaking and status
reports). Also, be sure to use the proper serial cable, as the
interrupt used requires that all signal lines be present.

Laser Printer Support
Model 82-DOS supports a Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet +
(or compatible) printer with full-page 300dpi resolution.
However, the printer must be equipped with at least
1.5Mb of memory to support this resolution. In addition,
some computer configurations
may have insufficient
memay for the required large bit map. In those cases, an
“m” (300dpi, l/2 page) or “1” (150dpi, full page) plot can
be performed.

GPIB (IEEE-488) Bus Plotter Support
A GPIB plotter can be used with Model 82-DOS by selecting the appropriate device(s) from the menu (select the
“output to Driver 488 plotter” option). The plotter must,
of course, be connected to the IEEE-488 bus of the computer. The plotter must be set for the addressable mode
using a primary address of 5.
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2.4.9

Running the Software

The following paragraphs discuss the basic procedures
fornmningaModel82-DOSC-Vprogram.Basically,you
can start a C-V program in one of three ways:
. From the main menu.
. From the manual measurement menu, automatically
loading a test parameter file.
. From the analysis menu, automatically loading a data
file.

KI82CV FilenamePAR

<Enter>

Note that you must specify the .PAR extension to invoke
this option. To load parameter file that is not located in
the default parameter (PAR) directory, include the complete path with the file name. If the file is not located in
the specified directory, an error message will be displayed and the program will execute from the main
menu instead.

Starting the Program at the Analysis Menu
Starting the Program at the Main Menu
To execute the program from the main menu, simply
type in one of the program names below while in the
\KTHLY-CV\MODE@2
subdirectory.
C-V programs
supplied with Model 82-DOS include:
KI82CV.EXE

This program is the simultaneous C-V
program that controls the Models
230-1,590, and 595 to make simultaneon C-V measurements
and perform analysis.

KI590CV.EXE

This program controls the Model 590
alone for high-frequency
C-V measurements (see Appendix E).

Kl595CV.EXE

This program controls only the Model
595forquasistaticC-Vmeasurements
(see Appendix E).

Note that you need not type in the .EXF extension to execute a program from the DOS prompt. For example, to
load and run KI82CV.EXE from the DOS prompt, simply
type:
KI82CV <Enter>

In a similar manner, you can execute the program beginning at the analysis menu and automatically load a specified data file by including the data file name on the command line, for example:
KI82CV Filename.DAT

<Enter>

Note that you must include the .DAT extension to use
this option. To load a data file that is not located in the de
fault data (.DAT) directory, include the complete path
with the file name (for example, C:\MOREDATA\filename.DAT). If the specified data file is not located in the
indicated directory, an error message will be displayed,
and the program will begin execution at the main menu.

Default Paths
Normally, the Model 82-DOS software uses the default
paths specified during installation for parameter and
data files (see Table 2-2). If you specify a new path when
loading or saving files, the new path wiU become the default path for the current session. The default path specified during installation will be restored the next time the
C-V program is run.

Run Time Considerations

Starting the Program at the Manual Measurement
Menu

In order to useMode 82-DOS programs properly, it may
be necessary to remwe software drivers (such as GPIB
print or mouse drivers) from your computer configuration to free up enough memory or to avoid conflicts. Use
EDLIN or other text editor to remove the driver installation statements from CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT
as required. Reboot your computer after making modifications before running the Model 82-DOS software.

You can execute the program starting at the manual
measurement menu and automatically load a specified
test parameter file by including the test parameter file
name with the execution command, for example:

Also, be careful not to touch front panel buttons on instruments while a program is running. Doing so may
change instrument settings and lead to erroneous results.

NOTE
The program to be executed must be located
in the current default directory to run.
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Navigating

Menus

To select a given menu item, simply type the indicated
number, and press the <Enter> key. To move up to a previous menu level, simply choose the return menu selection, or press the <Eso key. At the highest menu level,
youwillbepromptedtoselectwhetherornotyouwishto
return to DOS.

2.4.10

Default Material Constants

As shipped, Model 82-DOS is designed to work with devices with a silicon substrate, a silicon dioxide insulator,
and ahuninum gate material. You can modify the software for use with other types of materials, if desired. Refer to Appendix A for details.

2.5

SOFTWARE

OVERVIEW

The main sections of the Model 82-DOS software are
briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. These descriptions follow the order of the main menu shown in
Figure 2-8. For detailed information on using the software to make measurements and analyze data, refer to
Sections 3 and 4.

2.5.1

There are two important
tion:

aspects to system characteriza-

Quasistatic capacitance (Co), high-frequency capacitance (C$, conductance (G), and Q/t (current) are
measured at a specified bias voltage to determine
system contribution of these factors. Ce CH, and G
canbe suppressed in order to assure maximum accuracy. If abnormally large error terms are noted, the
system should be checked for poor connections or
other factors that could lead to large errors.
Q/t vs. V sweeps can be performed to determine the
presence of leakage resistance and external leakage
current sources. C vs. V sweeps can be done to test
for the presence of voltage dependent capacitance in
the system.

See Section 3 for details

System checkout should be performed whenever the
configuration, step V, or delay time is changed. Probesup suppression should precede every measurement to
achieve rated accuracy.

System Reset

By selecting option 1 on the main menu, you can easily reset the instruments and the software to default conditions. SDC and IFC commands are sent over the bus to return the instruments to their power-on states and remove
any talkers or listeners from the bus. Cable calibration
constants are also reloaded by this option.

2.5.2

tance present in the system that could affect measurement accuracy; the procedure also allows you to verify
connection problems.

System Characterization

option 2 on the main menu allows you to perform a
“probes up” characterization
of the complete system
from the measuring instruments, through the connecting
cables and remote coupler, down to the prober level.
Characterization is necessary to null out (Co, CR, or G), OI
remedy leakage currents, resistances, and stray capad-

2.5.3

Compensating for Series
Resistance and Determining
Device Parameters

Option3onthemainmenuallowsyoutodetermineoptimum parameters for measuring the device under test.
Key areas of this process are:
1. A C-V sweep is performed and graphed to determine accumulation and inversion voltages.
2. The device is biased in accumulation to determine
Rsm and Cox.
3. The device is biased in inversion to determine Cm
and equilibrium delay time. A user-supplied light
can be controlled to help achieve equilibrium more
rapidly.
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** MODEL 82 MAIN MENU **
1.

Reset
Model 82 CV System
Test and Correct
for System
Leakages
Compensate
for Rseries
and Determine
Make CV Measurements
Analyze
CV Data
Return
to DOS

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

NOTE: ESC always

Enter

Figure 2-8.

2.5.4

number

to

returns

select

user

from

back

menu

MENU level.

:

Main Menu

Device Measurement

Option 4 on the main menu allows you to perform a siC-V sweep on the device under test. As parameters are measured, the data are stored within an array for plotting or additional analysis, as required.
multaneous

The two general types of sweeps that can be performed
include:
1. Accumulation to inversion: Initially, the device is biased in accumulation, and the bias voltage is held
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one

and Strays
Device
Parameters

static until Q/t reaches the system leakage level. The
sweep is then performed and the data are stored in
the array.
2. Inversion to accumulation: In this case, the device is
first biased in inversion, and the sweep is paused until equilibrium is reached (when Q/t equals the system leakage level). A submenu option allows you to
control a light within the test fixture (using the
Model 5951 digital I/O port) as an aid in attaining
the equilibrium point. The sweep is then completed
and the data are stored in an array for further analysis.
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2. Power up the system using the procedure given in
paragraph 2.3, and boot up the computer.
3. RunKI82CV.EXE.
4. Select option 2 on the main menu, and then option 2
on the subsequent menu. Connect the 1.8nF capxtor and verify that Co is within 1% of the 1kHz capacitor value, an that Q/t is <IpA. Correct any cabling problems before proceeding.
5. Run the CABLECAL.EXE utility and perform cable
correction (see Appendix G).
6. Follow the prompts and connect the Model 5909
Calibration Sources to the Model 5951 INPUT and
OUTPUT cables using the BNC adapters supplied
with the Model 5909.
7. After correction, return to KI82CV.EXE main menu
selection 2, then select option 2 on the submenu.
Connect the l&F capacitor; verify that Co is within
I % of the 1kHz capacitance, and the CH is within 1%
of the 1OOkHz of 1MHz value (depending on the selected frequency).
8. Select option 3 on the leakage and strays menu.
9. Start the sweep, and observe the Model 590 voltage
display. Verify that the bias voltage readings step
through the range of -2V to +2V in 20mV increments.

Data Analysis and Plotting

Option5onthemainmenuprovidesawindowtoanumber of analysis and graphing tools. Key options here include printing out parameters, graphing array data on
the CRT or plotter, graphical analysis, and loading or
storing array data on disk. Note that this option can also
be directly selected from menus providing sweep measurements without having to go through the main menu.

2.5.6

Returning to DOS

Selecting option 6 returns you to DOS. IFC and SDC are
sent to the instruments before exiting the program.

2.6

SYSTEM CHECKOUT

Use the basic procedure below to check out Model
82-DOS to determine if the system is operational. The
procedure requires the use of the Model 5909 Calibration
Sources, which are supplied with Model 82-DOS. Note
that this procedure is not intended as an accuracy check,
but is included to show that all instruments and the system are functioning normally. Before performing this
procedure, you should verify that the IEEE-488 interface
and software are properly installed (see paragraph 2.4).

2.6.1

Checkout Procedure

1. Connect the system together, as discussed
graph 2.2.

Table

2-5.

in para-

System

2.6.2

System Troubleshooting

Troubleshoot any system problems using the basic procedure shown in Table 2-5. For information on troubleshooting individual instruments, refer to the respective
instruction manuals

Troubleshooting

Summary

symptom

Possible Cause(s)

No instrument responds over bus.
One instrument fails to respond.
Improper low-frequency measurements.
Improper high-frequency measurements.
5951 does not change frequency.

Units not connected to controller, controller defective.
Unit not connected to bus, improper primary address, unit defective.
595 not connected properly, 595 defective.
590 not connected properly, ribbon cable not connected, 590 defective.
Ribbon cable not connected, 5951 or 230-l defective, loose ribbon cable connection.
595 or 230-l not connected properly, 595 or 230-l defective.
Wrong cables used, dirty jacks, test fixture contamination.
EMI interference, poor connections.
595 to 590 trigger cable not connected.
External leakage current present.
External voltage-dependent
capacitance present.
Wrong cables used, 590 defective.
Connecting cables too long, excessive fixture capacitance.

No DC bias applied to device.
Excessive leakage current.
Erratic readings.
590 readings not triggered.
Probes up Q/t vs. V improper.
Probes up C vs. V improper.
Cable correction impossible.
Reading dynamic range insufficient.
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3.9

INTRODUCTION

This section gives detailed information on using Model
82-DOS Software to acquire C-V data and is organized as
follows:
3.2

Measurement
Sequence: Outlines the basic measurement sequence that should be followed to ensure
accurate measurements and analysis.

3.3

System Reset: Describes
ments in the system.

3.4

Testing
Strays:
system
such as

3.5

Correcting for Cabling Effects: Details cable correction that must be used in order to ensure accuracy of
high-frequency C-V measurements.

how to reset the in&~-

and Correcting for System Leakages and
Describes the procedure to test the complete
for the presence of unwanted characteristics
leakage resistance, current, and capacitance.

3.6

Characterizing
Device Parameters: Covers the procedures necessary to determine RF,-,
Chow, COX,
and optimum delay time to attain device equiliblium.

3.7

Making C-V Measurements:
Describes in detail the
procedures necessary to measure the device under
test and store the resulting data in arrays.

3.8

Light Connections: Discusses connection of a light
to the system as an aid in attaining device equilibrium.

3.2

Measurement Considerations:
Outlines numerous
factors that should be taken into account in order to
maximize measurement accuracy and minimize errors in analysis.

MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE

The measurements should be carried out in the proper
sequence in order to ensure that the system is optimized
and error terms are minimized.Thebasicsequenceisoutlined below; Figure 3-l is a flowchart of the sequence.

Step 1: Test and Correct for System Leakage

and Strays

Initially, you should test your system to determine if any
problems such as excess leakage current or unwanted capacitance are present. You should correct any problems
before continuing. Note that the system need be tested
only when you change scme aspect of its configuration
(such as connecting cables or test fixture).

Suppression, which is also available under this menu option, should be performed before each measurement for
optimum accuracy. Note that suppression can also be
performed from a measurement menu by pressing ‘7’.
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Step 2: Correct for Cabling

9

Start

0
Perform
sweep

(Use CABLECAL.EXE)

r-52
I:‘
NO

NLWJ
Device ?

Ye5

Determine R ser,es,
Cmin , COX , and
Delay Time

I

!igure 3-1.
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Measurement Sequence

Effects

Cable correction is necessary to compensate for transmission line effects through the connecting cables and remote input coupler, which are more significant at higher
frequencies and with longer cables or switches in the system. Failure to perform cable correction will result in substantially reduced accuracy of high-frequency C-V measurements. In order to perform correction, it will be necessaryfor you to connect the Model 5909 calibration capacitors and use the CABLECAL.EXE
utility program. Cable
correction must be performed the first time you use your
system, and it need be performed only if the system configuration is changed in some manner, or if the ambient
temperature changes by more than 5°C.

Step 3: Determine

Device Parameters

Each device must be tested to determine optimum accumulation and inversion voltages. Once those voltages
values are determined, the device should be biased in accumulation to determine Cox, Tax, and/or gate area, as
well as Rsena~. The device under test should then be biased in inversion to determine C~(Wand to determine optimum delay time necessary to maintain device equilibrium.

Step 4: Make C-V Measurements
Now that all the “housekeeping”, so to speak, is out of the
way, a sweep can be performed to determine how such
device parameters as capacitance change with applied
DC bias voltage. First, of course, it will be necessary for
you to select such parameters as range, frequency, and
bias voltage values. As the sweep is performed, measured values are stored in arrays for later retrieval and
analysis.

Step 5: Analyze

C-V Data

Once a sweep has been performed, and the results are
stored safely in computer arrays, you can apply any one
of a number of different analysis techniques to the data.
Raw data plotting (hard copy) or graphing (CRT) of such
parameters as low and high frequency capacitance vs. V
can be performed. Analysis features including doping
profile, flatband calculations, and interface trap density
are also provided. See Section 4 for analysis details.
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The IFC command removes any talkers and listeners
from the bus, and the SIX command returns instruments
to their default conditions. The Models 230-l and 595 will
always rehun to the same default state, but the default
conditions for the Model 590 are determined by SAVE 0.
See the appropriate instruction manuals for details. Note
that the instruments are automatically reset when the
program is first run and immediately prior to exiting the
p~Ogr~.

SYSTEM RESET

Option 1 on the main menu (Figure 3-2) allows you to reset your Model 82-DOS System and return the instnments to their default conditions. When this option
is
executed, the IEEE-488 lFC (Interface Clear) and SDC
(Selective Device Clear) commands are sent over the bus,
and you will then be returned to the main menu after a
two-second pause. During this period, the computer will
display the following message:
Outputting

IFC and SDC to reset system.....

-

\
**
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MODEL 82

Reset
Model 82 CV System
Test
and Correct
for System
Compensate
for Rseries
and
Make CV Measurements
Analyze
CV Data
Return
to DOS

NOTE:

ESC always

Enter

number

Figure 3-2.

MAIN MENU **

to

returns

select

user

from

Leakages
Determine

back

menu

one

and Strays
Device
Parameters

MENU level.

:

Model 82 Main Menu
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3.4.1

TESTING AND CORRECTING FOR
SYSTEM LEAKAGES AND STRAYS

To test your system, select main menu option 2, Test and
Correct for System Leakages and Strays.

The system should be tested with the probes up to determine if any sources of large errors such as defective cables are present. The following paragraphs give an overview of the process, discuss menus, and detail the procedure for testing you particular system.

Figure 3-3 shows the overall test and correction menu for
Model 82-DOS software. Through this menu, you can select measurement parameters, monitor leakage levels,
perform a probes-up sweep, analyze the results, and suppress offsets. These aspects are covered in the following
paragraphs.

Suppression should be performed prior to eachmeasurement for optimum accuracy.

**

Measure

stray

Open the
Suppress
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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a+z the
be done

and
device
before

leakage
(i.e.
each

number

to

Stray Capacitance

select:

from

menu

:

and Leakage Current Menu

currents

probe
device

Set Measurement
Parameters
Monitor/Suppress
System
Strays
and Leakages
Measure
Leakages
Over Sweep Voltage
Range
Analyze
Sweep Data for
C and Q/t vs.
V
Return
to Main Menu

Enter

Figure 3-3.

circuit
should

capacitance

Test and Correction Menu

**

up).
measurement.
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Parameter Selection
2.

Menu Selections
By selecting option 1 on the system testing menu, you can
access the parameter selectionmenushowninFigue3-4.
You can also access this menu by pressing ‘M” from
measurement menus. This menu allows you to program
the following parameters:
1. Range

for both

quasistatic

measurements (200pF or 20.

Freq :
Model :
Start V:
stop v:
Bias V:
TDelay:
step v:

2
2
1
2.00
-2.00
0.00
0.07

v.
v.
v.
sec.

20 qV.
1

ccap:
Filter:

2

Number of samples =
NOTE: 1)
2)
3)
Enter

Parameter

5.

The measurement

Measurement

age setting of a C-V sweep.

Parameter

List

**

Enter
Enter
Enter
Enter
Enter
Enter
Enter

Rl for 2OOpF. R2 for 2nF
Fl for lOOKHZ,F2 for 1NBZ
Ml for parallel,
M2 for series
An, -120 <= n <= 120
On, -120 <= n <= 120
Bn, -120 <= n <= 120
Tn, 0.07 <= n <= 199.99

Enter Cl for

Enter

SlO,

S20,

leakage correction

off,

Enter

11 for

filter

on

93

S50

or SlOO

off,

12 for

Sweep will

take =

Keep start V and stop V within 40 volts
of each
Keep number of samples within 4 and 1000 points

C2 for on
0.4 minutes.
other.

with filter
Keep number of samples within 50 and 1000 points with filter
changes

Enter selection

Figure3-4.

4.

and high-frequency

**
Rang.5:

3.

ranges of both the Models 590 and 595 are set by this
parameter.
Frequency
for
high-frequency
measurements
(1OOkI-k or IMHz). This parameter sets the operating frequency of the Models 590 and 5951.
Model (parallel or series). Model selects whether the
device is modeled as a parallel capacitance and conductance, or a series capacitance and resistance. See
paragraph 3.9.6.
StartV: (-12O<V<120).
StartVistheinitialbiasvoltage setting of a c-v sweep.
Stop V: C-120 < V 2 120). Stop V is the &al bias volt-

one change

at

a time.

Enter

E when done,

* for

off.
on.

files.

:

Selection Menu
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6. Bias V: Bias V is a static DC level used when static
monitoring the system (for example, when testing
for leakages and strays), and is the voltage level assumed when a sweep is completed.
7. T delay: (0.07 ST < 199.99sec). Note that the time delay must be properly set to maintain device equilibrium.
8. Step V: (lOmV, 2OmV, 5OmV or 1OOmV): Step V is the
incremental change in voltage of the bias staircase
waveform sweep.
9. C-Cap: (Corrected capacitance): Uses the corrected
capacitance program of the Model 595 when enabled. C-Cap should be used only when testing
leaky devices.
10. Filter: Sets the Model 595 to Filter 2 when on, Filter 0
(off) when off. NOTE: Turning off the filter wiLl incr+sethenoiseby2.5timimes.
Note that the parameter
does not affect the Model 590 filter, which is always
on.
Il. Number of Samples: Displayed at bottom of menu.
12. Sweep length: Indicates how long the sweep will
take.

Programming

NOTE
The voltage displayed on the front panel of
the Model 590 is of the opposite polarity from
the voltage displayed by the Model 82-DOS
softwarebecause
of the gate-to-substrate voltage convention used. As described in Section
2, INPUT should be connected to the gate terminal, and OUTPUT should be connected to
the substrate terminal.

Parameters

To program a parameter, type in the indicated menu letter followed by the pertinent parameter. The examples
below will help to demonstrate this process.

Example

1. The maximum difference between the programmed
Start V and Stop V is 40V. Exceeding this value will
generate an error message.
2. The number of points must be between 4 and 1000
with the filter off, or between 50 and 1000 with the filter on to avoid curve distortion.
3. Bias voltage polarity is specified at the gate with respect to the substrate. For example, with a positive
voltage, the gate will be biased positive relative to
the substrate. Thus, an n-type material must be biased positive to be in the accumulation region.

1: Select lh4Hz High-frequency

Operation

To select high frequency operation, simply type in F2 at
the command prompt, and press the ENTER key.

Saving/Recalling

Parameters

By pressing the “*” key, you can save or load parameters
to or from diskette. The menu for these operations is
shown in Figure 3-5. Press “S” (save) or “L” (load) to
carry out the desired operation. You will then be
prompted to type in the filename to be saved or loaded.
Anerrormessagewillbegivenifafilecannotbefoundor
will be overwritten.

Example 2: Program a c15V Bias V
Type in B15, and press the ENTER key.

Do not add
name.

NOTE
the .PAR extension

to the file-

Example 3: Select O.lsec Delay Time
Type in TO.l, and press the ENTER key.

When the save option is selected, the parameter values
currently in effect will be saved under the selected filename. Parameters loaded from an existing file will overwrite existing parameters.

Example 4: Program a 20mV Step Voltage
Type in S20, and press the ENTER key.

Programming

Considerations

When selecting parameters,
in mind, including:
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thereareafewpoints

to keep

NOTE
To load or save parameters to a different drive
or a directory other than PAR, specify the
complete path in the filename (for example,
AMYFILE, or C:\I’ATH\MYFILE).
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**

Store

I Load

system

parameters

**

Loading
parameters
overwrites
the system
parameters.
A file
must already
exist
to be Loaded.
A file
to be Stored
must not exist.
Note:
Do not add
.PAR
to the end of the typed
name!

Enter

Enter

Figure 3-5.

Selection

S or

L to

store

or

parameters,

enter

E to

exit.

:

Save/Load Parameter Menu

Rehuz~ing to Previous

program is first run by specifying the parameter test filename at run time. See paragraph 2.4.9 for details.

Menu

After all parameters have been programmed (or loaded
from disk), press “E or ESC” to rehun to the system leakage testing menu

Loading Parameters
A parameter

load

at Run Time

file can be automatically

loaded, when the

Saving and Loading from a Floppy Disk
To save or load to a floppy disk, simply include the drive
designation before the filename. (For example: A: SAMPLE will load or save SAMPLE to drive A:.
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Viewing Leakage Levels

Description
Before perfotig
a test sweep, you should observe system leakage current and capacitance and fix any problems before continuing. Once system leakage levels have
been reduced, proceed to paragraph 3.4.4 to perform a
probes-up sweep of the system. Paragraph 3.9 discusses
these factors in more detail.

Procedure
1. Select option 2 on the main menu followed by option
1 (Set Measurement Parameters) on the following
menu. Program the following:
Range: 200pF
Frequency:

1OOlcHz or 1MHz as required

Model: Parallel
Bias V: O.OOV
T Delay: 0.07s~
Step V: 5OmV
c-cap:

Off

Filter: On
Press “E” then ENTER when parameters have been
programmed,
then select option 2, Monitor/Suppress System Strays and Leakages.
2. Disconnect the device from the system; in other
words, place the probes in the up position. Close the
shield on the test fixture.
3. If necessary, press “R” to turn off suppress and display “raw” readings.
4. You wiIl then see a display similar to the one shown
in Figure 3-6. The values shownare representative of
what to expect in a typical system, but your values
may be somewhat different. Note that uncompensated readings are displayed (readings not compensated for series resistance, or gain or offset values).
5. Note the quasistatic and high-frequency capacitance
and the leakage (Q/t) level. These values should be
as small as possible. Ideally, stray capacitance

3-8

should be less than 1% of the capacitance you expect
to measure for optimum accuracy. Also, leakage current should be as low as possible.
6. If desired, press “Z” to suppress Co, CH, and G.
7. Press “Q” to exit the menu.

Analyzing

the Results

There are two key items to note when performing the
aboveprocedure:
(1) excessiveleakagecurrent
(Q/t), and
(2) too much stray capacitance. If excessive leakage current is noted, you should check the foIlowing:
1. Make .sure the proper cables are installed in the COTrect places. Be certain you have not interchanged
Model 4801 (low-noise) cables with the Model 7051
(50% cables.
2. Make sure all connecting jacks and connectors are
free of contamination.
Clean any dirty connectors
with methanol, and allow them to dry thoroughly
before use.
3. Becertainthatyouare,infact,m~ga”probes-up”
measurement.
4. Check to see that no leakage paths are present in the
test fixture.
5. If necessary, tie down cables to avoid noise currents
caused by cable flexing. Also, avoid vibration during
testing.

Things to check for excessive stray capacitance

include:

1. Verify that all cables are of the proper type and not of
excessive length.
2. Verify the integrity of all cable shields and that the
shield connections are carried through to the connectors.
3. Again, make sure the procedure is being performed
in the “probes-up” configuration.
4. Use a test fixture of good, low-capacitance design.
5. Make certain the test fixture shield is in place when
characterizing
the system. The same precaution
holds true when characterizing or measuring a device.

SECTION3
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/
** Monitor/Suppress

System Strays

Open the circuit

at the device

press
'M' to set measurement parameters
press
'Z' to suppress
Cq, Ch, G (probe up).
press
'R' to remove suppress.
press 'Q' to Quit.
(note:
Keyboard response
time is affected
Suppress
is OFF.

Quasistatic
High freq

Figure 3-6.

:
:

Cq (pF)
+0.5
Ch (pF)
-0.3

and Leakages

(i.e

by delay

at Bias

probe

V **

-l

up).

time)

UNCOMPENSATED
READINGS
Q/t (PA)
+o.ooo
G (US)
Bias Vgs
-2.OOOOE+OO
+o.ooo

Monitor Leakage Menu
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3.4.4

System Leakage Test Sweep

This aspect of system leakage testing allows you to determine if there are any voltage-dependent
leakages in the
system. Basically there are two important points here: (1)
how the leakage current varies as the bias voltage
changes, and (2) apparent quasistatic capacitance variation with changes in voltage. These considerations are
discussed more completely in paragraph 3.9.

Procedure
1. Select option 2 on the main menu, then option 1, Set
Measurement Parameters, and program the following parameters.
Range: 200pF
1OOkHz or lMHz, as required

Model: Parallel
Start V: Most negative voltage generally used.
Stop V: Most positive voltage usually used.
Bias V: O.OOV
T delay: 0.07sec
Step V: 1OOmV

3-10

Off

Press “E” then ENTER to exit. Select option 3, Measure Leakages Over Sweep Voltage Range.

Description

Frequency:

c-cap:

2. Place the probes in the up position to disconnect the
device from the system.
3. Make sure the test fixture shield is in place before
starting the procedure.
4. Press “R” to display “raw” readings. The computer
display will show leakage levels, as shown in
Figure 3-7. Note that uncompensated
readings are
displayed (reading not compensated for series resistance, or gain and offset vahxs).
5. Press ‘3” to initiate the sweep. Duringthe sweep, the
computer witl display the following:
Sweep in progress
Also, the sweep length
played.

and voltages

will be dis-

6. At the end of the sweep, select option 4, Analyze
Sweep Data, and note the following menu is displayed.
1. Graph both CQ and CH vs. Gate Voltage.
2. Graph Q/t Current vs. Gate Voltage.
3. Graph Conductance vs. Gate Voltage.
4. Return to Previous Menu.
7. Select options 1 and 2 on the menu to graph both qu&static
and high-frequency
capacitance vs. gate
voltage, and Q/t current vs. gate voltage.
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** Manual Start

Sweep Measurement

Open the circuit
at the device
(ie.
probe up).
'M' to set measurement parameters
'2' to suppress
Cq, Ch, G (probe
up).
'R' to remove suppress.
'S' to start the sweep
'Q' to Quit.
(note:
Keyboard
response
time is affected
by delay

**

press
press
press
press
press

Suppress

is OFF.

Quasistatic

:

High freq

Figure 3-7.

Diagnostic

:

Sweep will

Cq (pF)
+0.3
Ch (pF)
-0.3

take

=

time)
0.4

minutes.

UNCOMPENSATED
READINGS
Qlt (PA)
+o.ooo
G (US)
Start Vgs
-3.OOOOE+OO
+I.960

Sweep Menu
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Analyzing

the Results

The leakage current you may observe during testing
could be from two main sources: (1) constant leakage currents due to such sources as cables, and (2) voltage-dependent leakage currents caused by leakage resistances.
A typical constant leakage current curve is shown in
Figure 3-8, while a Q/t curve due to leakage resistance is
shown in Figure 3-9. In the first case, note that the current
is constant and does not depend on the applied voltage.
For the case of the curve dependent on leakage resistance,
however, the current is directly proportional to the voltage, as is the case with any common resistor. The resistance, incidentally, is simply the reciprocal of the slope of
the line.

Since quasistatic capacitance is determined by integrating the current, the presence of unwanted leakage current will skew your quasistatic C-V curves. Figure 3-10
shows the effects of constant leakage current. Here, the
normal parasitic capacitance, CP, is skewed upwards
with an additional “phantom” capacitance added to the
normal parasitic capacitance. The same type of curve
skew will also occur with normal measurements, but its
effect will usually be less noticeable because of the larger
capacitance levels involved.

C
----------

----_-----_

c

With
Leakage

--

C Without
Leakage

”

F‘igm 3-10.

‘@ire 3-8.

l&age

Constant Leakage Current Increases
Quasistatic Capacitance

Due to Constant Current
A more serious situation is present in the case of the varying current, as shown in Figure 3~11. Now, the usually
flat capacitance curve has been tilted, resulting in what is
essentially a voltage-dependent
capacitance. Again, the
same curve-tilting effects can be expected for normal
measurements, although usually to a lesser degree.

V

‘igure 3-9.
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Q/t Cum

with Leakage Resistance

The high-frequency capacitance curves will not generally
showanyvoltage-variability,andwillshowmainlyparasitic capacitance at the frequency of interest. Such curves
cm also provide a good frame of reference for the quasistatic curves, as both quasistatic
and high-frequency
curves should be flat and very similar as long as leakage
currents are sufficiently low.

The G vs. V curve shows AC loss at the selected measurement frequency UOOkHz OI 1MI-M. The high-frequency
conductance value may represent a leakage resistance
that is AC coupled into the test fixture.
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‘igure 3-11.

3.4.5

Quasistatic Capacitance with and
without Ledage Current

1. Disconnect the device from the system; in other
words, place the probes in the up position. Close the
shield on the probe fixture.
2. Select option 2, Monitor/Suppress
System Strays
and Leakages. You will then see a display similar to
the one shown in Figure 3-6. The values shown here
are representative of what to expect in a typical system, but yours could be somewhat different.
3. Press ‘7’ to suppress the leakage values. The Model
590 will be drift corrected, and its zero mode will be
enabled to suppress CH and G. Suppress on the
Model 595 will also be enabled to suppress CQafter a
15-second pause for setting. The statuS of suppress
(on) will be displayed on the screen.
4. Press “Q” to return to the previous menu once suppression is complete.

Offset Suppression
Disabling

Description
By selecting option 2 on the system leakage test menu,
you can monitor the parameters listed below at a fixed
bias voltage. This feature will give you an opporhmity to
suppress these leakage values to maximize accuracy.
This suppression procedure should be carried out before
each verified or performed measurement for optimum
accuracy.

NOTE
Large leakage capacitances and conductances
should not be suppressed. Determine the
source of the problem and correct it before using your system if large offsets are noted.

Monitored

“Z”

A’

/’

/’

, C With
Leakage

controlled from a measurement menu by pressing
(suppress on) or “R” (suppress OffI.

parameters

include:

Suppress

To disable suppress and display raw readings, simply
press “R” at the command prompt. Note that current
suppress values will be lost when suppress is disabled.

3.5

CORRECTING FOR CABLING
EFFECTS

Cable correction is necessary to optimize accuracy of
high-frequency C-V measurements,and to align CQ and
Cti for Dn measurements.
The process
uses the
CABLECAL.EXE utility and involves connecting c&bration capacitors with precisely known values to the connecting cables in place of the test fixture.

The following paragraphs discuss required calibration
SOUK~S as well as the overall cable correction procedure.

CQ (qUhSt&iC CapKit~CL?)
Q/t (leakage current)
CH (high frequency

3.5.1

When to Perform Cable Correction

capacitance)

G (conductance)
VGS (gate bias voltage)

Suppressed parameters include CQ, CH, and G. Note that
Q/t is not suppressed. Note that suppress on/off can be

Cablecorrectionmustbeperforrnedthefirsttimeyouuse
your system. Thereafter, for optimum accuracy, it is recommended that you cable correct your system whenever
the ambient temperature changes by more than 5OC from
the previous correction temperature. You can cable correct your system daily, if desired, but doing so is not absolutely essential.
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NOTE
Cable correction parameters and source valdisk
in
the
stored
on
ues
are
“PKG82CALCAL”
file. These correction parameters ax automatically retrieved during
program initialization. This file must be in the
default directory when running the program.

Table
Nominal
Value*

3-1.

Cable
1kHz
VahlP

Correction
1ookHz
Vahle**

Sources
lMH7.
Value**

I47pF
I I I I
180pF

3.5.2

Recommended Sources

470pF

Table 3-l summarizes the recommended calibration capacitors, which are part of the Model 5909 calibration set
supplied with Model S&DOS. The values shown are
nominal; you must use the lkHz, lOOkI%, and 1MHz values marked on the sources when correcting your system.
Space has been provided inTable 3-1 for you to enter the
actual values of your sources.

NOTE
The first time you cable correct your system, it
will be necessary for you to enter your actual
values
while
running
SOutTe
CABLECAL.EXE.
See paragraph 3.5.4.

3.5.3

Source Connections

In order to correct your system, it will be necessary for
you to disconnect your test fixture and connect each cal-

5951

Remote Input Coupler

Figure 3-12.

Cable Correction Connections

I
1.8nF
I
I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I
“Nominal
valuesincludedwithModel5909Calibration
Source
“EntervaluesfromSOUTC~S
whereindicated.

bration capacitor in its place when prompted to do so, as
shown in Figure 3-12. Use the supplied female-to-female
BNC adapters to connect the sc~uxes to the cables.

When using the sources, be sure not to handle them excessively, as the resulting temperature rise will change
the source values due to temperature coefficients. This
temperature change will degrade the accuracy of the COTrection process.

SECTION 3
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3.5.4

Save or Save As as required. If you use Save As, be
sure to specify the I’KG82CALCAL
filename.

Correction Procedure

As noted earlier, the following procedure must be performed the first time you use your system, and it should
also be performed
when the ambient temperature
changes by more than 5°C from the correction point.

NOTE
This
correction
procedure
uses
the
CABLECAL.EXE utility, which is described in
more detail in Appendix G.

3.5.5

Optimizing Correction Accuracy to
Probe Tips

To correct as close as possible to the probe tips, construct
two BNC cables (504 low noise if possible) equal in
length to the distance from the 1astBNC connectors to the
probe tips. Connect these substitute cables in place of the
last cables with prober, and perform the correction procedure outlined in paragraph 3.5.4. After correction, replace the original cables.

Proceed as follows:
1. While in the \KTHLY~CV\MODEI&?
directory,
type in the folio wmg to run the cable calibration uiility:
CABLECAL

<enter>

2. To load an existingPKG82CAL.CAL
calibration constants file, press Alt-F, then select Load on the menu.
S+ct the existing PKG82CAL.CAL
file, or type in
the name of the file (l’KG82CAL.CAL).
3. Press Ah-E, then select Cable Cal Model 82 to calibrate the Model 82-DOS system.
4. If you are cable correcting your system for the first
time, enter the nominal, lkHz, lOOkHz, and 1MHz
values where indicated (use the <Tab> key to move
around selections). Capacitor #l is the smaller of two
values, and Capacitor #2 is the large capacitor value
for a given range (see Table 3-l). Select OK after entering source values to begin the calibration process.
5. Choose the CALIBRATE selection to perform the cable calibration procedure.
6. Follow the prompts on the screen to complete the
calibration process. During calibration, you will be
prompted to connect calibration capadtors, or to
leave the terminals open in some cases. If any errors
occur, you will be notified by suitable messages on
the screen.
7. After calibration is complete, you must save the new
calibration constants to the PKGSZCAL.CAL file in
order for the Model 82-DOS main program to find
them at run time. To do so, Press U-F, the select

3.6

CHARACTERIZING DEVICE
PARAMETERS

Before device measurement, it is necessary to determine
sweep parameters to make certain the device is properly
biased in inversion and accumulation during the sweep.
Also, optimum delay time, trzrau, must be determined to
ensure that the device remains in equilibrium. In addition, it is often desirable to verify Cox, Cm, and F&m,
The following paragraphs discuss the procedures for
characterizing these device parameters.

3.6.1

Device Characterization Menu

To characterize device parameters, select option 3, Compensate for Rseries and Determine Device Parameters on
the Model 82-DOS main menu. The menu shown in
Figure 3-13 will be displayed. By selecting appropriate
options, you can perform the following:
1. Program measurement parameters as required.
2. Perform a diagnostic C-V sweep.
3. Graph the results of the diagnostics C-V sweep in order to check for proper accumulation and inversion
voltages, as well as to verify device type.
4. Bias the device in accumulation to determine Rsenn~,
Cm, Tax, and/or gate area.
5. Bias the device in inversion and determine Cm and
equilibrium delay time.
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** Characterization

of Device Parameters **

OPENCIRCUITSUPPRESS
SHOULD
PRECEDE
EACHMEASUREMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set MeasurementParameters
Run Diagnostic CV Sweep
Graph Diagnostic Sweep Data to Determine INVERSION
6 ACCUMULATION
Voltages.
ACCUMULATION:
Determine Rseries, Cox, Tax, and/or Area.
INVERSION:Determine Cmin and Equilibrium Delay Time.
Return to Main Menu

Enter number to select

Figure 3-13.
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Device Characterization

from menu :

Menu

\
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3.6.2

Running and Analyzing a
Diagnostic C-V Sweep

Before testing for other device parameters, you should
run a diagnostic sweep on the device to check to see that
proper start and stop voltages have been programmed
for the accumulation and inversion of the curve.

7. After you are prompted that the sweep is completed,
press any key to rehun to the characterization menu.
8. Select option 3, Graph Diagnostic Sweep Data. See
the discussion below for interpretation
of the C-V
graph and recommendations.
Press ENTER to return to the menu.

Analyzing
Procedure
1. Before running a sweep, verify connections and suppress if necessary, as outlined in paragraph 3.4.5.
2. Select menu option 1, Set Measurement Parameters,
and program the following:
Range: 200pF or 2nF depending
tance

on expected capad-

Frequen,cy: 1OOkHz or IMHz, as required.
Model: Parallel
Start V: As required to bias the device in accumulati0*.

Stop V: As required to bias the device in inversion
T delay: 0.07sec
step v: 5omv
c-cap:

Off

Filter: On
when progr amming voltage parameters, remember
that the voltage polarity is at the gate with respect to
the substrate. Thus, to begin the sweep in inversion
on an n-type material. Start V would be negative and
Stop V would be positive.
3. Return to the characterization menu by pressing “E”
then ENTER.
4. Select option 2, Run Diagnostic C-V Sweep, on the
menu, then press “Z” to enable suppress if Co, CH, or
G offsets are >I% of anticipated measured values for
the DLJT you are testing.
5. Place the probes down on the contact points for the
device to be tested and close the fixture shield.
6. Press “S” to initiate the sweep after Q/t settles to the
system leakage level. You can abort the sweep, by
pressing any key, if desired.

the Results

The high-frequency curve should be analyzed to ensure
that the sweep voltage range is sufficient to bias the device well into both accumulation and inversion. Typical
C-V curves are shown in Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15. It
may be necessary to *e-program the Start V or the Stop V
(or both) to bias the device properly. Re-run the sweep to
verify that the new values are appropriate.

The curves can also be used to verify the type of material
under test. As shown in Figure 3-14, an n-type material is
biased in inversion when the gate voltage is substantially
negative, while the device is in accumulation when the
gate voltage is positive. Note that the high-frequency capacitance in inversion is much lower than the high-frequency capacitance in accumulation.

The same situation
holds true for p-type -es
(Figure Z-15) except the polarities are reversed. In this instance, inversion occurs for gate voltages much greater
than zero, while the accumulation region occurs when
the device is biased negative.

The oxide capacitance, Cox, is simply the maximum highfrequency capacitance when the device is biased in ac~umdation. Its value can be taken directly from the C-V
plot, or more accurate COX value can be determined using
the procedure in the next paragraph.

The minimum high-frequency capacitance, Cm, can also
be determined from the gmph, or its value can be determined more accurately using the procedure in paragraph
3.6.4.
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Accumulation
Capacitance
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Figure 3-14.

C-V Characteristics
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C-V Characteristics
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3.6.3

Determining Series Resistance,
Oxide Capacitance, Oxide Thickness, and Gate Area

Procedure
1.
2.

Series Resistance
Devices with high series resistance such as those with
epitaxial layers or with substrates with low doping can
cause measurement and analysis errors unless steps are
taken to compensate for this error term. Uncorrected series resistance can result in an erroneously low capacitance and a distorted G-V curve. (See Figure 4-8 and 4-9
for a comparison of uncompensated
and compensated
G-V curves.)

The Model 82-DOS software uses the three-element
model described in paragraph 4.5.2 to compensate for series resistance. The series resistance, Rs~nrrs,is an analysis
constant that can be entered as described below. The default value for I&is 0, which means that data will be
unaffected if the value is not changed.

Select option4 on the Characterization of Device Parameters menu.
Press “M”, and program the Bias V parameter necessary to bias the device in strong accumulation. Refer
to the diagnostic curves made as outlined in paragraph 3.6.2 to determine optimum accumulation
voltage. All other measurement parameters should
remain the same as determined in paragraph 3.6.2.

NOTE
The Bias V value must be properly set to bias
the device in strong accumulation in order to
accurately determine both R~ERIES
and Cox.

3.

Verify that the probes-up uncompensated
capacitance is zero, and suppress by pressing “2” if neces-

=Y.
Place the probes down on the device contact points,
and close the test fixture shield.
high-frequency
capaci5. Note the uncompensated
tance displayed on the computer screen, and verify
that it is stable. A typical display, including compensated and uncompensated
readings, is shown in
Figure 3-16. Note that compensated readings take
into account the effects of R~ERIES,
gain, and offset.
To change &ems, Cox, tax, and/or gate area, press
“C”.
The recommended value of RSWESwill be calculated
and displayed.
Type in the recommended series resistance value, or
enter your own value, if desired.
The recommended oxide capacitance value will be
displayed. At this point, you can type in the recommended value for Cox, or choose your own value, if
desired.
10 You can now choose to enter oxide thickness or gate
area. Enter the gate area in ax?, or enter the oxide
4.

The Model 82-DOS software determines the displayed
value of Rsby converting parallel model data from
the Model 590 into series model data. The resistance
value corresponding to the maximum high-frequency capacitance in accumulation is defined as Rs~nns.

In conjunction with the added series resistance compensation, all displayed readings will be labelled as being
either COMPENSATED
or UNCOMPENSATED.
Certaincompensatedreadingsarealsocompensatedforgain
and offset values (see below). Capacitance and conductance values used for analysis are also compensated for
series resistance.

Oxide Capacitance,

Oxide Thickness,

and Gate Area

The oxide capacitance, Cox, is determined by biasing the
device in accumulation and noting the high-frequency
capacitance, which is essentially the oxide capacitance,
COX.Once Cm is known, the oxide thickness (tax) or area
(A) can be calculated. Note that these values are saved
with the data and are used for analysis, as discussed in
Section 4.

thickness in run. NOTE: To convert run to i , multi11
12

ply by a factor of 10. For example, lnm = 10 i
After these parameters are entered, updated Rw.xs,
COX,tax, and gate area values will be displayed.
Press “Q” once data entry is complete to return to the
previous menu.
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** Determine Rseries, Cox, tax, and/or Area **
(Use measurement parameters to set Bias V to ACCUMULATION)
press ‘M’ set measurement parameters.
press ‘2’ to suppress Cq, Ch, and G (probe up).
press ‘R’ to remove suppress.
press ‘C’ to change Rseries, Cox, tax, and/or Area.
press ‘G’ to change Gain/Offset constants.
press ‘Q’ to Quit.
( keyboard response is affected by delay time )
Suppress is OFF.
Cox(pF) =
Area(cm^2) =
Quasistatic
High freq

Quasistatic
High freq

:
:

+O.OOOOEtOO
+O.OOOOE+OO

Gain, Offset,
Cq (pF)
*0.5
Ch (pF)
-0.4

:
:

Cq (pF)
+0.5
Ch (pF)
-0.4

Rseries(ohms) =
tox(nm) =

t0.0000Et00
+0.0000Et00

and Rseries COMPENSATED
READINGS
Qlt (PA)
to.000
G (US)
Bias Vgs
-4.OOOOEtOO
to. 000
UNCOMPENSATED
READINGS
Q/t (PA)
to.000
G (US)
Bias Vgs
-4.OOOOEtOO
to.000
/

Figure 3-16.

Series Resistance and Oxide Gpcitance

Setting Gain and Offset Values
Separate gain and offset constants can be applied to both
CQand CHto aid in curve alignment or to compensate for
measurement errors. Gain and offset constants are applied to capadtance values used for analysis and are also
used to display compensated readings. Gain and offset
constants can be changed as follows:
1. Select option 4 on the Characterization of Device Parameters menu.
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2. Press “G” to enter gain and offset constants.
3. Follow the prompts on the screen to enter desired Co
and CHgain and offset constants.

NOTE
To disable gain and offset, enter a value of 1
for gain, and enter a value of 0 for offset.

4.

Press “Q” to return to the previous menu.
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3.6.4

Determining
Delay Time

CHIN

and Optimum

4

CMINvescription
The minimum capacitance, Cm, is an analysis constant
used to calculate the average doping concentration, NAVC
(paragraph 4.5.10). Basically, CMINis the high-frequency
capacitance measured when the device is biased in
stronginversion.TheproceduretodetermineC~~is~~vered below.

5

6
7
8

Delay Time Description
For accurate measurements, the delay time must be carefully chosen to ensure that the device remains in equilibrium in the inversion region during a sweep. The procedure covered in this section discusses methods to find the
optimumdelaytimefrom
Q/tvs.VandCvs.Vcurves.
A
test fixture light can be controlled to speed up device
eqtibnum.
Note that the total test time is about 25 times
the maximum delay time, Thmx.

Procedure
1. Perform probes-up suppression, by pressing “2”.
2. Press “M”, and program the following parameters.
Range: 200pF or 2nF, depending on expected capacitance.

Delay Time Filtering
Since the reading signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to
the delay time, short delay time readings are filtered using an averaging algorithm in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of those readings. Averaging is related
to the maximum delay time, Tmar,as follows:
Delay Time

9
10
11

Toggle light on or off CL). If your test fixture is
equipped with a light to shine on the device, you can
turn it on to reach the equilibrium point more rapidly. See paragraph 3.8 for information on connecting a light to the system.
Enter maximum delay time CD). Keep in mind that
the plot will take about 25 times the maximum delay
time to complete. For example, if you program a
maximumdelaytimeof
lOseconds,theplotwill
take
about 250 seconds to complete.
start measurement (S).
Graph data points (G) CQ and Q/t vs. LoElxvwill be
plotted by this option.
Print data points (P). After the measurement is completed, you can print out the data points on the
printer by selecting this option.
View data points on CRT 0%
Enter CMIN(0.
Quit (Q). Pressing “Q” rehuns you to the previous
menu.

Number Readings
Averaged

O.OlT,
O.O2T,,
O.O4T,,
O.O6T,,
0.08Tm
>O.lOT,,

100
50
25
11
6
1

Delay Time Menu
Select option 5, Determine Cm and Equilibrium Delay
Time. The computer will then display the menu shown in
Figure 3-17. Through this menu, you can choose the following options.
1. Set Measurement parameters CM).
2. Suppress strays and leakages (2).
3. Display “raw” readings (RI

Bias V: As required to bias device in strong inversion
(Use value from diagnostic plot).
Step v: Set amplitude to be used when actually test;n device (polarity is derived from Start V and Stop
C-Cap: Off except for leaky devices (see discussion
below).
Filter: On.
3. Place the probes down on the device contact points
and close the test fixture shield.
4. Press “D”, and enter the desired maximum delay
time. For an unknown device start with a time of
30-50s~ for easiest interpretation.
5. If a light is connected to your system, press ‘I” to
turn on the light to achieve equilibrium mc~re rapidly. Note that the light status is indicated on the
computer CRT.
6. Observe the Q/t readings on the computer CRT.
Wait until the Q/t value is reduced to the system
leakage level. At this point, the device has reached
equilibrium.
7. If you are using a light, turn it off once equilibrium is
reached before making the measurement by pressing “I.“. Again, the stati
of the light will be indicated on the computer CRT (it may take a few moments for the device to settle after the light is turned
off).
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press
press
press
press
press
press
press
(

** Determine Cmin and Equilibrium
Delay Time **
(Use measurement parameters
to set Bias V to INVERSION)
‘M’ to set measurement parameters
‘2’ to suppress
Cq, Ch, G (probe up).
‘R’ to remove suppress.
‘L’ to toggle
light
on/off
press
‘V’ to view data points
‘D’ to enter max DELAY TIME
press
‘G’ to graph data points
‘S’ to start measurement
press
‘P’ to print data points
‘Q’ to Quit
press
‘C’ to enter Cmin
note: keyboard response
is affected
by delay time)

Supress
is OFF.
Light Drive is OFF.
Max delay time=
10.00

Quasistatic
High freq

Figure3-17.

:
:

seconds.

Sweep will

226 seconds.

Gain and Offset
COMPENSATED
READINGS
Cq (pF)
Q/t (PA)
+0.3
+o. 100
Ch (pF)
G (US)
Bias Vgs
-0.4
-4.OOOOE+OO
+o. 000

CMLNand Delay Time Menu

8. Press “C” to enter Cm, which is the currently displayed high-frequency capacitance (CH).
9. Press “S” to begin the delay time measurement. The
computer will display the values of CQ, Q/f and
tom.cwon the CRT, up to a maximum of 11 points.
10. Once all points have been taken, press “G” to generate the Q/t and CQ vs. tDtx.xY
graph, an example of
which is shown in Figure 3-18. Note that both Q/t
and CQwill be automatically scaled along the Y axis
of the graph.
11. Once the graph is completed, note both the Q/t and
capacitance curves. The optimum delay time occurs
when both -es
flatten out to a slope of zero. For
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take

maximum accuracy, choose the second point on the
curves after the curve in question has flattened out
(seediscussionbelowforadditionalconsiderations).
12. After choosing the optimum delay time, exit the
graphsubmenu.Youcannowprintoutorviewyour
data points on the printer by pressing “P” or “V” if
desired.
13. Once the optimum delay time has been accurately
determined, press “M”, and program T Delay with
the optimum delay time value determined by this
procedure. Use this delay time when testing and
measuring the device, as desaibed in paragraph 3.7.
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Figure 3-18.Q/t and CQvs. Delay Time Example

Analyzing

the Results

For best accuracy, you should choose a delay time corresponding to the second point on the flat portion of both
the capacitance and Q/t curves, as shown in Figure 3-19.
of course, for long delay times, the measurement process
can become inordinately long with some devices. To
speed up the test, you might be tempted to use a shorter
delay time, one that results in a compromise between
speed and accuracy. However, doing so is not recommended since it is difficult to quantify the amount of accuracy degradation in any given situation.

Determining

tion. Note, however, that the curve taken with corrected
capacitance will be distorted in the non-equilibrium
region, so data in that region should be considered to be invalid when using corrected capadtance.

NOTE
Jf it is necessary to use corrected capacitance
when determining delay time, it is recommended that you make all measurements on
that particular device using corrected capacitance (C-cap on). Return to the set parameters
menu to turn on C-cap.

Delay Time with Leaky Devices

When testing for delay time on devices with relatively
large leakage currents, it is recommended that you use
the corrected capacitance feature, which is designed to
compensate for leakage currents. The reason for doing so
is ikstrated
in Figure 3-20. When large leakage currents
are present, the capacitance curve will not flatten out in
equilibrium, but will instead either continue to rise (positive Q/t) or begin to decay (negative Q/t).

Using corrected capacitance results in the normal flat capacitance curve in equilibrium due to leakage compensa-

Testing

Slow Devices

A decaying noise curve, such as the dotted line shown in
Figure 3-19, will result if the maximum delay time is too
short for the device being tested. This phenomenon,
which is most prevalent with slow devices, occurs because the signal range is too small. To eliminate such err~neous curves, choose a longer maximurn delay time. A
good starting point for unknown devices is a 30-second
maximum delay time, which would result in a five-mirute test duration.
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maximum
too short

curve because
delay time is

T Delay

Figure 3-19.

Choosing Optimum Delay Time

/-

Figure 3-20.
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3.7

MAKING C-V MEASUREMENTS

The following paragraphs describe procedures for making C-V sweeps both manually, and automatically. During a sweep, the following parameters are stored within
an array for later analysis:
1. Ca (quasistatic capacitance). CQ is measured by the
Model 595.
2. Q/t (current), as measured by the Model 595.
3. CH (high-tiequency
capacitance).
High-frequency
capacitance is measured at 1OOkHz or 1MHz (dependingontheselected
testfrequency) bytheMode1
590.
conductance).
The Model 590
4. G (high-frequency
measures the conductance of the device at 1OOlcHzor
IMHz, depending on the selected test frequency.

NOTE
When using series model, resistance will be
stored and displayed instead of conductance.

5. VG~ (gate voltage). The gate voltage is measured by
the Model 590. Note that the gate voltage as it is used
bythecomputerisoppositeinpolarityfromthatdisplayed on the front panel of the Model 590 because of
the gate-to-substrate voltage convention used (gate
terminal connected to INPUT; substrate terminal
connected to OLITI’LIT).

3.7.1

C-V Measurement Menu

Figure3-21
shows the menu for C-V measurements.
Various options on this menu allow you to program
menuparameters,manuallystartaC-Vsweep,automatially initiate the sweep, and access the analysis functions.
These options are discussed below.

3.7.2

Programming Measurement
Parameters

Menu Selections
By selecting option 1 on the C-V measurement menu, you
can access the parameter selection menu shown in
Figure 3-22. (Parameters can also be set from the sweep
menu by pressing “M”.) This menu allows you to program the following parameters:

and high-frequency
1. Range for both quasistatic
measurements
(20OpF or 2nF). The measurement
rang&of both the Models 590 and 595 are set by this
parameter.
2. Frequency
for
high-frequency
measurements
(1OOkHz or X&Hz). This parameter sets the operating frequency of the Models 590 and 5951.
3. Model (parallel or series). Model selects whether the
device is modeled as a parallel capacitance and conductance, or a series capacitance and resistance.
Model affects only high-frequency capacitance and
conductance measurements. See paragraph 3.9.6 for
a discussion of series and parallel model.
StartVistheinitialbiasvolt4. StartV: (-12O<V<120).
age setting of a c-v sweep.
5. Stop V: (-120 <V $120). Stop V is the final bias voltage setting of a c-v sweep.
6. Bias V: Bias V is a static DC level applied to the device during certain static monitoring functions such
as leakage level tests and determining device Cox
and delay time. Note that the voltage source value
rehnns to the Bias V level after Stop V at the end of
the sweep.
7. T delay: (0.07 5 T < 199.99%x). Note that the time delay must be properly programmed to maintain device equilibrium during a sweep, as discussed in
paragraph 3.6.
8. Step V: (lOmV, 20mV, 50mV or 100mV): Step V is the
incremental change of voltage of the bias staircase
wavefonn.ThepolarityofStepVisautomaticallyset
depending on the relative values of Start V and Stop
V. If Stop V is more positive than Start V, Step V is
positive;ifStop
VismorenegativethanStartV,Step
v is negative.
9. C-Cap: ,(Corrected capacitance). Uses the corrected
capacitance program of the Model 595 when enabled. C-Cap should be used only when testing
leaky devices. As discussed in paragraph 3.6, C-cap
shouldbeusedfordevicemeasurementifyoufound
it necessary to use C-cap when determining delay
time.
10. Filter: Sets the Model 595 to Filter 2 when on, Filter 0
(offi when off. The Model 590 filter is always enabled.

NOTE
The filter may distort the quasistatic C-V
curve if there are less than 50 readings in the
depletion region of the curve. Turning off the
filter will increase reading noise by 2.5 times.
See the Model 595 Instnxtion
Manual for
complete filter details.
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1
** Device

Measurement

and Analysis

**

OPEN CIRCUIT SUPPRESS SHOULDPRECEDEEACH MEASUREMENT
1. Set Measurement Parameters
2. Manual Start CV Sweep
3. Auto Start CV Sweep
4. Analyze Sweep Data
5. Return to Main Menu

Enter

Figure 3-21.
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Device Measurement

select

from menu :

and Analysis Menu
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** Measurement Parameter List
Range:
Freq :
Model:
start v:
stop
v:
Bias V:
TDelay:
step V:
ccap:
Filter:

2
2
1
2.00
-2.00
0.00
0.07
20
1
2

Number of samples
NOTE: 1)
2)
3)

Enter
Enter
Enter
v.
Enter
v.
Enter
v.
Enter
sec. Enter
mV. Enter
Enter
Enter
=

Rl for 2OOpF. R2 for 2°F
Fl for lOOKHZ, F2 for 1MHZ
Ml for parallel,
M2 for series
An, -120 <= n <= 120
On, -120 <= n <= 120
Bn, -120 <= n <= 120
Tn, 0.07 <= n <= 199.99
SlO, S20, S50 or SlOO
Cl for leakage correction
off,
11 for filter
off, I2 for on

93

Enter selection

Parameter

Sweep will

take =

C2 for on
0.4 minutes.

Keep start V and stop V within 40 volts of each other.
Keep number of samples within 4 and 1000 points with filter
Keep number of samples within 50 and 1000 points with filter

Enter changes one change at a tine.

Figure 3-22.

**

off.
on.

Enter E when done, * for files.

:

Selection Menu
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Determining

the Number

of Readings

in a Sweep

The number of readings (bias step) in a given sweep is determined by Start V, Stop V, and Step V, as well as
whether or not the filter is enabled. The number of readings is determined as follows:
R = INT [(ABS~VSTOP- Vsrm)

Where:

/ 2Vsm) - Fl

R = number of readings in the sweep
INT = take the integer of the expression
ABS = take the absolute value of the expression
Vsro~ = programmed stop voltage
Vsr~~r = programmed start voltage
Vm = programmed step voltage
F=Zifthefilterisoff
F=6ifthefilterison

Example: Assume that Start V and Stop V are +lOV end
-lOV respectively, end that Step V is IOOmV. With the filter on, the number of readings is:
R =m
R=94

[CABS (-x-10)/.2)

Sweep Duration

-61

Display

The sweep duration will be displayed on the measure
ment parameters menu. The sweep duration depends on
the number of samples end the delay time.

Programming

Parameters

To program a parameter, type in the indicated menu letter followed by the pertinent parameter. The examples
below will help to demonstrate this process.

Example 1: Select 1MHz High-frequency

Operation

To select high frequency operation, simply type in F2 et
the command prompt and press the ENTER key.

Example 2: Program a +15V Bias V
Type in B15 and press the ENTER key.
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Example 3: Select O.lsec Delay Time
Type in TO.1 and press the ENTER key.

Example 4: Program a 20mV Step Voltage
Type in 520 and press the ENTER key.

Programming

Considerations

When selecting parameters,
in mind, including:

there are a few points to keep

1. The maximum difference between the programmed
Start V and Stop V is 40V. Exceeding this value will
generate an error message.
2. Voltage source polarity is specified at the gate with
respect to the substrate. For example, with a positive
voltage, the gate will be biased positive relative to
the substrate. Thus, an n-type material must be biased positive to be in the accumulation region.
3. Time delay must be carefully chosen so that the device remains in equilibrium throughout the sweep.
The procedure to determine optimum delay time is
covered in paragraph 3.6. Failure to program proper
delay time will distort quasistatic and high-frequency C-V curves. See paragraph 3.9 for additional
measurement considerations.
4. The filter should be used only when more than 50
readings in the fundamental
change area of the
curve are taken; see the Model 595 Instruction Manual, paragraph 3.12 for more information. Note that
the parameter menu includes a.note to remind you of
the 50-reading limitation because you will not be
abletoexittheparametermenuwiththefilteronand
<50 points.

Saving/Recalling

Parameters

By pressing the “*” key, you can save or load parameters
to or from diskette. Press “S” (save) or “L” (load) to carry
out the desired operation. You will then be prompted to
type in the filename to be saved or loaded. An error message will be given if a file cannot be found or will be overwri~en.Donotincludethe.PARextensionwhenspecifying the filename.

When the save option is selected, the parameter values
currently in effect will be saved under the selected filename. l?erameters loaded from an existing file will be updated to conform to the new values.

SECTION 3
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NOTES
1. Youcanautomaticallyloadaparameterfileandstart
the program at the measurement menu by inclwling
the parameter filename with the program run command. See paragraph 2.4.9.
2. To save or load a parameter file in a directory other
than the default directory, indude the complete path
in the filename (for example, A: MYFILE or C:
\TESTS\MYFKE).

Returning

to Previous

Selecting Optimum C-V
Measurement Parameters

When pro* amming C-V measurement
parameters,
keepthefollowingpointsinmind.
Refer toparagraph3.9
for a more complete discussion of these and other considerations.

Choosing

Optimum

The complete doping profile is derived from data taken
in the depletion region of the curve by using a derivative
calculation. As the data point spacing decreases, the vertical point scaling is increasingly caused by noise rather
than changes in the desired signal. Consequently, choosing too many points in the sweep will result in increased
noise rather than an increased resolution in measurement of the C-V waveform.

Menu

After all parameters have been programmed (or loaded
from disk), press “E” to rehnn to the previous menu.

3.7.3

between having too few data points in one situation, or
too many data points in the other.

Start and Stop Voltages

Most C-V data is derived from the steep transition, or depletion region of the C-V curve (see Figures 3-14 and
3-15). For that reason, start and stop voltages should be
chosen so that the depletion region makes up about l/3
to 2/3 of the voltage range.

To minimize noise, choose parameters that will yield a
capacitance change of approximately ten times the percentage error in the signal. For Model 82-WS, the optimum step size is about 5.10% change in capacitance
value per step.

Sweep Direction
For high-frequency
C-V sweeps only, you can sweep
either from accumulation to inversion, or from inversion
to accumulation. Sweeping from accumulation to inversion will allow you to achieve deep depletion-profiling
deeper into the semiconductor
than you otherwise
would obtain by maintaining equilibrium. When sweeping from inversion to accumulation, you should use a
light pulse to achieve equilibrium before the sweep begins.

3.7.4

Manual C-V Sweep

Description
The upper flat, or accumulation region of the high-frequency C-V curve defines the oxide capacitance, Cox.
Since most analysis relies on the ratio C/&x, it is important that you choose a start or stop voltage (depending on
the sweep direction) to bias the device into strong BCNmulation at the start or end of the sweep.

See paragraph

Selecting

3.6.3 for the procedure

the Number

to determine COX.

of Data Points

Therelativevaluesofthestart,stop,andstepvoltagesdetermines the number of data points in the sweep. When
choosing these parameters, some compromise is in order

A manual C-V sweep requires that you observe device
leakage, and then manually trigger the sweep. When
sweeping from inversion to accumulation, you should
wait for the device to attain equilibrium. An optional
light can be controlled to speed up the equilibrium process.

Procedure
1. Select the Manual Start C-V Sweep Option. The computer will display the options in Figure 3-23. Note
that displayed readings are compensated for gain,
offset, and series resistance.
2. Verify a zero probes-up capacitance, and suppress if
necessary (press ‘77.
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1
/
**

Manual

Start

Sweep

press
‘M’ to set measurement
parameters
press
‘2’
to suppress
Cq, Ch, G (probe
up).
press
‘R’ to remove
suppress.
press
‘L’ to toggle
light
on/off
press
‘S’
to start
sweep
presa
‘Q’ to Quit
(note:
Keyboard
response
time
is affected
Sweep will
Suppress
is OFF.
Light
Drive
is OFF.

Quasistatic

:

High

:

Figure 3-23.

3.

freq

Gain,
Offset
Cq (pF1
+0.3
Ch (pF)
-0.5

and

Range: As required for the expected capacitance.

by delay
take
=

time)
0.4

minutes.

Rseries
COMPENSATED READINGS
Q/t (pA1
+o.ooo
G (US)
start
vgs
-3.OOOOE+OO
+1.950

Start V: Accumulation or inversion voltage, as determined in paragraph 3.6.
Stop V: Inversion or accumulation
mined in paragraph 3.6.

voltage, as deter-

T Delay: As required
paragraph 3.6)

equilibrium

to maintain

Step V: Same as used when testing device in paragraph 3.6.
C-Cap: Off except for leaky devices
3.6).

1OOkHz or 1MIIz as required.

Model: Parallel or series as required.
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Manual Sweep Menu

Press “M” and program the following parameters.

Frequency:

Measurement

(See

(see paragraph

Filter: On
4. If sweeping from accumulation to inversion, monitor the current until it reaches the system leakage
level, as discussed in paragraph 3.4. When the current reaches the system leakage level, press “S” to
trigger the sweep.
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If sweeping from inversion to accumulation, wait
until the device reaches equilibrium (equilibrium occurs when Q/t decays to the system leakage level). If
a light is connected to the system, press “L” to turn
on the light to speed up equilibrium. Turn off the
light once equilibrium is reached prior to initiating
the sweep (it may take a few moments for the device
to settle after turning off the light). Press ‘5” to initiate the sweep.
The computer will then display a message that the
sweep is in progress. During the sweep, you can
press any key to abort, if desired.
Following the sweep, press any key to return to the
previous menu.
Select option 4 to view and analyze the data. Refer to
Section 4 for complete details on data analysis. Note
that Cox, area, and NEULKvalues, as previously used
in analysis may not apply to this measurement, and
may require changing before analysis.

3.7.5

Auto C-V Sweep

Description
The auto sweep procedure is similar to that used for manual sweep, except that you can program the current trip
pointatwhi~thesweepwillautomaticallybegin.
Otherwise, the procedure is essentially
the same, as outlined
below.

Procedure
1. Select Auto Start C-V Sweep. The computer will display the options in Figure 3-24. Note that displayed
readings are compensated for gain, offset, and series
resistance.
2. Verify a zero probes-up capacitance and suppress if
necessary, (press ‘ZN).
3. Press “M” and program the following parameters.
Range: As required for the expected capacitance.
Frequency:

T Delay: As required
paragraph 3.6)

to maintain

equilibrium

(See

Step V: Same as used when testing device in paragraph 3.6.
C-Cap: Off except for leaky devices.
Filter: on
4, Press “G” and the type in the desired leakage trip
point when prompted to do so. Typically, this value
will equal the system leakage level, as determined in
paragraph 3.4.
5. Press “T” to select above or below trip threshold.
6. If sweeping from inversion to accumulation, you can
turn on the light (if so equipped) to speed up equilibrium by pressing ‘I”. Be sure to turn off the light
c~nce equilibrium
is reached before initiating the
sweep (it may take a few moments for the device to
settle after huning off the light).
7. Press “A” to arm the sweep. The computer will continue to monitor readings while waiting for the tip
point.
8. Once the leakage current reaches the tip point, the
sweep will be initiated automatically.
During the
sweep, you can press any key to abort the process.
9. Once thesweep is completed, press any key to rehwn
to the previous menu.
10. Select option 4, Analyze C-V Data, to view or graph
the data. Section 4 covers analysis in detail.

3.7.6

Using Corrected Capacitance

When making quasistatic measurements
on leaky devices, it is recommended that you use the corrected capacitancefunctiontocompensateforleakage.Othenuise,
the resulting quasistatic C-V curves will be tilted because
of the leakage resistance of the device or test system.
When using corrected capacitance, it is very important
that the device remain in equilibrium throughout the
sweep. Data taken in non-equilibrium with corrected capacitance enabled should be considered to be invalid,
and the resulting curve will be distorted in the non-eqtilibrium region of the curve.

1OOkHz or 1MHz as required.

Model: Parallel or series as required.
Start V: Accumulation or inversion voltage, as determined in paragraph 3.6.
Stop V: Inversion or accumulation
mined in paragraph 3.6.

voltage, as deter-

NOTE
If you found it necessary to use corrected capacitance
when determining
delay time
(paragraph 3.6), it is recommended that you
also use corrected capacitance when measuring the device.
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1
** Auto Start Sweep Measurement **
press 'M' to set measurement parameters
Cq, Ch; and G (probe up).
press '2' to suppress
press 'R' to remove suppress.
trigger
region
press 'T' to toggle
press
'G' to set start
sweep threshold
current
press 'L' to toggle
light
on/off
press
'A' to arm sweep
press 'Q' to Quit
(note:
Keyboard response
time is affected
by delay
time)
Suppress
is OFF.
Sweep will take =
0.4 minutes.
Light Drive is OFF.
Threshold
current
=
0
pA
Arm sweep is OFF
Trigger
on >= threshold

Quasistatic
High freq

:
:

\

Figure 3-24.
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Gain, Offset
Cq (pF)
+1.5
Ch (pF)
-0.4

and Rseries
COMPENSATED
READINGS
Q/t (PA)
-0.100
G (US)
Start Vgs
-4.cl000Et00
+1.960

,

Auto Sweep Menu
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3.8

LIGHT CONNECTIONS

A user-supplied light can be connected to the system in
order to help attain device equilibrium in inversion more
rapidly. This light is controlled through appropriate terminals on the DIGITAL I/O port of the Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler. The following paragraphs discuss
DIGITAL I/O port terminal assignments
along with
typical light connections.

Digital I/O Port Terminals

3.8.1

Table 3-2 summarizes the terminal assignments for the
DIGITAL I/O port of the Model 5951. Figure 3-25 shows
the pinouts for the supplied mating connector. Terminals
include:
Table

3-2.

Digital

UO Port Terminal

Assignments

+5V Digital (pins 1 and 2): +5V digital is supplied
through an internal 33Q resistor for short-circuit protection. Current draw should be limited to 2OmA to avoid
supply loading.

Digital Inputs (pins 3-6): These terminals pass through
the digital inputs to the Model 230-l. One possible use for
these inputs would be to monitor a test fixture closure
status switch. Note that the Model 82.DOS software does
not presently support reading the input terminals, but it
could be modified to do so, if desired. The statuS of these
inputs can be read with the Ul command, as described in
the Model 230 Progmmming Manual.

OUTPUT: OUTPUT is intended for controlling an external light source. Logic convention is such that OUTPUT
is LO when the software indicates that the light is ON.
Note that OUTPUTis LS-‘ITL compatible with a guaranteed 8mA current sink capability.

Digital Common: Provides a common connection for external circuits.

3.8.2

LED Connections

The digital output has sufficient drive capability to directly drive LEDs up to 8mA using the connecting
method shown in Figure 3-26. The anode of the LED
should be connected to +5V, and the cathode should be
connected to OUTPUT through a 33012 current-limiting
resistor. Use of LEDs that draw more than 8mA is not recommended.

*+w SO”rCe
throughinternal
33* resistor.

“Eigital inputs passed through to Model 230-I
‘*‘Output controls light: Hl=OFF; LO=ON

3.8.3
Digital l/O Port
ci

12
Figure3-25.

11

IO

Digitdl/OPort

9

8

7

Terminal Arrangement

Relay Control

For larger LEDs, or for small incandescent lamps, an externalrelaycontiolcir&tcanbeusedtoswitchthelarger
current. Figure 3-27 shows a typical circuit. With the configuration shown, a normally closed relay contact will be
necessary to ensure the light is on at the proper time.
Note that an external power supply wiU be necessary to
drive the external circuitry. The value of the base resistor
will depend on the current gain of the transistor as well as
the power supply voltage and relay coil resistance. For
example, with a supply voltage of 5V, a coil resistance of
500Q, and a current gain of 100, a base resistor value of
lO~shouldbeadequatetodrivethet+ansistorintosaturation.
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Digital
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Direct
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1
““T

Lamp
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12

F
Digital
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3-27.

Relay Light Control

3.9

MEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The importance of making careful C-V curve measurements is often underestimated.
However, errors in the
C-V data will propagate through calculations, resulting
in errors in device parameters derived from the curves.
These errors can be amplified during calculations by a
factor of 10 or more.

With careful attention, the effects of many common error
sources can be minimized. In the following paragraphs,
we will discuss some common error sources and provide
suggested methods for avoiding them.

3.9.1

Figure 3-28.

C-VCumewitk

Figure 3-29.

C-V Curve with Added Noise

Cqmcitance

Offset

Potential Error Sources

Theoretically, a capacitance measurement using one of
the common techniques would require only that two
leads be used to connect the measuring instrument to the
device under test (DUT)---the input and output. In practice, however, various parasitic or stray components
complicate the measuring circuit.

Stray Capacitances
Regardless of the measurement frequency, stray capacitances present in he circuit are important to consider.
Stray capacitances can cause offsets when they are in parallel with the device, can act as a shunt load on the input
or output, or can cause coupling between the device and
nearby AC signal sources.

When stray capacitance is in parallel with the DUT, it
causes a capacitance offset, adding to the capacitance of
the device under test (Cow), as shown in Figure 3-28.
Shunt capacitance, on the other hand, often increases the
noise gain of the instrumentation amplifiers, increasing
capacitance reading noise (Figure 3-29). Shunt capacitance also forms a capacitive divider with COUT,steering
current away from the input to ground. This phenomenon results in capacitance gain error, with the C-V curve
results shown in Figure 3-30.

C
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‘..,

\

‘Y,
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Stray capacitance may also couple current of charge from
nearby AC signal sources into the input of the measuring
instrument. This noise current adds to the device current
tid results in noisy, or unrepeatable measurements. For
quasistatic measurements,
power line frequency and
electrostatic
coupling
are particularly
troublesome,
while digital and RF signals are the primary cause of
noise induced in high-frequency measurements.

Stray resistance to nearby fixed voltage sources results in
a constant (rather than a bias voltage-dependent)
leakage
current. Other sources of constant leakage currents indude instrument input bias currents, and electrochemical currents caused by device or fixture contamination.
Such constant leakage currents cause a voltage-independent capacitance offset.

Keep in mind that insulation resistance and leakage current are aggravated by high humidity as well as by contaminants. In order to minimize these effects, always
keep devices and test fixties
in clean, dry conditions.

Leakage Resistances

Under quasistatic measurement conditions, the impedance of Cour is almost as large as the insulation resistance
in the rest of the measurement
circuit. Consequently,
even leakage resistances of lo’%2 or more can contribute
significant errors if not taken into consideration.

Resistance across the DUT will conduct an error current
in addition to the device current. Since this resistive current is directly proportional to the applied bias voltage,
and the capacitor current is not, the result is a capacitance
offset that is proportional to the applied voltage. The end
result shows up as a “tilt” in the quasistatic C-V curve, as
shown in Figure 3-31.

High-frequency

Effects

At measurement frequencies of approximately
1OOkHz
and higher, the impedance of CDU~may be so sma!.l that
any series impedance in the rest of the circuit may cause
errors. Whether such series impedance is caused by inductance (such as from leads or probes), or from resistance (as with a high-resistivity substrate), this series inpedance causes non-linearity in the measured capacitance. The resulting C-V curve is, of course, affected by
such non-linearity,
as shown in Figure 3-32. Note that
Model 82-DOS compensates for series resistance (see
paragraph3.6.3).
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C-V Curve Caused by Nonlinearity

Curve Tilt Cause by Volfage Dependent
Leaakage

Another high-frequency effect is caused by the AC network formed by the instrumentation,
cables, switching
circuits, and the test fixtures. Referred to as transmission
line error sources, the network essentially transforms the
impedanceof
Covr when it is referred to the input of the
instrument, altering the measured value. Transmission
line effects alter the gain and produce non-linearities.
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3.92

Avoiding Capacitance Errors

The many possible error sources that can affect C-V
measurements
may seem like a great deal to handle.
However, careful attention to a few key details will reduce errors to an acceptable level. Once most of the error
sources have been minimized, any residual errors can be
further reduced by using the probes-up suppression and
corrected capacitance features of the Model 82 software.

Key details that require attention include use of proper
cabling and effective shielding. These important aspects
are discussed below.

Cabling

Considerations

Cables must be used to connect the instruments to the device under test. Ideally, these cables should supply the
test voltage to the device unaltered in any way. The test
voltage is converted into a current or charge in the DUT,
and should be carried back to the instruments undisturbed. Along the way, potential error sources must be
minimized.

Coaxial cable is usually used in order to eliminate stray
capacitance between the measurement leads. The cable
shield is connected to a low-impedance
point (guard)
that follows the meter input. This technique, known as
the three-terminal
capacitance measurement, is almost
universally used in commercial instrumentation.
The
shield shunts current away from the input to the guard.

Coaxial cables also serve as smooth transmission lines to
cany high-frequency
signals without attenuation. For
this reason, the cable’s characteristic impedance should
closely match that of the instrument input and output,
which is usually 5OQ. Standard RG-58 cable is adequate
for~equenciesintherangeofllcHz
tomore thanlOMHz.
High-quality BNC connectors with gold-plated center
conductors reduce errors from high series contact resistance.

Quasistatic C-V measurements are susceptible to shunt
resistance and leakage currents as well as to stray capacitances. Although coaxial cables are still appropriate for
these measurements, the cables should be checked to ensure that the insulation resistance is sufficiently high
b1OW.
Also, when such cables are flexed, the shield
rubs against the insulation, generating small currents
due to triboelectric effects. These currents can be minimized by using low-noise cable (such as the Model 4801)

that is lubricated with graphite to reduce friction and to
dissipate generated charges.

Flex-producing
vibration should be eliminated at the
source whenever possible. If vibration cannot be entirely
eliminated, cables should be securely fastened to prevent
flexing.

One final point regarding cable precautions is in order:
Cables can only degrade the measurement, not improve
it. Thus, cable lengths should be minimized where possible, without slmining cables or connections.

Device Connections
Care in properly protecting the signal path should not
stop at the cable ends where the connection is made to the
DUT fixture. In fact, the device connection is an extremely important aspect of the measurement. For the
same reasons given for coaxial cables, it is best to continue the coaxial path as close to the DUT as possible by
using coaxial probes. Also, it is important to minimize
stray capacitance and maximum insulation resistance in
the pathway from the end of the coaxial cable to the DUT.

Most devices have one terminal that is well insulated
from other conductors, as in the gate of an MOS test dot.
The input should be connected to the gate because it is
more susceptible to stray signals than is the output. The
output can better tolerate being connected to a terminal
with high shunt capacitance, noise, or poor insulation resistance, although these characteristics should still be optimized for best results.

Test Fixtore Shielding
At the point where the coaxial cable shielding ends, the
sensitive input node is exposed, inviting error sources to
interfere. Proper device shielding need not end with the
cables or probes, however, if a shielded test fixture is
used.

A shielded fixture, sometimes known as a Faraday cage,
consists of a metal enclosure that completely surrounds
the DUT and leads. In order to be effective, the shield
must be electrically connected to the coaxial shield. Typically, bulkhead connectors are mounted to the side of the
cage to bring in the signals. Coaxial cables should be continued inside, if possible, or individual input and output
leads should be widely spaced in order to maintain input/output isolation.
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3.9.3

Correcting Residual Errors

Controlling errors at the source is the best way to optimize C-V measurements, but doing so is not always Possible. Remaining residual errors include offset, gain,
noise, and voltage-dependent
errors. Ways to deal with
these error sources are discussed in the following Paragraph.

Care must be taken when using the corrected capacitance
feature, however. When the device is in non-equilibrium,
device current adds to any leakage current, with the result that the curve is distorted in the non-equilibrium region. The solution is to keep the device in equilibrium
throughout the sweep by carefully choosing the delay
time.

Curve Misalignment

Offsets
Offset capacitance and conductance caused by the test
apparatus can be eliminated by performing a suppression with the probes in the up position. These offsets will
then be nulled out when the measurement
is made.
Whenever the system configuration is changed, the suppression procedure should be repeated. In fact, for maximum accuracy, it is recommended that you perform a
probes-up suppression or at least verify prior to every
measurement.

Gain and Nonlinearity

Errors

Gain errors are difficult to quantify. For that reason, gain
correction is applied to every Model 82-DOS measurement. Gain constants are determined by measuring accurate calibration sources during the cable correction process.

Nonlinearityisnormallymoredifficult
tocorrectforthan
are gain or offset errors.‘The cable correction utility supplied with Model 82-DOS, however, provides nonlinearity compensation
for high-frequency
measurements, even for non-ideal configurations such as switching matrices.

At times, quasistatic and high frequency cuves
slightly misaligned due to gain errors or external
In such cases, curve gain and offset factors can be
to the curves to properly align them. This feature
able under the analysis and graphics menus.

Noise
Residual noise on the C-V curve can be minimized by using filtering when taking your data. However, the filter
will reduce the sharpness of the curvature in the transition region of the quasistatic curve depending on the
number of data points in the region. This change in the
curve can cause CQto dip below CH, resulting in erroneous DX calculations. If this situation occurs, bun off the
filter or add more data points.

3.9.4

Offset

Voltage-dependent
offset (curve tilt) is the most difficult
to correct error associated with quasistatic C-V measurements. It canbe eliminated by using the corrected capacitance function of the Model 8%DOS software. In this
technique, the current flowing in the device is measured
as the capacitance value is measured. The current is
known as Q/t because its value is derived from the slope
of the charge integrator waveform. Q/t is used to correct
capacitance readings for offsets caused by shunt resistance and leakage currents.
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Interpreting C-V Curves

Even when all the precautions outlined here are followed, there are still some possible obstacles to successfully using C-V curves to analyze semiconductor devices.
Semiconductor capacitances are far from ideal, so care
must be taken to understand how the device operates.
Also, the curves must be generated under well-controlled test conditions that ensure repeatable, analyzable
results.

Maintaining
Voltage-dependent

may be
factors.
applied
is avail-

Equilibrium

The condition of the device when all internal capacitances are fully charged is referred to as equilibrium.
Most quasistatic and high-frequency C-V curve analysis
is based on the simplifying assumption that the device is
measured in equilibrium.
Internal RC time constants
limittherateatwhichthedevice
biasmaybesweptwhile
maintaining equilibrium
They also determine the hold
time required for device settling after setting the bias
voltage to a new value before measuring Cr,vr.

The two main parameters to be controlled, then, are the
bias sweep rate and the hold time. When these parame-
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ters are set properly, the normal C-V -es
shown in
Figure 3-33 result. Once the proper sweep rate and hold
time have been determined, it is important that all curves
compared with one another be measured under the same
test conditions; otherwise, it may be the parameters, not
the devices themselves, that cause the compared curves
to differ.

Analyzing

Curves for Equilibrium

There are three primary indicators that can be used to determine whether a device has remained in equilibrium

Accumulation

during testing. First, as long as a device is in equilibrium,
Corrr is settled at all points in the sweep. As a result, it
makes no d.ifference whether the sweep goes from accumulation to inversion, or from inversion to accumulation, nor does it matter how rapidly the sweep is performed. Therefore, curves made in both directions willbe
the same, exhibiting no hysteresis, and any curve made at
aslowerratewillbe
thesame. Figure3-34shows
the type
of hysteresis that will occur if the sweep rate is too fast,
and the device does not remain in equilibrium.

The second equilibrium yardstick requires that the DC
current through the device be essentially zero at each

Depletion
Quasistatic

High Frequency

Deep Depletion

44
V substrate

Figure3-33.

Normal C-V Curue Results when Device is kept in Equilibrium

A. QUASISTATIC

‘igure 3-34.

Curve Hysteresis Resulting

B. HIGH

When Sweep is too Rapid

FREQUENCY
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measurement point after device settling. This test can be
performed
by monitoring
Q/t. Thirdly, the curves
should exhibit the smooth equilibrium shape. Deviations
from the ideal smooth shape indicate a non-equilibrium
condition, as in the examples resulting from too short a
hold time shown in Figure 3-35. Note that at least two of
these indicators should be used together, if possible, because any of the three alone can be misleading at times.

One final quick test to confirm equilibrium is to observe
Ca during a hold time at the end of the C-V sweep from
accumulation to inversion. During this final hold time,
the capacitance should remain constant. If a curve has
been swept too quickly, the capacitance will rise slightly
during the final hold time.

Initial Equilibrium

version layer, thus speeding up equilibrium
ing the hold time.

and shorten-

The best way to ensure equilibrium is initially achieved is
to monitor the DC current in the device and wait for it to
decay to the DC leakage level of the system. A second indication that equilibrium is reached is that the capacitance level at the initial bias voltage decays to its equilibrium level.

3.9.5

Dynamic Range Considerations

The dynamic range of a suppressed quasistatic of highfrequency measurement will be reduced by the amount
suppressed. For example, if, on the 200pF range, you
were to suppress a value of IOpF, the dynamic range
would be reduced by that amount. Under these conditions, the maximum value the instrument could measure
without overflowing would be 190pF.

Biasing the device to the starting voltage in the inversion
region at the beginning of a C-V measurement creates a
non-equilibrium
condition that must be allowed to subside before the C-V sweep begins. This recovery to equilibrium can take seconds, minutes, or even tens of minutes to achieve. For that reason, it is generally advantageous to begin the sweep in the accumulation region of
the curve whenever possible.

A similar situation exists when using cable correction
with the Model 590. For example, the maximum measurable value on the ZnF range may be reduced to I.&F
when using cable correction. The degree of reduction will
depend on the amount of correction necessary for the
particular test setup.

Still, it is often necessary to begin the sweep in the inversion region to check for curve hysteresis.
In this case, a
light pulse, shone on the device, can be used to quickly
generatetheminoritycarriersrequiredbytheformingin-

The dynamic range of quasistatic capacitance measurements
is reduced with high Q/t. The maximum Q/t
value for a given capacitance value depends cm both the
delay time and the step voltage. See the Model 595 IIshuction Manual Specifications for details.

1
.._.................

Short
Hold Time
Normal

A. QUASISTATIC

‘igure 3-35.
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6.

when Hold Time is too Short
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3.9.6

Series and Parallel Model
Equivalent Circuits

A complex impedance can be represented by a simple series or parallel equivalent circuit made up of a single resistive element and a single reactive element, as shown in
Figure 3-36. In the parallel form of (a), the resistive element is represented as the conductance, G, while the reactance is represented by the susceptance, B. The two together mathematicallycombine to give the admittance,
Y, which is simply the reciprocal of the circuit impedance.

tor and numerator
as follows:

by the conjugate of the denominator

G-jB

R + jX=‘xG+jB

Performing
have:

the multiplication

R+jX=---

G-jB

and combining

terms, we

G-jB
G2+82

If we assume the reactance is capacitive, we can substitute -1 /WC, for the reactance and WC, for the susceptance
(C, is the equivalent series capacitance, and C, is the
equivalent parallel capacitance). The above equation
then becomes:
R-jX
-=
WCS

Y=G+JB

Z=Fi+JX

B = WCP (CAPACITIVE)

X = 1

OR
B = 1

(CAPACITIVE)

WCS
OR

(INDUCTIVE)

X = cots (INDUCTIVE)

OLP
4) PARALLEL

‘iawe 3-36.

CIRCUIT

(5) SERIES

CIRCUIT

Series and Parallel Imaedances

G - joCp
G2 + 3Cp2

In a lossless circuit (Rand G both O), C, and C, would be
equal. A practical circuit, however, does have loss because of the finite values of R or G. Thus, C, and C, are not
equal--thegreaterthecircuitloss,thelargerthedispality
between these two values.
Series and parallel capacitance values can be converted to
their equivalent forms by taking into account a dissipation factor, D. D is simply the reciprocal of the Q of the ticuit. For a parallel circuit, the dissipation factor is:

“=$=S
In a similar manner, the resistance and reactance of the
series form of (b) are represented by R and X, respectively. The impedance of the series circuit is 2.

P

For the series circuit, the dissipation

factor is defined as:

D=+C,R
The net impedances of the equivalent series and parallel
circuits at a given frequency are equal. However, the individual components are not. We can demonstrate this
relationship mathematically as follows:

R+jX=L

By using the dissipation factor along with the formulas
summarized in Table 3-3, you can convert from one form
to another. Note that C, and C, are virtually identical for
very small values of D. For example, if D is 0.01 Land C,
are within 0.01% of one another.

G + jB
Example:

To eliminate the imaginiuy form in the denominator of
the right-hand term, we can multiply both the denomina-

Assume that we make a 1OOldlz measurement on a par&
lel equivalent circuit and obtain values for C, and G of
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Equivalent

Model

Converting

Circuit

G

Parallel, CP, G

Series-parallel

I
1

Xssipation

D=lL2-

Q

CP
Series C, R

D=

30 x 10”
h(100

x 103) (160 x 101*)

D = 0.3
The equivalent
follows:

series capacitance

is then calculated

as

c, = (1 .t 0.09) 160pF
C, = 174.4pF

Device Considerations

Series Resistance
Devices with high series resistance can cause measurement and analysis errors unless steps are taken to compensate for this error term. The high dissipation factor
caused by series resistance can cause errors in Cm measurement, resulting in errors in analysis functions (such as
doping concentration) that use Cm for calculations.

The Model 82-DOS software uses a three-element model
to compensate for series resistance (see Figure 4-10). The
series resistance, Rmms, is an analysis constant that can
be determined using the procedure covered in paragraph
3.6.3. The default value for Rsnu~s is 0, which means that
data will be unaffected if the value is not changed.
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WC,

D=;=wC,R

16OpF and 30@ respectively. From these values, we can
calculate the dissipation factor, D, as follows:

3.9.7

Factor

Equivalent

Circuits

Capacitance
Conversion

C,=(1+D2)Cp

R=

D=
(l+@)G

c, =A
1+IY

G=

D*
(l+D?)R

The Model 82-DOS software determines the displayed
value of l&m by converting parallel model data from
the Model 590 into series model data. The resistance
value corresponding to the maximum high-frequency capacitance in accumulation is defined as Rmm See paragraph 3.9.6 for a detailed discussion of parallel and series
model.

Device Structure
The standard analysis used by Model 8%DOS assumes a
conventional MIS structure made up of silicon substrate,
silicon dioxide insulator, and aluminum gate material.
You can change the program for use with other types of
materials by modifying the MATEFJIALCON
file, as discussed in Appendix A. For compound materials, a
weighted average of pertinent material constants is often
used. Typical compound materials include silicon nitide
and silicon dioxide in a two- or three-layer sandwich.

Device Integrity
In order for analysis to be valid, device integrity should
be checked before measurement. Excessive leakage CUTrent through the oxide can bleed off the inversion layer,
causing the device to remain in nonequilibrium
indefinitely. In this situation, the inversion layer would never
form completely, and Cm measurements would be inaccurate.

DeviceintegritycanbeverifiedbymonitoringQ/tlevels.
If Q/t levels are excessive, device integrity is suspect.

3.9.8

Test Equipment Considerations

Light Leaks

High-quality MOS capacitors, which are the subject of
C-V analysis, are excellent light detectors. Consequently,
care should be taken to ensure that no light leaks into the
test fixture or probe station. Typical areas to check include door edges and hinges, tubing entry points, and
connectors or connector panels.

Thermal

Errors

Accurate temperature control is important for accurate
C-V data. For example, the intrinsic carrier concentration,
m, doubles for every 8°C increase in ambient temperature. In order to minimize the effects of thermal errors,
keep the device at a constant temperature during measurement, and repeated measurements
should a!J be
made at the same temper&me.

If you change the measurement temperature, update the
MATERIAL.CON
file for correct values for T and m (see
Appendix A).
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4.6

Graphical Analysis: Details graphing
cluding measured and calculated data.

This section covers the various analysis features of the
Model 82-DOS software. References and suggested reading are also included at the end of the section.

4.7

Mobile Ionic Charge Concentration
Measurement: Discusses two methods to measure the mobile ionic charge concentration in the oxide of an
MOS device.

Information concerning equipment setup and measurement techniques may be found in Sections 2 and 3.

4.8

References and Bibliography
of C-V Measurements and Related Topics: Lists references used in
this section, along with additional texts and papers
for suggested reading on C-V measurement
and
analysis topics.

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Section 4 information
4.2

4.3

is arranged as follows:

Constants and Symbols Used for Analysis: Discusses the numerical constants and mathematical
symbols used in this section and by the Model
82-DOS software.
Obtaining Information
from Basic C-V Curves:
Details howtoobtainimportantinformationsu~as
device type and Cm from C-V curves.

4.4

Analyzing
C-V Data: Discusses
data and displaying data.

loading/saving

4.5

Analysis Constants: Covers displaying analysis
constants and discusses calculation of constants.

4.2

4.2.1

CONSTANTS
AND
FOR ANALYSIS

of data in-

SYMBOLS

USED

Default Constants

Constants used by the Model 82-DOS software are defined for silicon substrate, silicon dioxide insulator, and
aluminum gate material. These constants are defined in
the MATERIALCON
file, which can be modified for
usedwithothermaterialtypes
(seeAppendixA1. Default
material constants are summarized in Table 4-1.

4-1
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Table
Symbol

nr
Wm
x

4-1.

Default

Material

Constants

Description

Default Value

Electmn charge (COIL)
Boltzmann’s constant (T/OK)
Test temperature (“K)
Permitivity of oxide (F/cm)
Semiconductor permittivity (F/cm)
Semiconductor energy gap (eV)
Intrinsic carrier concentration (1 /cm?
Metal work function (V)
Electmn affinity (V)

1.60219 x lo-l9 Cal.
1.38066 x lo-= J/OK
293°K
3.4 x lO-‘I F/cm
1.04 x lG-‘2F/cm
1.12eV
1.45 x 1O’Ocm3
4.1v
4.15v

*SeeMATERIAL.CON file for description (Appendix A).

4.2.2

ues. CQAis the value that is actually plotted and printed.

Raw Data Symbols

The following symbols are used for data measured and
sent by the Models 590 and 595. CQ’is interpolated from
CQ so that CQ’and CH are values at the same bias voltage.
CH

High-frequency
capacitance, as measured by the Model 590 at either 1OOkHz
or IMHZ.

CC!

Quasistatic capacitance measured by the
Model 595. CQ is interpolated from CQ’so
that CQ’ and CH are values at the same
bias voltage

Cd

Interpolated
V&e Of CQ set to Correspond to the quasistatic capacitance at V.

CHA

The high-frequency
capacitance that is
adjusted according to gain and offset values. CHAis the value that is actually plotted and printed.

CMN

Minimum high-frequency
inversion.

COX

Oxide capacitance, usually set to the
maximum CH in accumulation.

Dm

Density
states.

capacitance in

G

High-frequency
conductance, as measured by the Model 590 at either 1OOkHz
or IMHZ.

Q/t

EC
Current measured by the Model 595 at
the end of each capacitance measurement with the unit in the capacitance
function.

Energy of conductionband
band is Ev).

ET

Interface trap energy.

NA

Bulk doping for p-type (acceptors)

Voltage reading sent by Model 590 with
matching CH and G.

ND

Bulk doping for n-type (donors)

NAVG

Average doping concentration.

NkW.K

Bulk doping concentration.

NEIF

Effective doping concentmtion.

N(90% Wwx)

Doping corresponding to 90% maximum
w profile (approximates doping in the
bulk).

NM

Mobile ion concentration

QEFF

Effective oxide charge

l-csP.E

Series resistance

tax

Oxide thickness.

VH

4.2.3

Calculated

Calculated
include:

data used by the various analysis algorithms

Data Symbols

A

Device gate area.

CFB

Flatband capacitance,
no band bending.

CQA

The quasistatic capacitance that is adjusted according to gain and offset val-

4-2

corresponding

to

or concentration

of interface
edge (valence

in the oxide.
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VFB

Flatband voltage, or the value of VGSthat

4.3

OBTAINING INFORMATION
BASIC C-V CURVES

results in cm

VCS

Gate voltage. More specifically, the voltage at the gate with respect to the substrate.

VTHXISHOLO The point where the surface potential, I+,
is equal to twice the bulk potential, @B.
w

Depletion depth or thickness. Silicon under the gate is depleted of minority carriers in inversion and depletion.

A(i)

An intermediate
tions.

value used in cakula-

Silicon surface potential as a function of
VCS.More precisely, this value represents
band bending and is related to surface
potential via the bulk potential.
Offset in vs due to calculation
and Vo.

method

Silicon bulk potential.
Extrinsic Debye length.

FROM

Much important information about the device under test
can be obtained directly from a basic C-V curve. Such information includes device type (p- or n-type material)
and COX(oxide capacitance). These aspects are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1

Basic C-V Curves

Figure 4-l and Figure 4-2 show fundamental C-V curves
for p-type and n-type materials respectively. Both highfrequency and quasistatic -es
are shown in these figures. Note that the high-frequency
curves are highly
asymmetrical, while the quasi&tic -es
are almost
symmetrical. Accumulation, depletion, and inversion regions are also shown on the curves. The gate-biasing polarity and high-frequency curve shape can be used to determine device type, as discussed below.

Capacitance

:

I
-v GS

“FE

:

“THRESHOLD

*
+“GS

GATE BIAS VOLTAGE, V G s

Figure 4-1.

C-V Characteristics of p-hJpe Material
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Accumulation
Capacitance

CMIN
b
‘“GS

“THRESHOLD

+“Gs

“FB

GATE BIAS VOLTAGE, V G s

Figure 4-2.

4.3.2

C-V Cfuracteristics of n-type Material

Determining

Device Type

The semiconductor
conductivity
type (p or n dopant
ions) can be determined from the relative shape of the
C-V curves. The high-frequency curve gives a better indication than the quasistatic curve because of its highly
asymmetrical nature. Note that the C-V curve moves
from the accumulation to the inversion region as gate
voltage, VGS,becomes more positive for p-type materials,
but the curve moves from accumulation to inversion as
VGsbecomes more negative with n-type materials (Nicollian and Brews 372-374).

lnorderto

4.4

4-4

C-V DATA

A number of operations can be performed on sweep data
stored in a reading array including: saving or loading
data to or from disk, displaying or printing reading data,
graphing or plotting reading data, as well as mathematical analysis of doping profile, flatband calculations, and
interface traps. The following paragraphs discuss analysisoperationsavailablewiththeModel82-DOSsoftware.

NOTE
You can start the program with analysis by
specifying a data file when running the pmgram. See paragraph 2.4.9 for details.

determine thematerialtype,usethefollowing

rules:

1. IfC~is greaterwhenV~siSnegativethanwhenVcsis
positive, the substrate material is p-type.
2. If, on the other hand, CX is great&r with positive VGS
than with negative VGS,the subs&&e is n-type.
3. The end of the curve where CH is greater is the accumulation region, while the opposite end of the curve
is the inversion region. The transitional area between these two is the depletion region. These areas
are marked on Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2.

ANALYZING

4.4.1

Plotter and Printer Requirements

Aplotterorprintercanbeconnected
totheserialorpamllel port, or to the IEEE-488 bus (plotter only) to obtain
hard copy graphs. Paragraph 2.4 discusses recommended plotters and printers, as well as how to define
the equipment during installation or reconfigumtion.
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** SWEEP DATA ANALYSIS **
1. Save Measurement Data Array to File
2. Load Measurement Data Array from File
3. Display Data Arrays
4. Display Analysis Constants
5. Graph Quasistatic C vs. Gate Voltage
6. Graph High Frequency C vs. Gate Voltage
7. Graph Both Cq and Ch VS. Gate Voltage
8. Graph Q/t Current vs. Gate Voltage
9. Graph Conductance
vs. Gate Voltage
10. Graph Doping Profile vs. Depth
11. Graph Ziegler Doping Profile vs. Depth
12. Graph Depth vs. Gate Voltage
13. Graph l/Ch-2 vs. Gate Voltage
14. Graph Dit vs. Energy
15. Graph Band Bending vs. Gate Voltage
16. Graph Quasistatic C vs. Band Bending
17. Graph High Frequency C vs. Band Bending
18. Return to Previous Menu

Enter number to select from menu :

Figure 4-3.

Data Analysis Menu

Displaying or modifying numerical constants such as
COX,tax, and N (doping concentration).
l
Graphing or plotting reading array data.
FigureP3showstheanalysismenu.Youcanaccessthis
l
Graphical and mathematical analysis of the data array.

4.4.2

Analysis

Menu

l

menueitherbyseledingoption5,AnalyzeC-VData,on
themainmenu,orthroughmostothersubmenus.

Keyoperationsavailableonthemenuinclude:
l

l

4.4.3

Saving and Recalling

Data

By selecting option 1 or 2 you can save the current readSavingorloadingreadingandgraphicsarraydatato
ing and graphics arrays to diskette, or load previous data
orfromdisk.
Displaying (CRT) or printing (external printer) reading or graphics array data.

into the reading arrays. See Appendix
details.

I for data format
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NOTE
Loadingdatafromdiskettewilloverwriteany
data currently stored in the reading and
graphics arrays. Data analysis and graphing is
always carried out using data currently stored
in the reading or graphics arrays.

Saving the Data
Use the following procedure to save sweep and graphics
data presently stored in memory.
1. Select option 1 on the analysis menu.
2. The computer will display the current disk directory.
3. Youwillthenbeprompted
totypein thedesiredfilename. Besure to~ooseanamenotonthepresent
directory. Also, you need not type in the file extension
(.DAT). You can also use the full path name to specify another directory or disk drive (for example,
A:MwrLE 0r c: \PATH\MYFJLE).
4. Next you will be prompted to enter two lines of
header information, up to amaximum of 160 characters. This feature can be used to enter important information about the data you are saving. For exarnple, you may wish to enter the type of device, the
date, and the time the data was takenforfutiereferewe.
5. After entering header information, you will be given
one last opportwity
to change it.
6. Next, you will be prompted to choose one of the following data delimiters: comma, space or tab. This
feature allows you to choose a file format compatible
with other programs such as spreadsheet programs
(you can use any of the three delimiters for Model
82-DOS file operations).
7. Once you have chosen the delimiter, the data file will
be saved.

NOTE
Refer to Appendix I for information
porting data into other programs.

on im-

Loading Data

2. At the prompt, type in the desired filename and
press ENTER (specify the complete path if file is on a
different drive or directory). You need not specify
the .DAT extension.
3. If the file exists, the arrays will be filled with the data
from the file; however, an error message will be
given if the file does not exist, or ifit is of the wrong
type,
4. To return to the analysis menu, press ENTER.

4.4.4

Displaying and Printing the
Reading and Graphics Arrays

By selecting option 3 on the Sweep Data Analysis menu,
you can display array data on the computer CRT or print
out that array data for hardcopy. In order to print the
data, you must, of course, have a printer connected to the
computer. When displaying array data, the screen wiIl be
cleared before arrays are displayed.

Note that you can display or print either reading or
graphics array data by selecting the appropriate option
on the submenu. The displayed and printed reading array data includes the reading number; quasistatic capadtance, current (Q/t); and high-frequency
capacitance,
conductance, and gate voltage. An example is shown in
Figure 4-4.

NOTE
The quasistatic and high-frequency
capacitance values that are plotted, printed, and
used in calculations are first corrected for gain
and offset (paragraph4.4.7) to obtain C~Aand
CHA(adjusted capacitance).
Graphics array data includes depletion depth, doping
concentration, band bending, interface trap energy, 1 /C2,
and interface trap density. An example is shown in
Figure 4-5. Ziegler (MCC) doping and depth are displayed separately, as shown in Figure 4-6.

NOTE
Values of 103*“flag” invalid data as explained
in paragraph 4.4.8.

Use the procedure below to recall data from disk and
store it to the reading and graphics arrays. Remember
that any data presently in the reading and graphics arrays wiU be overwritten by the data loaded from disk.

When displaying data on the CRT, you have the option of
seleaing the first reading number to display.

1. Select option 2 on the analysis menu. The computer
will then display the current disk directory,

To print out only a portion of the array, display that portion on the screen, then press the PRINT SCREEN key.
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/

Rdg#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Press

Figure 44.

Q/t (PA)
-l.aOOOE-01
-1.8000E-01
-1.8000E-01
-1.8000E-01
-1.8000E-01
-1.8000E-01
-1.8000E-01
-1.9000E-01
-2.OOOOE-01
-2.OOOOE-01

ENTER to

G (us)

cq (pF)

+l.lOOOE+OO
+l.lOOOE+OO
+l.lOOOE+OO
+1.1000E+00
+1.1000E+OO
+1.1000E+00
+1.1000E+00
+1.1000E+00
t1.1000Et00
+1.1000Et00

continue

or

+2.4972E+02
+2.5019E+02
+2.5041E+02
t2.5054Et02
t2.5061Et02
+2.5071Et02
t2.5063Et02
t2.5045Et02
t2.5019Et02
t2.5014Et02

enter

a reading

Ch (pF)

v!+!s

+2.50603+02
+2.5050Et02
+2.5050Et02
+2.5040Et02
t2.5040Et02
t2.5030Et02
t2.5040Et02
+2.50203+02
t2.5010Et02
t2.5020Et02

number.

i.5.840
t5.740
t5.640
t5.540
t5.440
t5.340
t5.230
+5.140
t5.030
t4.930

Enter

Q to

quit:

:

Example ofReading Array Print Out

Selecting the Graphics Range
The graphics range defines the array limits to be plotted.
To change the graphics range, (select graphics range) select option 3 on the analysis menu, then option 7 on the
subsequent menu. The present graphics range alongwith
best depth and total army size will be displayed. Key in
the first and last readings at the corresponding prompts.

One particularly good use for this feature is to select the
range for best depth. The range over which N and Drr are
accurate to within zk5%is equal to best depth The graphits range can also be used to zoom in on interesting sections of other -es.
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/

\

Rdg#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Psi6

(V)

Et (eV)

Dit(l/cm^2eV)

+1.7358E-01 +4.5049E-01 t2.5688Et18
+1.7342E-01 +4.5032E-01 -2.9719Et14
+1.73343-01 +4.5025E-01 -1.8995Et14
+1.7332E-01 +4.5022E-01 t4.4032Et14
+1.7332E-01 +4.5023E-01 -3.8293Et15
+1.7337E-01 +4.5027E-01 -4.8509Et14
+1.7338E-01 +4.502&?E-01-1.9160Et15
+1.7331E-01 +4.5022E-01 t1.5670Et14
+1.7315E-01 +4.5005E-01 t1.6423Et13
+1.72963-01 +4.4987E-01 -1.3387Et13

Press ENTER to continue or enter Q reading number. Enter

Figure 4-5.
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Emmple ofGraphics Array Print Out

Q

to quit :
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/

--Rdgt/
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

w (urn)

N (cm*-3)

Ziegler ----

” (urn)

N

(cm*-3)

1/Ch’2

-3.3636E-08 -5.4132Et22 -3.3636E-08 -5.4132Et22 +1.5923E-05
+1.6565E-04 tl.OOOOEt32 +1,6565E-04 tl.OOOOE+32 +1.5936E-05
+1.6565E-04 t1.8272Et18 +5.2048E-05 t6.0907E+17 +1.5936E-05
+3.3146E-04 tl.OOOOEt32 +3.31468-04 tl.OOOOE+32 +1.59495-05
+3.3146E-04 -5.0791Et16 +3.1218E-04 -1.6930E416 +1.5949E-05
+4.9740E-04 +3.8183E+17 +1.1386E-04 t1.2728Et17 +1.5962E-05
+3.3146E-04 -5.4602Et16 +3.0109E-04 -1.8201Et16 +1.59491-05
+6.6348E-04 +3.9755Et17 tl.l158E-04 t1.3252Et17 +1.5974E-05
+8.2969E-04 -7.7665E+17 +7.9833E-05 -2.5888Et17 +1.5987E-05
+6.6348E-04 t1.0880Et18 +6.7450E-05 t3.6266Et17 +1.5974E-05

Press ENTER to continue or enter a reading number. Enter Q to quit :
\

Figure 4-6.

1

Example ofZiegler (MCC) Doping Array Print Out
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4.5

ANALYSIS

CONSTANTS

Table4-2 summarizes analysis constants. These constants are covered in detail in the following paragraphs.
Constants that can be changed include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

IzmE
Cox and tax or Area
NBULK
chm

Table
I Constants
COX
RSWES
NBULK
CFB
VlXR?SHOLD
tax
Cm
00
VFB
NEFF
Area
NAVG
h
Wh15

4-10

To change these constants, select option 1 (Change constants) on the analysis constants menu (see Figure 4.7),
and type in the desired values when prompted to do so.
Constants that can be changed are discussed in paragraphs 4.5.1 through 4.5.4. Calculations for many other
constants are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

4-2.

Analysis

Constants

Menu Term
COX
Rseries
Nbulk
Cfh
Vthresh
tax
Chill
PhiB
Vfb
Neff
Area
Navg
Lb
Work Fn
Qeff
DevType
Best depth

1;;zg,;Ege
Minimum capacitance
Bulk doping
Flatband voltage
Effective oxide charge concentration
Gate area
Average doping concentration
Extrinsic Debye length
Work function difference
Effective oxide charge
Device type
Best depth

SECTION 4
Analysis

/

\
*** Analysis Constants ***
Cox(pF):+2.5060E+02
tox(nm):+1.3567E+02
Area~cm~2~:+1.0000E-02
Rseriee(ohms):+4,400OE-01
Cmin( F):+7.3700E+Ol
Navg(cm^-31:+1,3654E+l9
Nbulk(cm'-3):+8.4000E+l4
PhiB7V):+2.7690E-01
Lb(um):+1.396fJE-01
Cfb(pF):+l.8749E+02
Vfb(V):-3.9316E-01
Work Fn(V):-3.3310E-01
Vthresh(V):-1.4438E+OO Neff(l/cm-2):+9,3945E+09 Qeff(coul/sm^2):+1.5052E-09
DevType: II
Best depth(w):

+4.1905E-01

I-

Cq gain:+l.OOOOE+OO
Ch gain:+I.OOOOE+OO

Menu: 1) Chance constants

to

--

Cq offset(
Ch offset(

2) Gain/Offset

3) Print

+9.2515E-01
+O.OOOOE+OO
+O.OOOOE+OO

4) Exit

Enter number to select from menu :

Figure 4-7.

Analysis Constants Display
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4.5.1

Oxide Capacitance, Thickness,
and Area Calculations

The above equation can be easily rearranged to calculate
to solve for gate area if the oxide thickness is known.

The oxide capacitance, Cox, is the high-frequency capacitance with the device biased in strong accumulation. The
value of COXcan be determined using the procedure outlined in paragraph 3.6.3.

Oxide thickness is calculated from Cm and gate area as
follows:

Note that E ox and other constants are defined in the MATERIAL.CON file and are initialized for use with silicon
substrate, silicon dioxide insulator, and ahuninum gate
material. See Appendix A for information on changing
these constants for use with other materials.

4.5.2

Series Resistance

Calculations

The series resistance, RERE, is an error term that can
cause measurement and analysis errors unless this series
resistance error factor is taken into account. The value of
RSEKEcan be determined empirically using the procedure discussed in paragraph 3.6.3.

Where:

tax = oxide thickness (nm)
A = gate area (c.m2)
EOX= permittivity of oxide material (F/cm)
COX= oxide capacitance (pF)

110.0

Vth

Without series compensation, capacitance can be lower
than normal, and C-V curves can be distorted: Compare
the mcompesated
C-V curve in Fime 48 with the compensated c&e in Figure 49.
I

Vfb

88.4

45.2

GATE
?gigure4-8.

4-12

VOLTAGE

(V)

G-V Cum without Series Resistance Compensation (RSERIES
zXXX2J
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30.00

Vth

Wb

24.02

12.06

GATE
‘igure 4-9.

VOLTAGE

GV Curve with Series Resistance Compensation (RSERIES
3XX2)

The Model 82-DOS software compensates for series resktance using the simplified three-element model shown in
Figure 4-10. In this model, Cm is, of course, the oxide capacitance while CAis the capacitance of the accumulation
layer. The series resistance is represented by F&m.s.

From Nicollian and Brews 224, the correction capacitance, Cc, and corrected conductance, CG, are calculated
as follows:

Gc =(G’M+ w2 CL) a
a*+oPcf,g

R.SERIES

A. Equivalent Three Element
Model of MOS Capacitor
in Strong Accumulation

Figure 4-10.

(V)

6. Simplified Model of
f;,“,s;t 10 determine

Simplified Model used to Determine
Series Resistance

Where:

a = G,., - (G’M+ 09 CL) &Cc = series resistance compensated
parallel
model capacitance
CM = measured parallel model capacitance
Gc = series resistance compensated conductance
GM = measured conductance
RSERES=series resistance

4-13
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4.5.3

Changing

CFBis calculated as follows:

NBULK

Nmx is one of the analysis constants that can be entered.
To change this value, select option 1, Change constants,
and enter the requested values at the corresponding
prompts. Typically, NA or No will be entered using this
function. Note that the graphics arrays will be recalculated if Nmx is changed.

4.6.4

cm=

(lxlO=)(cOx)+

Where:

Changing CMIN

Cm is the value of high-frequency capacitance with the
device biased in strong inversion. The Cm is one of the
constants used to calculate NAVG,and its value can be determined using the procedure outlined in paragraph
3.6.4.

and

Model 82-DOS uses the flatband capacitance method of
finding flatband voltage, Vm. The Debye length is used to
calculate the ideal value of flatband capacitance, CFB,
once the value of cm is known, the value of VFBis interpolated from the closest VCSvalues (Nicollian and Brews
487-488).

The method used is invalid when interface trap density
becomesvelylarge
(10’2-10’3and greater). However,this
algorithm should give satisfactory results for most users.
Those who are dealing with high values of Drr should
consult the appropriate literature for a more appropriate
method and modify the Model 82-DOS software accordingly.

Based on doping, the calculation of CFBuses N at 90%
WMAX,or user-supplied NA (bulk doping for p-type, acceptors) or ND (bulk doping for n-type, donors).

4-14

Cm = flatband capacitance (pF)
Cox = oxide capacitance (pF)
ES = permittivity of substrate material (F/cm)
A = gate area (cm21
1 x lcs-4= units conversion for h
1 x lo-I2 = units conversion for COX

(1x104)
(@g

Where:

Flatband Capacitance
Flatband Voltage

E5A/(lXlO~)(h)

And h = extrinsic Debye length =

To enter a new Cm value from the analysis constants
menu, select option 1, Change constants, and enter the
value at the appropriate prompt.

4.5.5

coxESA/(lX104)(h)

"2

kT = thermal energy at rmm temperature
(4.046 x lO”lJ)
q = electron charge (1.60219 x 10-‘gcoul.)
Nx=Nat90%W~~,orN~orN~wheninputby
the user.

N at 90% WP.UXis chosen to represent bulk doping.

To change the value of N to NA or ND, select option 1,
Change constants, then enter the new value as NBLLK.

4.5.6

Threshold

Voltage

The threshold voltage, VTHRES~OLD,
is the point on the C-V
curve where the surface potential vs, equals twice the
bulk potential, 9s. This point on the curve corresponds to
the onset of strong inversion (see Figures 4-l and 4-Z). For
an enhancement mode MOSFET, VTHRESHOLD
corresponds
to the point where the devicebegins to conduct. Note that
threshold voltage is displayed as Vt on graphs that plot
vcs on the x axis.

VIHRISHOLD
is calculated as follows:

SECTION 4
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W,.,s = -0.95V. Also, for the same gate and n-type silicon
(NBULK
= 10%n4), Wm =-0.27X’.

Vnmmmo = threshold voltage (V)
A = gate area (cn?)
Cm = oxide capacitance (pF)
10’2 = units multiplier
ES = permittivity of substrate material
q = electron charge (1.60219 x lC+’ coul.1
Nmx = buIk doping (cm-?
$B= bulk potential (V)
Vm = flatband voltage (V)

NOTE
Model 82-DOS can be modified for use with
materials other than silicon, silicon dioxide,
and aluminum. See Appendix A for details.

4.5.8
4.5.7

Metal Semiconductor
Function Difference

Work

Themetalserniconductorworkfunctiondifference,
Wm,
is commonly referred to as the work fundion. It contributes to the shift in Vm from the ideal zero value, along
with the effective oxide charge (NicolIian and Brews
462477, Sze 395-402). The work function represents the
difference in work necessary to remove an electron from
the gate and from the substrate, and it is derived as follows:

Where:

Effective Oxide Charge

WM = metal work function
Ws = substrate material work function
tron affinity)
Ec = substrate material bandgap
I$B= bulk potential

The effective oxide charge, Qx+, represents the sum of oxide fixed charge, QF, mobile ionic charge, Qw and oxide
trapped charge, Qor. Qm is distinguished from interface
trapped charge, Qrr, in that Qn varies with gate bias and
QEFF= QF + QM + Qor does not (NicoIIian and Brews
424-429, Sze 390-395). Simple measurements
of oxide
charge using C-V measurements do not distinguish the
three components of GE. Thesethree components canbe
distinguished from one another by temperature cycling,
as discussed in NicoUian and Brews, 429, Fig. 10.2. Also,
since the charge profile in the oxide is not known, the
quantity, QEFFshould be used as a relative, not absolute
measure of charge. It assumes that the charge is located in
a sheet at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. From
Nicollian and Brews, Eq. 10.10, we have:

QEFF
vm-wpr(s=-Gx

(elec-

Note that Cox here is per unit of area. So that,

Qm=

COX(WMS- V,)
A

For silicon, silicon dioxide, and aluminum:

However, since Cox is in F, we must convert to pF by multiplying by 1P2 as foIlows:
QEm = 10”2cox(wMs - VFB)
A

So that,
Wm = -0.61+ b
Where:
Wm=-0.61-(y)ln(*)(DopeType)

Where, Dope Type is +1 for p+ype materials, and -1 for
n-typematerials. Forexample,foranMOScapacitorwith
an aluminum gate and p-type silicon (NBUU(= 10’%m3),

Qm = effective charge (cd/cm?
Cm = oxide capacitance (pF)
Wm = metal semiconductor work function (V)
A = gate area (cm*)

Forexample,assumea0.01cm250pFcapacitorwithaflatband voltage of -5.95V, and a p-type NBULK
= 10’6crr-3 (re-
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Cw = maximum measured high-frequency
capacitance
CMIN= minimum high-frequency
capacitance
(as determined using procedure in paragraph
3.6.4)

sulting in Wm = -0.95V). Such a capacitor would have a
Qm = 2.5 x lO+ coul/cm*.

4.5.9

Effective Oxide Charge
Concentration

The effective oxide charge concentration, NE, is computed from effective oxide charge and electron charge as
follows:
NEmF=QEEF
4

Where:

NEFI = effective concentration of oxide charge
(Units of charge/cm2)
Qm = effective oxide charge (coul./cn+)
q = electron charge (1.60219 x 10-‘2coul.)

For example, with an effective oxide charge of 2.5 x
10-8coul/cm2, the effective oxide charge concentration is:
N EFF=

2.5 x lo8
1.60219 x 10-

Nm = 1.56 x 10” units/cm*

4.5.10

The above equation cannot be explicitly solved, and its
solution is only approximate. To obtain the approximate
solution, the Model 82 software performs a binary search
in the range of lO’O<N < 10zO.The search begins at the end
points and takes an average of the two results to determine a test value for N. The error is then calculated as follows:

Average Doping Concentration

The average doping concentration, NAVG,is displayed on
the analysis constants menu. Navy is calculated as follows:

Since the average doping concentration equation above
has no closed form solution for NAVG,the equation is
solved by minimizingtheerrorintheinterval~~mlO’~to
102O.A 0.01% criteria is used with an upper limit of 100 iterations.
NOTE
Correct calculation of NAVCrequires that CUMIN
be properly determined. C~mris the high-frequency capacitance value with the device biased in strong inversion, and the value of Cm
can be determined using the procedure discussed in paragraph 3.6.4. Accurate Cm also
depends on proper values for tax and/or area.

4.5.11

Best Depth

The calculated values of N and Dnhave nominal error of
&5% when the depletion depth, w, falls within the following limits:

Where:

4-16

NAVG= average doping concentration
m = intrinsic carrier concentration of material
used
q = electron charge (1.60129 x 10-‘9coul.)
ES = permittitity of substrate material
tax = oxide thickness (cm)
k = Boltzmann’s constant (1.38066 x 10.=JZIJ/OK
T = test temperature (“K)
EOX= permittivity of oxide material

Where:

h = extrinsic Debye length
w = depletion depth (km)
Nx = N at 90% Wwx, NA, or No
111= intrinsic carrier concent+ation

This accuracy range is displayed as best depth on the
analysis constants menu. To set the graphics range to best

SECTION 4
Analysis

and C~valuesatreading#3willthenbethesame,andthe
Ca and CH curves will be aligned at that point.

depth, select option 3, display data arrays on the analysis
menu, then select option 7, select graphics range. Type in
the graphics range values equal to the displayed best
depth values.

4.5.12

Gain and
stored in
be stored
easily be

Gain and Offset

Option 2 on the analysis constants menu allows you to
change gain and offset values applied to CQ and CH data.
Gain and offset can be applied to these data to allow for
curve alignment or to compensate for measurement errors. A gain factor is a multiplier that is applied to all elements of Co or CX array data before plotting or graphics
array calculation, and offset is a constant value added to
or subtracted from all CQ and CH data before plotting or
array calculation. The adjusted capacitance values are
called CQA and CHA, and all gain/offset-compensated
readings are indicated as such on the computer screen.

To disable gain, program a value of unity (1). Similarly,
program a value of 0 to disable offset.

4.6
4.6.1

For example, assume that you compare the CQ and Cn
values at reading #3, and you find that CQ is 2.3pF less
than CH. If you then add an offset of +2.3pF to Co, the CQ

Table
Plot (Y vs. X)
CQ vs. VGS
CH vs. VGS
CQ + CH vs. Vcs

N vs. w
l/C?? vs. vcs
w vs. vcs
Dm vs. K
us vs. VG5

4-3.

GRAPHICAL

ANALYSIS

Analysis Tools

Table 4-3 summarizes the graphical analysis tools available with Model 82-DOS. To generate an analysis graph,
select the corresponding option from the analysis menu,
then use the graphics control menu discussed in paragraph 4.6.2 to tailor the graph as required.

Graphical

1 Description

Tools
Units

Quasistatic capacitance vs. gate voltage
High-frequency capacitance vs. gate voltage
Quasistatic & high frequency capacitance vs.
gate voltage
1 _
Current vs. gate voltage
High fxquency conductance vs. gate voltage
Dopinz
profile vs. depth
ZiigleF(MCC) dopink profile vs. depth
l/C? vs. gate voltage
Depth vs. gate voltage
Interface trap density vs. trap energy
Band bending vs. gate voltage
Quasistatic &pa&&e
vs. bvand bending
High-frequency capacitance vs. band bending

*R vs. Vcr for series model.
NOTE: Where indicated, plots can be normalized

offset values do not affect raw CQ and CH values
the data file, but the gain and offset values will
in the data file so that compensated curves can
regenerated at a later date.

to Cm by selecting

pF vs. V
pF vs. V
pF vs. V
pA vs. V
j.l.5vs. v
an” vs. pm or run
cd vs. pm or mm
pF-2 vs. v
pl vs. v
alT2ev- vs. ev
vvs.v
pF vs. V
pF vs. V

Co/Cox optional
CH/COXoptional
CdCox, CdCox optional

(COX/CF# optional

cQ/cOX

OptiOnal

CH/COX optional

appropriate aption an menu
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4.6.2

Graphing Data

Selecting a graphing option will cause a graph to be generatedonthescreen,alongwiththegraphicscontrolwindow.

NOTE
A particular graph retains its configuration
until a new reading array is analyzed.

The graphics control menu is shown in Figure 4-11.
Through this menu you can select the following:
1. Auto Scaling. When auto scaling is selected, the
minimum and maximum values for the data will
automatically be used as the limits for both X and Y
axes.
2. Axes Limits. This option allows you to select the
minimum and maximum limits for both X and Y
axes,anditcanbeused
tozoominonaportionofthe
curve. At the prompts, type in Xmin, Xmax, Ymin,
and Ymax (minim urn must be less than maximum).
To leave a parameter unchanged, simply press Enter. See also paragraph 4.4.4 for information onusing
the graphics range as an alternative.

QURSISTRTIC
iNORMHLIZED

CRPRCITRNCE
Ti? Cox I

3. Plot Graph. This option dumps the complete graph
including the curve and axes to the printer or plotter
(depending on the selected hard copy device). Note,
however, that the graphics control menuwill not appear on the hard copy plot. Plot resolution and size
can be controlled, as discussed below.
4, Plot curve. Use this option to generate the curve
only with the external plotter. This feature is useful
for drawing more than one curve on a graph.
5 ChangeNotes.Youcantypeintwolinesofnotesthat
will appear at the top of the graph by using this option. The notes will also appear on any hard copy
plot made of the graph. Each line is entered separately.
6,
A. Normalize to Cm. This option is available only
when plotting CQor CH vs. some other parameter
such as gate voltage of band bending. When selected, the Y axis will show C/Cox.
B. Lin/Log Graph. This option is available only for
plots other than CQ or CH. When log is selected,
the Y axis is plotted logarithmically, but the X
axis remains linear. Note that absolute values are
plotted using the log option.
7. Adjust Gain/Offset CQ or CH. Enter a new value at
each prompt (see discussion below on using cursor
marking).
8. Exit.

VS.

GATE

‘VCILTRGE

EXRMPLE

7 i..............i..~............:...............;....;..................~~...~.~~~....~.....~...~~~...~..~..~...........~...~~..~~......~...~.~~...~.......~~
._
-3.00
-5.m
-1.00
I .QEI
3.m
s.om
GATE '!rjLTHOE
( ‘,.J)

mu:
Enter

1) Ruto Scale

2) Rles Limits

number !.? select

from menu

.$I Plot

G-aoh

411 Pint

Curve

SECTION 4

Printer Size and Resolution
From the graphics menu, you can control the size and
resolution of your hard copy graphs made on printer by
pressing one of the following letters:
m

Half page, low-resolution

M

Half page, high-resolution

1

Full page, low-resolution

L

Full page, high-resolution

plot
plot
plot
plot

Q Abort plot and rehnn to graphics menu

Note that selecting option 3 or 4 on the graphics menu
automatically
generates a half-page, low-resolution
curve or graph on the printer.

You can also use the Insert key to draw a line on the
graph. Move the cursor the first location, then press the
ENTER key to mark the point. Move the cursor to the second location, the press the Insert key to draw the line.

Overlaying

Curves

When using a plotter, you can overlay a number of curves
on the same graph. To use this feature, first plot the entire
graph by selecting option 3 (plot graph) on the graphics
control menu. Load you next data set, then generate the
curve by selecting option 4 (plot curve). Repeat this process for as many curves as you wish to overlay.

Needless tosay, theXandY axisscalingfactorsforallsets
of overlay data must be the same, or the resulting curve
overlays will have minimal analytical value.

Plotter Size

Threshold

With a plotter, you can control the plot size. This selection
will be displayed on the screen after you select the plotting option on the graphics menu.

Threshold voltage and flatband voltage are automaticallymarkedasVthandVfbonanygra.phwhichdisplays
vcs along the x axis. You can toggle this display on or off
by pressing the “V” key.

Cursor operation

4.6.3

To make it easier to change axes scales and gainand offset
values, a cursor marker facility is included with Model
82.DOS. To use this feature, type “C” or “c” from the
graphics menu. Once enabled, a cursor will be displayed
on the screen, and you can move that cursor around the
screen using the arrow keys. The value corresponding to
the present cursor location will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

During a voltage sweep, Ca, CH, G, Q/t, and Vcs are
stored in the reading array where:

To mark a specific location, press the ENTER key. The location will be marked with a set of crosshairs on the
graph. Move the cursor to the second location with the
cursor keys, and note that dy (change in y) and ry (ratio
between present y location and marked y location) are
displayed on the bottom of the screen. To mark the second location, press ENTER a second time, then press the
ESC key to exit the cursor mode. Subsequently selecting
the Axes Limits or Gain/Offset options will cause both
markers to be displayed on the screen along with the differences between them. You can then use this information to set your new axes limits, or gain and offset values.

CQ =

Voltage and Flatband Voltage Display

Reading Array

Quasistatic capacitance

CH = High-frequency

capacitance

G = Conductance
Q/t = Current
Vcs = Gate voltage. Note that the substrate voltage is
measured by the Model 590 and is changed to VCSby negation.

Array readings are made at every other voltage step, but
if the filter is on, the first four CQ’ and Q/t readings are
invalid, so they are discarded.

Q/t, G, CH, and VH and all measured at the same point in
the sweep, but CQ’ is measured one-half step V before VH
is measured. Since some calculations require that Ca and
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CH are measured at the same voltage, CQ’ must be interpolated to Co as follows:

c,(i) =CQ,(i)+C~‘(i+l)-C~‘(i)vV&+1) - V&)

2

AG v
=CQ’(i)+--SE
AVH

Device Constants

Changing Cox, gate area, or tax will cause the entire
graphics array to be recalculated. Changing Nsurx will
cause Cm, ~5, and ET to be recalculated.

Invalid Array Values
2

After interpolation, the Co and CH values are adjusted according to programmed gain and offset values to determine CQAand CHA(adjusted CQand CH). CQAand CQHare
the values actually plotted, printed, and used in calculations.

4.6.4

Changing

Most of the equations used for analysis can have a situation where a divide by zero error could occur in certain
circumstances (for example, if CH = COX,or CH (i) = CH
(i+l)). In order to avoid problems, avery highvalue (109
is placed in any array element where such a divide by
zero error occurred. During plotting, a test for 1O32is
done, and the pen is lifted for invalid values. As a result,
the curve will be generated only over areas of valid data.

Graphics Array

In order to support the analysis functions, array includes
w, N, ~JS,ET, and Drr where:

Discontinuous areas are normal with some curves because trap tests are intended only for depletion; also
curves might not be properly aligned, resulting in invalid
areas when plotting Dn.

w = Depletion depth or thickness
N = Doping concentration
I+&= Band bending
ET = Interface trap energy
Drr= Density of interface traps
l/C’ = High-frequency

capacitance

Ziegler w = Ziegler (MCC) depletion depth
Ziegler N = Ziegler (MCC) doping concentration

4.6.5

Graphing the Reading Array

Data from the reading array can be graphed by selecting
the appropriate option(s) on the analysis menu. Data that
can be plotted includes:
vs. VGS
CHAvs. vcs

CQA

Both CQAand CHAvs. VGSon the same graph
Graphics Array Shuctie
The graphics array is constructed by solving for these parameters at each value of VGSusing CQA,CHA,Cox, and
gate area. The graphics array is recalculated each time
analysis is selected on the menu, if new data has been
taken, or if a reading data file is loaded from disk. If 6x,
LOX,and gate area are not defined, the array is not calcula&d, and the user is notified.
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Q/t vs. VGS
G vs. Vcs (R vs. VCSfor series device model)

Note that compensated

Co and CH are the values plotted.

Examples of these graphs
through Figure 4-16.

are shown

in Figure 4-12
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j51
t--l=-Yh
“M

216
LL
CL
V

176

136

96
-7

-5

-3

-1
VOLTALE
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5

7

GATE
‘he curve data represents the low-frequency capacitance of the device under test including interface trap and inversion layer capacitance

‘igure 4.12.

Quasistafic Capacitance TX.Gate Voltage Emmple
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Vth

274

Vfb

234

iz‘
CL
V

194

154

74
-7

-5

-3
GATE

-1
“OLTAiE

5

7

(“I3

he cme data shows the high-frequency capacitance of the device under lest. Interface traps and the inversion layer respond to the DC
as voltage, but do not follow the high-frequency AC test signal, resulting in reduced capacitance in inversion.

‘igure 4-13.
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High-Frequennj vs. Gate Voltage Example
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Vi:h Vfb

274

234

194

zI
6

154

114

74
-7

-5

-3
GATE

-1
“OLTAr;E

5
(“;

:UIVBdifferences result from such phenomena as interface charge trapping or inversion layer formation. Curve alignment errors caused
y voltage stnxs. mobile ionic charge, and interface trap stretch-out are minimized by simultaneous C-V measurement.

Figure 4-14.

High-Frequency and Quasistatic Capacitance vs. Gate Voltage Example
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4

Vth

Vfb

- .--

IA I
II \I

-0.26

I
I

\V

I

-0.30

GATE

VOLTAGE

(V)

Ut vs. VGSdata provides an important method of ensuring that the device remains in equilibrium throughout the sweep. The curve shown
emonstrates how the current flowing through the DUT rises sharply in inversion, a sign of nonequilibrium.

Figure 4-25.
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Q/t us. Gate Voltage Example
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, plot of IOOkHz or 1MHz conductance vs. VGSshows compensation for high series resistance of the device under test. A conductance
eak in the depletion region would indicate lossy interface traps.

‘igure 4-16.

Conductance us. Gate Voltage Example
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4.6.6

each element of the w column of the calculated data array
as shown below.

Doping Profile

Doping profile analysis includes graphing of depletion
depth vs. gate voltage, doping concentration vs. depth,
and l/C2 vs. gate voltage, as discussed below.

Depletion

Depth vs. Gate Voltage (w vs.

w=A$$--)

VGS)

Where:

Model 82-DOS computes the depletion depth, w, from
the high-frequency capacitance and oxide capacitance at
each measured value of VCS(Nicollim and Brews 386).

Depletion depth vs. gate voltage can be graphed by selecting the corresponding option on the analysis menu.
In order to graph this function, the pmgram computes

w = depth @I)
ES = permittivity of substrate material
CH = high-frequency capacitance (pF)
Cm = oxide capacitance (pF)
A = gate area (ax?)

Figure 4-17 shows a typical example of a w vs. VCSplot.
The C-V curves for the device are shown in Figure 4-14.

Vth

Vfb

0.6

GATE

VOLTAGE

(V)

lis curve demonstrates the formation of the depletion region at the onset depletion, as well as ifs Saturation at maximum depth at the
int where the inversion layer forms.

@ire 4-17.
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Doping Concentration

The doping profile of the device is derived from the C-V
curve based on the definition of the differential capacitance (measured by the Models 590 and 595) as the differential change in depletion region charge produced by a
differential change in gate voltage (Nicoltian and Brews
380-389).

The standard N vs. w analysis discussed here does not
compensate for the onset of accumulation, and it is accurate only in depletion. This method becomes inaccurate
when the depth is less than two Debye lengths. Refer to
paragraph 4.4.7 for information on Ziegler (MCC) doping profile, which compensates for these effects.

In order to correct for errors caused by interface traps, the
error term (I-C~/Cox)/(l-CH/COX) is included in the calculations as follows:
N =(-2X10-24)[(1-C~/COX)/(1-CH/COY)l
A’qc s

Where:

CH = high-frequency capacitance (pF)
A = gate area (cm*)
q = electron charge (1.60219 x IO-‘9coul.)
ES = permittivity of substrate material
1 x 10mz4
= units conversion factor

vs. Depth (N vs. w)

N = doping concentration (cm-?
CQ = quaSiStatiC Ca$Wit8Xe
(pF)
Cm = oxide capacitance (pF)
(I-CQ/COX)/~~H/COX)
= voltage stretchout
term (set to 1 in KI590.EXE program)

And:
l/CHz(i+l)- l/&z(i)
V&+1)-V&i)

Figure4-18 shows an example of an N vs. w graph.
Figure 4-14 shows the C-V curves of the DUT.

l/C” vs. vcs
A l/C2 graph can yield important information about
doping profile. N is related to the reciprocal of the slope
of the l/C* vs. VCScurve, and the V intercept point is
equal to the flatband voltage caused by surface charge
and metal-semiconductor
work function (Nicollian and
Brews 385).

Figure 4-19 shows a typical 1 /C2 vs. Vcs plot. Data for the
plot is shown in Figure 4-14.
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w doping profile curve shows how the ionized purity density varies as a function of the depletion depth. Doping profile is calculated from
,th quasistatic and high-frequency capacitance in order to minimize errors caused by interface states.

:igure 4-18.
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E shape of the curve is related lo the doping profile in an MOS capacitor. The reciprocal of the slope of the cure at any point is propormal to the doping profile.

:igure 4-19.

l/C% m-is.
Gate Voltage Example
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4.6.7

form (option 3 on the analysis menu). Figure 4-20 shows
an example of a Ziegler N vs. w graph.

Ziegler (MCC) Doping Profile

The Ziegler, or MCC (majority carrier corrected) doping
profile method adjusts for the charge of the accumulation
layer and compensates for errors in the doping profile
calculation as the distance from the insulator becomes
less than two Debye lengths. The corrected doping profile can either be graphed (selection 11 on the analysis
menu), or data can be directly displayed in numerical

The basic algorithm used to compute the Ziegler ompensated profile involves first computing a scalm2 actor
to compensate the standard doping profile, and then calculating the new depth values based on the scaled doping profile (Ziegler et al).

6

0

150

300

ZIEGLER

450

DEPTH

600

75Q

(nm)

ieglsr doping profile compensation corrects for error in the doping profile when the distance from the insulator boundary is less than two
l&ye lengths.

‘igure 4-20.
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The standard

doping profile is scaled as follows:

N(w) =(-2x10”)k

Where:

-$(1
A*qe s

-211

.[

depth, w, must also be computed for eachN value. First, a
new Debye length is computed as follows:

~(=I
d ( 1 )] -’ .
a
h
dVcs CHZ

N(w) = scaled doping concentration (c&)
CQ = quasistatic capacitance (pF)
Cox = oxide capacitance (pF)
CH = high-frequency capacitance (pF)
A = gate area (cm*)
q = electron charge (1.60129 x UY9Coul.)
ES = permittivity of substrate material
1 x 10mz4
= units conversion factor

Where:

h = extrinsic Debye length (cm)
k = Boltzmann’s constant (1.38066 x IO-=JZ?J/“K)
T = Test temperature (“K)
ES = permittivity of substrate material
q = electron charge (1.60219 x 1W coul.)
N(w) = compensated doping density (cm-?

Finally, the compensated depth is calculated from the
new Debye length using the following relationship:
F=(g-lng-1)“2

4.6.6
In the above equation, go is a parameter
outlined in the following steps:
1. A parameter,
follows:

that is derived as

gI, is computed from measured data as

g,(g=y

.

(WY(I: (WI1

where w and N (w) represent the uncompensated
doping profile.
2. Once gl is known, the equation below is solved for g:

Interface Trap Density Analysis

Interface trap density graphical analysis tools include interface trap density vs. energy, band bending vs. voltage,
as well both quasistatic and high-frequency capacitance
vs. band bending. In addition, flatband voltage, which is
necessary to determine band bending, is also calculated
as part of the analysis operation.

The C-V curve is transformed into a Drr vs. ET curve
(Nicollian and Brews 319-325; Sze 379-390). This transformation is performed using the model shown in Sze (381)
or Nicollian and Brews (Figure 8.1 and 8.3). The interface
capacitance, Cn, is the only element not in common between Figures 8.1 and 8.3 (Nicollian and Brews). However, by measuring both quasistatic and high-frequency
capacitance, we can calculate its value, as discussed below.

Band Bending vs. Gate Voltage &rs vs. Vcs)
3. g2 can then be determined

as follows:

Once the gz scaling factor is known, the compensated N
values can then be computed. However, a compensated

As apreliminarystep,
surface potential (vs-~0) vs. VCSis
calculated with the results placed in the vs column of the
array. Surface potential is calculated as follows:

Where:

(yh- yrd = surface potential (V)
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Once (yk- qha)values are stored in the may, the value of
(vr - qr~) at the flatband voltage is used as a reference
point and is set zero by substrating that value from each
entry in the (J& - ~0) column,
changing
each element in
the column to vs. The value of wo is interpolated as discussed below.

= quasistatic capacitance (pF)
COX= oxide capacitance (pF)
VSIEP=step voltage (V)
VG~= gate-substrate voltage (VI
CQ

Note that the (v~ - I@)value is accumulated as the column
is built, from the first row of the array WGS#l) to the last
array row (VCSlast). The number of rows will, of course,
depend on the number of readings in the sweep, which is
determined by the Start, Stop and Step voltages.

Once band
Vcs, Co vs.
are shown
C-V curves

Vth

0.18

bending voltage is known, graphs of I@ vs.
v$, and CH vs. vs can be generated. Examples
in Figure 4-21 through Figure 4-23. Again,
for the device are shown in Figure 4-14.
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he vs vs. VGScurve aids in understanding how changes in bias voltage affect the device under test. The accumulation, depletion, and
version ragions of a C-V cum are defined by three specific values of band bending voltage: zem (flatbands), equal to the bulk potential.
Id twice the bulk potential (Vm~~smo).

‘igwe 4-21.
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‘he COvs. qfs curve aids in comparing Model &-DOS cues

Figure 4-22.
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with previously taken, manually aligned curves.

Quasistatic Capacitance VS.Band Bending Example
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he GHvs. vs wrve also aids in comparing lo previously taken data

‘igure 4-23.

High-frequmcy Capacitance vs. Band Bending Example

VFBand $0 Interpolation

And:

The program determines flatband voltage, Vm, by locating the VGSpoint where CH approximately equals Cm. VFB
is then interpolated from the closest VGSvalues.

A straight-line interpolation from the previous or following data points is used, and the interpolated VFBand 40
points are computed.

Interface Trap Density vs. Energy from Midgap
(Drr vs. ET)

Where:

Cm = interface trap capacitance (pF)
Dn = interface trap density (a+ eV-‘)
CQ = quasistatic capacitance
(pF)
CH = high-frequency capacitance (pF)
Cox = oxide capacitance (pF)
A = gate area (cm*)
q = electron charge (1.60219 x10-Y)
1 x lo-‘* = units conversion for CIT

Interface trap density is calculated from Cr as shown be
low (Nicollian and Brews 322).
The results are stored in the Dm column of the array as calculated.
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Interface trap energy from midgap, ET,is completed from
I+&offset by bulk potential, @Bas follows:

T = Test temperature (“K)
mu=intrinsic carrier concentiation of material)
Nx = N at 90% Wux, or NA or ND if entered by
the user

WS-@B+ET

Where:

vs = band bending (V)
ET = interface trap energy from midgap (eV)

4.7

And:
QB +I(%)

Where:

A typical example
Figure 4-24.

I$B= bulk potential (eV)
k = Boltzmann’s constant cl:38066 x 10.=J/“K,

(-

Ev

Et from

in

MOBILE IONIC CHARGE
CONCENTRATIONMEASUREMENT

Mobile ionic charge concentration in the oxide of an MOS
device must be carefully controlled during the man&chxing process. Sodium ion concentrations are particularly important because of their abundance in the environment and the fact that they move rapidly through the
oxide.

midgap

le CHvs. !&scurve also aids in comparingto previously taken data.
@we 4-24.

of a Drr vs. Er plot is shown

Interface Trap Density vs. Energy from Midgap Example

(meV)
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NOTE
Mobile ionic charge measurement can be performed automatically
using the optional
Model 5958 C-V Software Utilities and appropriate equipment.

The following paragraphs
discuss two methods for
measuring mobile ionic charges in the oxide: the flatband
voltage shift method, and the triangular voltage sweep
(TVS) method.

Where:

5 Qo = the first moment of the charge distributiOIl

x = charge centroid
WE = metal semiconductor
(constant)
EOX= oxide dielectric constant
Xo = oxide thickness
Cox = oxide capacitance

work function

sothat:
AVw = A(Vm - W&

4.7.1

Flatband Voltage Shift Method

The primary method for measuring oxide charge density
is the flatband voltage shift or temperature-bias
stress
method (Snow et al). In this case, two high-frequency
C-V curves are measured, both at room temperatie.
Be
tween the two curves, the device is biased with a voltage
at ZOO-3OOTto drift mobile ions across the oxide. The
flatband voltage differential between the two curves is
then calculated, from which charge density can be determined.

For the common case of thermally
fore) =Xo and &fter) = 0, so that

*own

oxide, %be-

AV,=z

1. Using the Model 82-DOS program or the separate
Model 590 program, measure a high-frequency C-V
-e
of the device at room temperature.
2. Note that flatband voltage, VW, as calculated and
displayed by the program (select Display Analysis
Constants on the analysis menu).
3. Raise the temperature of the DUT to 200-3OO”C,and
apply a bias voltage of lo-20V for 3-10 minutes.
4. Return the device to room temperature, and remove
the bias voltage.
5. Measure a second C-V curve of the device at room
temperature.
6. Display the flatband voltage, VF~, by selecting the
Display Analysis Constants on the analysis menu.
7. Subtract value of VFB obtained in step 6 from the
value in step 2 to determine AVm.

Calculation
From Nicollian and Brews (426, Eq. 10.9 and lO.lO), we
have:

where Qo is the effective charge. Divide Qo by the gate
area to obtain mobile ion charge density per unit area.

4.7.2

Triangular

Voltage Sweep Method

A second but less familiar way to measure oxide charge
density is the triangular voltage sweep (TVS) method
(Nicollian and Brews 435-440). There are four key advantages of the TVS method over the C-V method including:
1. Mobile ion density measurements are accurate even
in cases where interface hap density levels vary substantially.
2. Different mobile ion species such as sodium and potassium can be distinguished from one another.
3. Greater sensitivity, allowing low ion densities to be
detected.
4. Greater speed because only one curve is required, in
addition to the fact that the device can remain heated
for several measurements.
Procedure
1. Run the Kl82CV or KI595CV program.
2. Connect the Model 595 to the test fixture containing
the device under test.
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3. Raise the temperature of the device to a temperature
of 3OO”C,and maintain the DUT at that temperature
throughout the test.
4. Perform a quasistatic measurement
by sweeping
from -V‘s to +Vcs at the required amplitudes. Keep
inmindthatStepVmustbelowenough,
andTdelay
must be long enough so that CQ E Cm in the absence
of mobile ions.
5. Display or print out the reading array to obtain the
Co and Vcs values. Calculations can be performed as
outlined below.

charge technique as applied to theTVS method for measuring oxide charge density.

Objective:
To demonstrate that mobile ion density drift at a given
temperature is proportional to the area under the peak in
a quasistatic C-V curve caused by ionic motion as shown
below.

Assumptions:
Calculations
Although the method presented here was originally developed for the ramp technique of quasistatic measurement, the Model 595 is used to make the necessary measurement. The end result is the same: the area between the
measured capacitance curve and COXindicates the charge
density as shown.
+vcs

(cHm -cod AVGS= qNM qvo)
X0
-VCS
2

Where:

X0

Model:
The model for the derivation
Figure 4-25

x(-vGsJ

-~

1. Temperature is high enough (~300°C) and the staircaseisslow enough(<lOOmV/sec) so thatCasCoxin
the absence of mobile ions.
2. AVa is in small signal range.

of proof

is shown

in

3

Vcs = gate-substrate voltage
AV~5=dlangeingatesubstratevoltage
(V&p)
Cm
= quasistatic capacitance measured by
595
Cm = oxide capacitance
q = electron charge
NM = mobile ion density
?i = charge centroid
Xo = oxide thickness
Qo = mobile ion charge

or, if the case of thermally
duces to:

Figure4-25.

Model for TVS Measurement
Charge Densitu

ofOxide

grown oxide, the above re-

+VGS
x (CNF.E- Cod AVcs = - QJ
-VCS

Derivation:
The gate charge, QG, is made up of the following:
Eq. 1
QG=-QM+QT-QT-QrQ

Proof of Measurement

Method

An adaptation of the proof by Nicollian and Brews (437)
follows. This proof describes the validity of the feedback

Where:

QG = gate charge
Qor = oxide trapped charge
QM = mobile ionic charge
QF = fixed oxide charge
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Qn = interface trapped charge
QS = space charge

Combining

(7) and (8) we have,

Eq. 9
The amounts of QM, Qor, and QF are fixed, although the
distribution may change, so that,
E9.2
AQG

For assumption

cl), Ca & Cox, SO that

= -AQm - AQs
Eq. 10

In equilibrium,
Eq. 3
-AQrr = Crr(yk) Aws

Rearranging

(10) results in:

E9.11

=d

(Crr + Cd Ayk = Cox A&‘Gs- VFB)

Eq. 4
Using (5) and (ll), and
Thus, from (2), (3), and (4), we have,
Eq. 5
AQc =(CIT + Cs) Avs
we derive,
From Gauss’s law on the Model in Figure 4-24,
Eq. 12
Eq. 6

CMEA~
AVcs = AQQG
= Cox A(VGS- V,)
(Cm + ‘2) Avs = C&A (V‘S - VFB)-Aws]
= Cox A(Vcs - V,) - Cox Avs

Rearranging

(12) yields:

Eq. 13
Rearranging

(CMEAS
- Cod AVcs = -Cox AV;VFB

(6) gives,

Eq. 7
Avs = A(VGS V,)

In equilibrium

COX
cox + G+ cs

for the model, CQ is

E9.14
VCS

Eq. 8
CQ = GJX
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From assumption, 2, AVcs is in the small signal range. If
we staircase the bias voltage from -VGS to +VCS,we have
from (13):

cs+cr
Cox+Cs+Cn

c
-vcs

VCS
(Cms

- Cd

AVcs

=

-Cm c
-VGS

AVm
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The left-hand side of (14) represents
curve caused by ionic motion:

the area under the

Eq. 15
VGS
x (Cmx-CoX)AVcs=
-vcs

VGS
VCS
C CMWAVGS- X CXAVGS
-VCS

II-VCS
Area under C-V
-epeakcaued
by ionic motion.

Now consider the right-hand

side of (14):

Area under curve
with ionic motion.

Area under

mx~e without
ionic motion.

since,
Eq. 19

VCS

-Cm c

Qo = qNM
AVFB

NM = mobile ionic charge density

Where:
From Nicollian and Brews, (426, Eq. 10.9):

Combining (19) with (141, we have:
Eq. 20
VGS
qN,v, vcs
x A.R
C (CMEAS
- Cod AVcs = -‘20xEOX-VGS
-VGS
Where:

Wm = work function (AWMS= 0)
xQo = first moment of charge distibution
x = charge centroid
E OX= dielectric constant of oxide

Thus, we have,

FromNicoUian

and Brews (426, Eq. lO.lO),

and defining x(-V& and x(v.zs) as x at -Vcs and +VGSrespectively, we conclude:

Eq. 17

E9.21
A(Vm - WM) = A=
EOX

but WMS,Qo, and EOXare constants, so:
Eq. 18
AVm=BAY
EOX

IArea under C-V
curve peak caused
by ionic motion.

Mobile ion density
drifted at given
temperature.

Conclusion: Equation 21 demonstrates the validity of the
Chlw + AQG/AVGSmethod for the TVS measurement of
mobile ion drift.
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4.7.3

Using Effective Charge to
Determine Mobile Ion Drift

The flatband voltage method of determining mobile ion
driftdis~sedinparagraph4,5,1canbesimplifiedbyusing Qm to determine the ion charge. The basic procedure
is as follows:
1. Using the Model 82-DOS or separate Model 590 program, measure a high-frequency
C-V curve of the
device at room temperature.
2. Note the effective charge, QEFF,as calculated and displayed by the program (select Display Analysis Constants on the analysis menu).
3. Raise the temperature of the DlJT to.ZOO-300”C,and
apply a bias voltage of 10.2OV for Z-10 minutes.
4. Return the device to room temperature and remove
the bias voltage.
5. Measure a second C-V curve of the device at room
temperature.
6. Display the effective oxide charge by selecting Display Analysis Constants on the analysis menu.
9. SubtractthevalueofQEFEobtainedinstep6tiomthat
obtained in step 2 to determine the effective mobile
ion charge density. Note that this procedure assumes the simple case of mobile ions drifting completely across the oxide in a thin sheet. See paragraph 4.5.1 for a description of the general case.

4.8
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SECTION 5
Principles of Operation

5.1

INTRODUCTION

This section discusses fundamental operating principles
for the Model 82-DOS system and is arranged as follows:
5.2

System BlockDiagram:
Presents an overview of the
system from a block diagram perspective.

5.3

Remote Input Coupler: Covers operation
Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler.

5.4

Quasistatic C-V: Outlines fundamental principles
for low-frequency measurements using the Model
595 Quasistatic C-V Meter.

5.5

High-frequency
C-V: Shows fundamental operation of the system when making 1OOkHz and 1MHz
c-v measurements.

5.6

Simultaneous
C-V: Discusses
ous c-v cycle.

5.2

of the

Model 230-l Programmable Voltage Source: Provides a
DC offset bias voltage of up to klOOV, and also controls
1OOkHz/lMHz frequency selection of the input coupler.

Model 590 C-V Analyzer: Supplies a 1OOkHz or Ih4Hz,
15mV RMS test signal to the device under test, and measures high frequency capacitance and conductance.

Model 595 Quasistatic C-V Meter: Sources the sweep
voltage to the device under test, m&sLlres low frequency
capacitance and device currents, and also triggers Model
590 readings.

Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler: Connects the device
under test to the Models 590 and 595. Internal circuitry
ensures minimal interaction between inshuments when
making both low- and high-frequency measurements.

the basic simultaneComputer (IBM AT, PS12 or compatible): Controls the
Models 230-1, 590, 595, and (indirectly through Model
230.05951.

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
5.3

Figure 5-1 shows a block diagram of the Model 82-DOS
system. The various components in the system perform
the following functions.

REMOTE INPUT COUPLER

A simplified
Figure 5-2.

schematic

of the Model 5951 is shown in

5-1
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Figure 5-l.

Model 82.DOS System Block Diagram

TO
230-l

To 595
Meter Input

TO
Device
Under
Test

IMHz Band Pass
TO
590
Test
Jacks

‘igure 5-2.

5-2
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5.3.1

5.4

Tuned Circuits

5.4.1
Two sets of tuned circuit?. are used to pass or trap out the
1OOkHz and 1MHz test signals. Ll and Cl, and L2 and C2
on the AC blocking board form two parallel resonant circuits to block the 1OOkHz and 1MHz test signals from,
and provides a DC path to the Model 595 input.

Meanwhile, two series resonant circuits allow passage of
the 1OOkHz and 1MHz test signals to theModel
input
while blocking DC. The series resonant circuit made up
of LA, C2, C3, and C6 is tuned to lOOkHz, while the series
resonant circuit made up of L5, C4, C5, and C7 is tuned to
1MHz.

5.3.2

QUASISTATIC C-V
Quasistatic C-V Configuration

A simplified block diagram of the Model 82-DOS system
when making low-frequency (quasistatic) C-V measurements is shown in Figure 5-3. The Model 595 bias voltage
is applied through the Models 590 and 5951 to the device
under test. When a step voltage is applied, the unit measures the change in charge and then computes the capacitance, as discussed below.

Additional bias offset voltage of up to ilOOV DC can be
applied by theMode 230-I Voltage Source. Note that this
voltage is placed in series with the Model 595 voltage
sowce, and the source voltage is routed through the
Model 590 (even though that inshument is not used for
low-frequency C-V measurements)
to superimpose the
15mV, lOOk%, or IMHz test signal on the DC bias, so
that both signals can be simultaneously
applied to the
DUT.

Frequency Control
5.4.2

A digital control signal, supplied by the Model 230-1,
controls 1OOkHz or 1MHz operation of the Model 5951.
This signal is applied to JS, buffered by elements of U2,
and then coupled through opto-isolator Ul in order to
maintain isolation between analog and digital circuits.
The frequency select signal contmls Ql, which switches
relay Kl to select 1OOkHz or 1MHz operation.

Measurement Method

TheModel595usesthefeedbackchargemethodformaking capacitance~measurements.
As shown in Figure 5-4,
one terminal of the unknown capacitance, Cx, is connected to the voltage source, while the other terminal is
connected to the inverting input of the feedback charge
amplifier, A, which is an integrator.

outputHi
230-l
Voltage
Source

1

Figure 5-3.

System Configuration

forQuasistatic

C-VMeasurements

5-3
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charge made immediately before the voltage step occurs.
Q3 is measured after a specified delay time @DELAY)
and is an indication of the final charge transferred
through CX. Q2 is measured before Q3 (preceding it by to)
and is used to determine the slope of the charge
waveform. This slope represents the amount of current
(Q/t) flowing in &during the final portion of the delay
time, to. Q/t represents the leakage current in CX or the
system. The corrected capacitance (&AI’) feature of the
instrument can be used to compensate for substantial
leakage currents; cCAP calculations
are shown in
Figure 5-5.

Av

- dQ

OUT-

%gure5-4.

Feedback Charge Method
Measurements

“BIAS,

CF

ofCapacitance

Initially, the feedback capacitor, CF, is discharged by closingswit~,S,whichisinparallelwithC~.VYhenthemeasurement begins, the switch is opened, and any charge
transferred from the capacitor to the integrator inputwill
now cause a change in integrator output as follows:

k--

‘STEP --+‘--

“BIAS2

‘STEP -+

A: Voltage Output Waveform

AVow = -Q/G
Q3

The voltage source is then changed by a small amount,
AV, which causes a charge to be transferred to CX. The
charge on CX is proportional to the voltage change: dQ =
CxdV, and that charge is then applied to the integrator input, resulting in a charge at its output. The charge on the
feedback capacitor is determined by measuring the integrator output both before and after the voltage step and
making the following calculation:
AQ = -CF AVour

c

The unknown
lows:

capacitance,

CX, is then calculated

t
Discharge
Integrator
(&se S)

Begin
Integration
(open S)
_ a3--q
X

as fol-

‘STEP

Q/t=2.c2
t0
cat) (tDEmy+t,)

cx (corrected)= cx -

Cx = AQ/AV = CF AVovr/AV

“STEP

B: Measured Charge Waveform

Figure 5-5 shows how the charge waveform is actually
measured. Ql, Q2, and Q3 represent charge measurements made at three specific times. Ql is the baseline

5-4

igure 5-5.

Voltage and Charge Wavefoms for
Qunsistatic CapacitanceMeasurement
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5.5

5.5.2

HIGH FREQUENCY C-V

5.5.1

High Frequency System
Configuration

A block diagram showing system configuration during
high-frequency
measurements
is shown in Figure 5-6.
The system is somewhat similar to the configuration for
low-frequency
measurements
discussed above. Now,
however, the Model 590 supplies a 1OOkHz or 1MHz test
signal to the device under test and measures resulting
gain and phase variations to determine capacitance and
conductance values. as described below.

Even though the Model 590 has its own internal DC voltage source, that source is not used for the Model 82-DOS
system. Instead, a DC bias voltage, supplied by the Models 230-l and 595, is routed through the Model 590, and is
then applied as a composite AC and DC test signal to the
device under test.

One additional aspect of the high-frequency system is the
lOOkHz/lMHz frequency control of the Model 5951 remote inuut couuler. This function is uerfonned bv the
Model 530-l th&ugh its digital I/O p&t.

230-l
Voltage
Source

A simplified block diagram of the high-frequency
C-V
modules located in the Model 590 is shown in Figure 5-7.
The 1OOkHz and 1MHz modules do differ somewhat in
detail, but their operation can be represented as outlined
here.

A 1OOkHz or 1MHz reference signal is first generated by
the waveform synthesizer,
and then amplified and
shaped into a sine wave by the output amplifier. The output coupling section isolates the signal and attenuates it
to approximately 15mV RMS at 1OOkHz or IMHz, depending on the selected test frequency. The DC bias voltage, which is supplied by the Models 230-l and 595, is
also applied at this point.

The test signal is then routed through the OUTPUT jack
to the device under test, and then fed back through the
test INPUT jack of the Model 590. The signal undergoes a
phase and magnitude transformation, both of which depend on the complex impedance of the device under test.
The test signal then undergoes current-to-voltage
transformation, is further amplified, and is finally applied to
the synchronous detector, which extracts phase and magnitude information. The detector provides output voltarres analozous to the cauacitance and conductance of the
d&ice UndYeer
test.

Digital

“0 PO”

“onageSourceoutput
595
c-v
Meter
Figure 5-6.

High-Frequency Measurements

System Configuration for High Frequency C-VMeasurements
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Capacitance
Voltage
Output

klpllt
Amplifier

Complex
Impedance
of DUT

Conductance
vottage
output

Figure 5-7.

5.6

High Frequency Capacitance Measurement

SIMULTANEOUS C-V

In order to eliminate drift errors due to voltage stress, the
Models 590 and 595 both measure capacitance during the
same voltage sweep. The readings from the two instnmats are synchronized using external triggering and are
taken alternately during the sweep. After the sweep, CQ
is interpolated to the voltage at which CH was measured.

Figure 5-8 shows a simplified representation
of the
stepped bias voltage supplied by the Model 595 during a
measurement
sweep. Each vertical voltage step size depends on the programmed Model 595 bias step, while
each horizontal time step is determined by the programmed delay time.

As discussed above, a quasistatic measurement is a twostep process requiring at least two charge measurements.
Initially, at the end of step !%, the first charge measurement QI is made, after which the voltage goes to the next
step. Following the programmed delay period, the Q3
charge measurement is made, and the capacitance is then
calculated from these values and the step size; note that
the voltage at this capacitance is assumed to be midway

between the step increment values, or VAVCin this case.
Here we see that two voltage steps are necessary for
every low-frequency capacitance measurement.

The Model 590 is triggered one delay time after the completion of each Model 595 reading. As a result, high-frequency measurements are made only on every other step
(as represented by small rectangles in Figure 5-S). Furthermore, notice that the high-frequency measurements
are not made at exactly the same voltage as the low-frequency measurements.
In our present example, CHI is
measured at VZ.While G is averaged between Vi and VZ,
and G is between V3 and Va.

To compensate for this voltage skew, an adjusted
frequency capacitance value, C’I, is interpolated
value at VZ, where CHI was taken, as follows:

All CQ readings in the array are replaced
upon completion of the voltage sweep.

by

C’Q

lowto a

values

SECTION
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I+inciples 0jOperation

4

0

= 590 C MeasurementS

0

= 595 Q Measurements
ii 590 Capacitance

v4 --

v
595 reading complete. Trigger 590 to measure.

Figure 5-8.

Simultaneous C-V Wavefom
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SECTION6
RedaceableParts

6.1

INTRODUCTION

This section contains a list of replaceable parts for the
Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler, as well as additional
parts for the Model 230-l Programmable Voltage Source
(parts common to the Models 230 and 230-l are listed in
the Model 230 Instruction Manual). Component layouts
and schematic diagrams for these instruments are also included.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.4

Unit model number (230-l or 5951)
Unit serial number
Part description
Circuit description, if applicable
Keithley part number

FACTORY SERVICE

If the unit is to be returned to Keithley Instruments for repair or service, perform the following:

6.2

PARTS LIST

Electrical parts for the Model 5951 are listed in order of
circuit designation in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2. Table 6-3
lists Model 5951 mechanical parts. Table 6-4 summarizes
parts spedfic to the Model 230-l only.

6.3

ORDERING

INFORMATION

To place a parts order, or to obtain information concerning replacement parts, contact your Keithley representative or the factory (see the inside front cover for addresses). When ordering parts, be sue to include the following information:

1. Completetheservicefo~atthebackofthismanual,
and include it with the unit.
2. Carefully pack the card in the original packing carton.
3. Write ATTENTI ON REPAIR DEPARTMENT on the
shipping label.

6.5

COMPONENT LAYOUTS AND
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

Componentlayoutdrawings and schematic diagrams for
the Models 230-l and 5951 are included on the following
pages.

6-l

TABLE

6-1.

CIRCUIT
DESlG.

HIGH

FREQUENCY

AND

CONTROL

BOARD,

PARTS

LIST
KEITHLEV
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION
LABEL. WARNING
POLARIZING KEY
#22TEFLON SLEEVING
2-56 NUT
2-56x7/16 PHIL PAN HD SCREW
4-40x3/16 PHIL PAN HD SCREW

MC-233
cs-491

Cl
c2
c3,c4
C5
C6,C7
C8
c9

CAP,.luF,20%,50V,CERAMlC
CAP,680pF.5%,500V,POLYSl-YRENE
CAP,7-70pF,500V,VARIASLE
CAP,220pF,5%,500V,POLYSTYRENE
CAP,2200pF,5%,500V,POLVSTYRENE
SELECTED,lOOkHZ RESONANT CIRCUIT
CAP,150pF,5%,500V,POLVSTVRENE

C-237-.1
C-138.680P
c-345
C-138-220P
C-138-2200P
5951.600
c-136.15OP

CR1

DIODE,SILICON,l

RF-28

DSl,DS2

PILOT LIGHT,RED,LED

PL-77

J3..J7
J8

CONNECTOR,RIGHTANGLE,BNC
CONN,FEMALE,lG-PIN

cs-504
CS-487.16

Kl

RELAV,(SPDT)

RL-91

L4
L5

CHOKE,3.3mH
CHOKE,GO.luH
LENGTH TO SUIT #22 AWG BUS WIRE

CH-44
CH-43

Ql

TRANS,PNP

TG-148

RI
R2
R3
R4
R5,R6

RES,560,5%,1/4W,COMPOSlTlON
OR FILM
RES,1OK,5%,1/4W,COMPOSlTlON
OR FILM
RES,1.2K,5%,1/4W,COMPOSITION
OR FILM
RES,33,10%,1 W,COMPOSITION
RES,iOOK,1%,1/8W,METAL
FILM

R-76-560
R-76-1 OK
R-76.1.2K
R-2-33
R-88-100K

TEl ,TE7
TE2..TE5,TE8

TERMINAL,INSULATED
TERMINAL (TEFLON)

TE-91
TE-97-1

Ui
u2

IC,LOW INPUT CURRENT OPTO,HCPL-2200
IC,HEX INVERTER,74HC04

IC-411
IC-354

N4148 (DO-35)

SILICON,MPSU56

(CASE 152-02)

2-56NUT
2.56~7/16PPH
4-40x3/1 GPPHSEM

\

C

c

I

1.
\

C

I

I

I

LLJ

I

I
I

LEI

I

I

I I

n

0

0

a

a

I
m

a

TABLE

6-2.

AC

BLOCKING

BOARD,

PARTS

LIST

CIRCUIT
DESIG.

DESCRIPTION

KEITHLEY
PART NO.

Cl
c2

CAP,1000pF,1%,100V,CERAMIC
CAP,1800pF,1%,500V,MICA

C-372-1 OOOP
c-209.18OOP

Ll
L2

CHOKE,VARIABLE
CHOKE,lSuH

CH-23
CH-26-15

TEl ,TE2

TERMINAL

TE-92

3

I

1

B

TABLE

6-3.

CIRCUIT
DESIG.

FOR FA-82
FOR MTG BP-25
FOR MTG FE-i 7-1

MODEL

5951

MECHANICAL,

PARTS

LIST

DESCRIPTION

KEITHLEY
PART NO.

1/8”DIA.x1/4”
SEMI-TUBULAR
RIVET
4-40 KEP NUT
ARTWORK, REAR PANEL SILKSCREEN
ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY,CABLE
BOX
BRACKET, SIDE
BFiACKET,MTG
CABLE,BNC
CASE, BOTOM
CASE, TOP
CCNNECTOR
CCNNECTOR
FEET
GROMMET
GROMMET
IEEE CABLE,SHIELDED
IEEECABLESSHIELDED
LABEL, SERIAL NO
LOW NOISE BNC CABLES
Lm
OVERLAY, FRONT PANEL
PANEL, FRONT
PANEL, REAR
PEM NUT
PEM STUD
PEM, STUD
PEMNUT
POLARIZING KEY
SHIELD, BOlTOM
SHIELD, TOP
ARTWORK, FRONT PANEL OVERLAY
BINDING POST
BOT SHIELD TO MB6-32x1/4 PHIL PAN HEAD SEM
FOR CLOSING CASE&32x1/4” PPHSEM BLACKZINC
4-40 KEP NUT
6-32x1/4 PHIL PAN HEAD SEM
6-32x1/4” PHIL PAN HEAD
LENGTH 5 FEET CABLE,FLAT RIBBON
MB. TO CASE BOT 6-32x5/8 PHIL PAN HEAD SEM
MTG F.P. TO M.B.BRACKET,MTG
SEE 5951-000-01 COMP L/O, M.B.
Cl0
SHIELD TO CASE CAPACITOR
SHIELD TO SHIELD4-40x1/4 PHIL PAN HEAD SEM
SOS-8632-20
STANDOFF
SWAGED IN SHIELDSTANDOFF

1/8”x114”
RIVET
4.40KEPNUT
5951.309
5951.300
CA-91
BOX 711
5951-311
5951-307
MODEL 7051.2
5951.303
5951.302
CS-297-16
65-613-16
FE-1 7-1
GR-44-1
GR-44-1
MODEL 7007-2
MODEL 7007-l
MC-285
MODEL 4801
LU-7
5951-305
5951-304
5951.308
FA-40
FA-82
FA-82
FA-16
cs-474
5951.312
5951.310
5951.306
BP-25
6-32xll4PPHSEM
6-32xll4PPHSEMBLKZIN
4-40KEPNUT
6-32xl14PPHSEM
6-32xi/4PPH
SC-63-4
6-32x5/8PPHSEM
5951-307
5951-100
c-22-.01
4-4Oxl/4PPHSEM
ST-186-l
ST-l 39-4

FINISH

TABLE
CIRCUIT
DESIG.

6-4.

MODEL

230-1,

PARTS

LIST

(specific

to

the

230-l

only)

DESCRIPTION

KEITHLEY
PART NO.

ARTWORK, FILTER SUPPORT SILKSCREEN
ARTWORK, FILTER SUPPORT SILKSCREEN
ARTWORK, REAR PANEL LABEL
BINDING POST
BINDING POST
BINDING POST
BINDING POST
CONNECTOR, BNC
CONNECTOR, MOW
HEAT SINK
INSULATOR, VINYL
JUMPER
LABEL, REAR PANEL
NUT
PACKING LIST
PIN
SILKSCREEN, FILTER SUPPORT
STAKING, FILTER SUPPORT
STANDOFF
SUPPORT, FILTER
SUPPORT, FILTER
SWITCH
5/8” LG SHRINK TUBING
J1019,1020 CONNECTOR, PIN
LENGTH TO SUIT WIRE, BLACK
LENGTH TO SUIT WIRE, BLACK
LENGTH TO SUIT WIRE, RED
LENGTH TO SUIT WIRE, RED
P1019,1020
LUG
R404,405,408 RESISTOR
R411 RESISTOR

230-313
230-l -306
230-l -307
BP-l l-2
BP-l 1-O
BP-15
BP-l l-5
CS-520
cs-287-4
HS-34
27493-26
J-3
MC-467
3/8-32SMNUT
PA-226
CS-276
230-312
230.311
FA-45
230-314
230-l -305
SW-271
TX-i 7x518
CS-463
SC-68
SC-68
SC-68
SC-68
LU-90
R-1-100
R-2-33

:

9
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APPENDIX A
Material Constants File
Modification

As shipped, Model 82-DOS is intended to work with devices with a silicon substrate, a silicon dioxide insulator,
and ahminum
gate material. Constants that define these
and other parameters
are stored in a file called
MATERIALCON,
which is automatically loaded by the
Model 82-DOS software at run time. (Figure A-l shows
the general format and factory default values stored in
MATJZIAL.CON,
and Table A-l summarizes default
constant values.) Since this file is in ASCII format, you
can modify these values by editing the file using a text
editor or aword processor that can handle straight ASCII

Procedure:
1. From
DOS,
select
the
directory
MATERIALCON
located
C\KTHLY~C”\MOD~L82).
2. Make a backup copy of MATERIAL.CON
the following:
COPY MATERIAL.CON
3.

f&S.

NOTE
The Model 82-DOS software may not run
properly
if you change
the format of
MATERIAL.CON
from that shown in Figure
A-l. Also, changing constants to improper
values will probably lead to erroneous results
in analysis.

by typing
<Enter>

Load the MATERIALCON
file into your text editor
or word processor. A typical command might be:
ED MATERIAL.CON

Before making changes, you should create a backup version of the file under a similar filename (for example
MATERIAL.DEF).
Also, be careful not to alter the overaU
file format in any way.

MATERIAL.DEF

in which
(default=

<Enter>

4.

Using Figure A-l as guide, make the desired value
changes, but be sure that the != symbols appear before each value.
5. Save the file using the name MATERIALCON
after
all changes have been made. Remember that the file
must be saved in straight ASCII format. (Most text
editors automatically
save in ASCII format, and
many word processors have an ASCII format save
option.) Also, remember to save this file in the default \KTHLY-CV\MODELSZ
directory so the program can locate it at run time.
6. Run the Model 82-DOS software in the usual manner. The new constants will be used by the progmm
for analysis.

A-l

APPENDIX A
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Table

T

EOX
ES
EG
k5
X

A-2

A-l.

Default

Material

Constants

File

(MATERIAL.CON)

Description

Default

Value

Election charge (COILI.)
Boltzmann’s constant (J/OK)
Test temperature (“K)
Permittivity of oxide (F/cm)
Semiconductor permittivity (F/cm)
Semiconductor energy gap (eV)
Intrinsic carrier concentration (1 /cm?
Metal work function (V)
Election affinity (V)

1.60219 x lo-l9 Coul.
1.38066 x lo-= JPK
293°K
3.4 x lo-l3 F/cm
1.04 x W2F/cm
1.12eV
1.45 x 10’0 CD+
4.1v
4.15v

APPENDIX A
Material Constants Fife Modification

FILE: MATERIAL.CON
DESCRIPTION: This file is used to initialize the physical constants
associated with a particular type of MIS device. This
file contains physical constants for the following device
type at room temperature:
Silicon - Silicon Dioxide - Aluminum
substrate

material--I

VARIABLE
KQ

Kk
Kt
K&X
KEs
KEg
KNi
KPhim
*KX

insulator

I__ gate material
VALUE

DESCRIPTION
Charge of an electron(Cou1)
Bcltzmann's constant(J/K)
Test temperature(K)
Permittivity of oxide(F/cm)
Permittivity of semiconductor(F/cm)
Energy gap of semiconductor
Intrinsic carrier concentration(l/cm^3)
Metal work function(V)
Semiconductor electron affinity(V)
(see note)

!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=
!=

1.68219E-19
1.38066E-23
293
3.40000E-13
l.O4000E-12
1.12
1.45000E+lO
4.1
4.15

In modern integrated-circuit processing, heavily doped polysilicon is often
used as the gate material instead of aluminum. If this is the case, the
work function constants are computed es follows(as per Sze's book "Physics
of Semiconductor
Devices”).
p - type polysilicon gate
KPhim = Semiconductor electron affinity + Energy gap of semiconductor
n - type polysilicon gate
--------I__-KPhim = Semiconductor electron affinity
‘igure A-l.

DefaultMaterial

Constants bIATERlAL.CON)

A-3

Below you will find a table of electron affinities for various semiconductors. This table was taken from page 438 of Helmut F. Wolf's book
entitled "Semiconductors".
semiconductor
-------Si
Ge
GaAs
GaP
GaSb

electron affinity(V)
-__-l-_-------__
4.05
4.13
4.07
3.21
4.06
4.90
4.59
3.90

Ii-LAS

I&b
CdS

Below you will find a table of metal work functions for various metals at
300K. This table was taken from page 424 of Wolf's book.
metal
---

work function(V)
w----e
4.3-5.1
4.1-4.3
4.7-5.0
2.4-2.6
1.9-2.0
4.5-4.6
4.3-4.7
3.2-3.7
4.3-4.5
4.5-4.7
5.2-5.3
5.1-5.2
4.5-4.6

Ag
Al
AU
Ba
Ce
Cr
CU
Mg
MO
Ni
Pt
Si
W

Version A2 of the 5957 software used a silicon electron affinity of 4.15
Volts. This number was taken from page 397 of Sse's book. After closer inspection, a discrepancy was found in Sze's book. On Sze page 850 you will
find a table of electron affinities. In this table, silicon's electron affinity is 4.05 Volts which is consistent with other sources; more specifically
Wolf.
Default Material Constants

A-4

LWATERLKCON)

(Cont.)

APPENDIX A
Material Constants File Modification

BIBLIOGRAPHY

FOR MATERIAL.CON

NOTE: Refer to paragraph 4.8 for added references.

1. Sze, S.M. Phvsics of Semiconductor
Devices. 2nd
Edition. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1981.
2. Wolf, H.F. Semiconductors. New York: John Wiley &
sons, 1971.
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APPENDIX B
Analysis Constants

I constant

1 MenuTerm
cox
Rseries
Nbdk
Cfb
Vthresh
tox
CUliIl
PhiB
Vfb
Neff
Area
NtWg
Lb
Work Fn
Qeff
DevType
Best depth

1 Descriution
Oxide capacitance
Series resistance
Bulk doping concentration
Flatband capacitance
Threshold voltage
Oxide thickness
Minimum capacitance
Bulk doping
Flatband voltage
Effective oxide charge concentration
Gate area
Average doping concentration
Extrinsic Debye length
Work function
Effective oxide charge
Device type

I

Units
PF
ohms
cl+
PF
V

B-l

APPENDIX C
Summary of Analysis
Eauatisns

Computed

for each VGS value.

Flatbands

NOTE

All calculations

are performed

in source code function: GrafDaWartl

( ) located in module: PB~SUBAI.BAS.

C-l

IP^...,..n..+r

i
I
I

where:

@B =(kT/q) ln(Nx/nr)

where: Nx = N at 90% WMM, NA O~NB

Xde Thickness/
;ate Area

rhreshold

Voltage

work Function

Effective Oxide

c-2

Summay

N(w)
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Prefixes of Unit Values

Exponent
10’8
10’5
10’2
109
106
l@
102
1n

P&iX

peta
tera
giga
mega
kilo
hecto

Symbol
E
P
:
M
k
h
da

Exponent

PI&X

Symbol

deci
centi
3nilIi
micro
nano
pica
femto
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UsingtheModel590and
595 Programs

INTRODUCTION
Two ~roerams included on a Model S&DOS distribution
disk&e Low you to run the Model 590 or Model 595
separately, if desired. Of course, the measurement and
analysis capabilities
of each individual program are
somewhatlowerthanforthesimultaneousc-Vsoftware.
Table E-l summarizes important differences among the
three programs.

USING THE MODEL 590 PROGRAM
Follow the procedure below when using the Model 590
program. Refer to Sections 2 and 3 of this manual for details on using the software, which is very similar to the
apphcable sections of the Model 82-DOS software.
1. With the power off, connect the Model 590 to the
IEEE-488 bus of the computer.
2. Turn on the instrument power and allow the unit to
warm up for one hour rated accuracy. Daring the
power-up cycle, verify that the primary address is
set to 15. If not, program it for that value.
3. Using the Model 7051 5OQ cables, connect the DLJT
test fixture directly to the Model 590 INPUT and
OUTPUT jacks (do NOT use the Model 5951 Remote
Input Coupler). Refer to the Model 590 Instruction
Manual for connection information.
4. Boot up the computer in the usual manner, and run
the program called “KI590CV.EXE”.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Check out system leakages, and perform a probes up
suppression, as discussed in paragraph 3.4.
Perform cable correction as discussed in paragraph
3.5.
Determine COXusing the general procedure covered
in paragraph 3.6.
Set up your measurement parameters and perform a
high-frequency C-V sweep on the device. The general procedure is given in paragraph 3.7.
Select the analysis option on the main menu, and
perform the required analysis operations; see Section 4 and Table E-l for details

USING THE MODEL 595 PROGRAM
Follow the procedure below to use the Model 595 progmm. Refer to Sections 2 and 3 of this manual for details
on using the Model 595 software. Applicable sections of
the Model 595 software are very similar to the corresponding sections of the Model 82-DOS software.
1. With the power off, connect the Model 595 to the
IEEE-488 bus of the computer.
2. Turn on the instrument power and allow the unit to
warm up for two hours for rated accuracy. Use the
MENU button to verify that the primary address is
set to 28. If not, program it for that value.
3. Using the Model 4801 low-noise cables, connect the
DIJT test fixture directly to the Model 595 METER
INPUT and VOLTAGE OUTPUT jacks (do NOT use
the Model 5951 Remote Input Coupler). Refer to the
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Model 595 Instruction Manual for connection informath-i, if required.
4. Boot up the computer in the usual manner, and run
the program called “KI595CV.EXE”.
5. Check out system leakages, and perform a.probes up
suppression, as discussed in paragraph 3.4.
6. Determine optimum delay time, as discussed in
paragraph 3.6.

Table E-l.

Comparison

of Simultaneous

Model 8%DOS
Software’
CQ vs. vcs
CH vs. vcs
CQ & CH VS. VCS
ys;,ll
w vs. VGS
Nvs. w
Ziegler WCC) N vs. w
1 /C$ vs. vcs
DIT vs. Er
yfs vs. vcs
CQ VS. VS
CH vs. qls
Rsm.5
COX
tax
Area
CMCV
NBULK
NAVG
CFB
VFB
bJu
h (LB)
QEFF

NEW
WMS

Threshold Voltage
Device Type
Best Depth
’ KlBZcv.ExE
2 KI59ocv.ExT
3 KI595CV.EXE
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7. Set up your measurement parameters, and perform
a quasistatic C-V sweep on the device. The general
procedure is given in paragraph 3.7.
8. Select the analysis option on the main menu and perform the required analysis operation. See Table E-l
and Section 4 for details.

C-V and Individual

Model 590
SOftTV~~~~

Model 595
Software3
CQ

CHvs. V‘S

VS. VCS

3/t vs. VGS
NVS.W
Ziegler (MCC) N vs. w
l/G? vs. vcs

RmlF.5
COX
tax
Area
cm
NBULK
NAVG
CW
VFB
buu(
h (LB)
;Xm
NEFF
WMS
Fhreshold Voltage
Device Type
Best Depth

Programs
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bgnplot(monitor,

Used by Model 82.DOS

screentype,

“filename”)

kit monitor

1 if picture is to be plotted on the screen and stored
in Tektronix format.
0 if tbe picture is to be stoned and not plotted.

Int screentype

‘t’ if only text is to be displayed on the screen.
‘g’ or ‘G’ if only graphics is to be displayed on the
screen. ‘G’ selects the EGA 8OOx6Wmode.
‘b” if both text and graphics am to be displayed.
Only Corona PCs support this mode. The single
quotes around the characters are required.

char Yllename

The name given to the output Tektronix-type file. It
must be enclosed in double quotes, and be sum to
specify the correct drive. If you want to suppress the
TICF file, use the name “not&‘.

bgnploto is the first call that you should make to GraphiC. It opens an output
file to receive the Tektronix formatted data, initializes the defaults for many
parameters, and puts the computer into graphic mode if called for. bgnploto
should only be called one time, at the beginning of the plotting session

PUWI
!3TRlNG
INTEGER
lNTEGEl-7

string of text to be displayed
X position for the display
Y Position for the display

This routine is used to display a string of text on the current graph using the
matrix font. The X and Y position arguments are in lines and columns rather
than pixels.
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fontsetup

This routine is used to initialize the special matrix font. This font is used for
drawing the menus and other labels on the completed graph. It is also used
when drawing the cursor display.

roundq

INTEGER

number of divisions for the axis

FLOAT

minimum

FLOAT

value to increment by

FLOAT

maximm

STRING

format returned by this function

value
value

This function accepts a specification of the max and min values for the axis,
along with the value to increment by and the number of divisions to use, and
returns a format string that can be passed to the grid routine to draw the axis.

hardcopy(type)

char type

The typz of hardcopy desired.
type =‘I’, ‘m’. ‘L’, ‘M’ for printer dump
type = 0 IOreturn Graphic m normal imeractive
mode
type = ‘n’ to continue through the remaining pictures
without hard copies and without user intervention

hardcopy0 allows Graphic to make unattended hard copies of each Graphic
plot. To keep your plots from crossing the page boundary. remember that one
‘L’ (or ‘1’)plot or nvo ‘M’ (or ‘m’) plots use an entire page. hardcopy0 should
be called before the endplot associated wirh the desired picture. This murine
will not work with plouers.
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font(nfont,

page(width,

Used by Model 82-DOS

“fontl”,

‘escl’,

“for-W’,

‘esc2’, “fontb,

‘esc3’, “font4”,

‘esc4’)

Int nfont

The number of fonts selected, where 1 nfont 4

char lfont#

The name of tie font(s) to be selected must be in
double quotes. The presently available fonts are:
simplex.fnt, simgrma.fnt, complex.fnt, compital.fnt, compgrma.fnt, engothfnt, triplex.fnt, tripital.fnt, duplex.fnt, russian.fnt, simscr.fnt,
oomscr.fnt, microg.fnt, microb.fnt
The filled font is called block1 .fnt
Be sure u) specify the disk drive and path of each
font.

height)

float width

The width of the picture in inches (or cm) as
measured on Ihe high resolution printer dump.

float height

The height of the picture in inches (or cm) as
measured on the high resolution primer dump.

page0 set.sthe size of tie picture on the output page. Here, “width” and “height”
refer to the shape of the picture viewed upright. The maximum picture size is
9.00” x 6.855” (unrotated) or 6.855” x 9.00” (rotated) corresponding IOthe size
of the output page itself. If a smaller size is called for. ir will be centered within
this area unless pgshifi() is used to offset it.

pgshift(xshift,

yshift)

float xshlft

The xdistance in Inches (or cm) on an output page
of the lower left cOmer of the picture from the carresponding comer of the output page, viewed with
the picture upright.

float yshlft

The y-distance in inches (or cm) on an output page
of the lower left comer of the picture from the corresponding comer of the oqur page, viewed wirh
the picture upright

If pgshiftO is not called. Graphic will cenfer the picmre on the output page.
pgshifi0 is used. for example, to put Several pictures on a single output page.
It must be called after page0 and before area2d(). If rotate(l) has been called,
the Shifis are with respect 10 the upper left comer of the moniror screen. If-not,
they are with respect to the lower left comer. See D2TEST.C for an example of
how to do multiple plors page.
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yphysor)

fleat xphysor

x distance of physical origin from lower left comer
of drawing page in inches (or cm).

float yphyser

y distance of physical origin from lower left comer
of drawing page in inches (or cm).

physor() allows you to move the plot on the drawing page.

area2d(xinch,

yinch)

float xlnch

The length of the x-axis in inches (or cm), viewed

with the picture upright, as measured on the high
resolution printer dump.
float ylnch

The length of the y-axis in inches (or cm), viewed

with the picture upright, as measured on the high
resolution printer dump.
areaZd() defines the lengths of the x and y axes. The size and positioning of the
plot are determined by this call.

tmargin(marginch)

float marglnch

Size of top margin of text plot in inches (or cm)
from the edge of the high-resolution printer plot.

tmargin() musr be called every rime you stm a new page ofrextplot.
mines the top position of any text on the page. It must be called before

It deterctline0

or lHine(). The first line of text will be placed below this by a distance
height*ratio. To get text as near to the top of the page as possible. you might
want to call linesp(l.1) before your first line of text.

Imargin(marginch)

float marginch

Size of left-hand margin of text plot in inches (or
cm) from the edge of a full page printer plot.

Although there is a small margin around the plots produced by GraphIC, you
may wish to increase it. This routine onIy workswith ctline0 and MI@.
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numht(inch)

float Inch

Tne height of the characters used to label the plot.
The height is given in inches (or cm) on a full page
outpur.

float Inch

The height of the characters used to label the axes.
The height is given in inches (or cm) on a full page
output.

axnamht(inch)

rtline(“string”,

height)

char ‘string

The line of text you wish plotted. You must determine whether it fits witbin your page size. The string
must be enclosed in double quotes, and the first letter should be a font selection character.

float height

The height of your characters in inches (or cm) on
the full page printer plot.

rtline() puts a line of text on the page flush against the right margin. The first
line is al the location determined by tmargin(), and each succeeding line is
placed below the previous one by a distance height*ratio. where ratio is the argument of linesp(). The default ratio is 1.6.

ltline(“string”,

height)

char ‘string

The line of text you wish plotted. You must determine whether it fits within your page size. The suing
must be enclosed in double quotes, and the first letter should be a font selection character.

float helght

The height of your characters in inches (or cm) on
the full page printer plot

Mine0 puts a line of text on the page flush against the left margin. The first line

is at the location determined by trnargin& and each succeeding line is placed
below the previous one by a distance height*ratio. where ratio is the argument
of iinesp(). The default ratio is 1.6. Indentation may be obtained by inserting
tabs 0 t) into the text, or by a call IOIrnargin().
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height)

char ‘string

The line of text you wish plotted. You must determine whether it fits within your page size. The suing
must be enclosed in double quotes. The first cbamcter in the string should be a font selection character.

float helght

The height of your characters in inches (or cm) on
the full page printer plot.

ctline0 centers a line of text on the page between the left margin and the right
margin. The first line is at the location determined by tmargino, and each succeeding line is placed below the previous one by a distance height*ratio, when:
ratio is the argument of linesp(J The default ratio is 1.6.

prtfnt(x,

y, “string”,

height,

angle)

float x

x location of lower left comer of the suing from the
leti hand edge of the drawing page -- measured in inches (or cm) on the full page printer plot.

float y

y location of lower left comer of the string from the
bottom of the drawing page -- measured in inches
(or cm) on the full page printer output.

char ‘string

String to be plotted.

float height

Height of the characters in inches (or cm) on the full
page output.

lnt angle

Angle at which the suing is to be plotted. The angle
is defined to increase in the counterclockwise direction, and is measured in degrees from the positive x
axis. Any integer degree from -180 to +180 is allowed.

prtfnt() can be used for making text slides snd view-graphs since it doesn’t re-

quire any plotting commands other than those in levels 0 and 1. Ordinarily. the
paper is oriented with the long direction horizontal. The orientation may be
changed by calling rotate(). Using Imargin(), tmargin& linespo, ctlineo, and
Itline makes the production of text slides easy. You must still call page0. AU
the size and location parameters are absolute unless set&e(l) is called.
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grid(isgrid)

int lsgrid

= 0 if no grid is desired.
= 1 if dotted grid is desired.
= 2 if tine dot grid lines are desired.
= 3 if solid grid lines are desired.

grid0 draws dotted lines through me tick marks. It must be called before the
axis-creating routines.

fgrid(isgrid,

nxdiw, nydiv)

Int isgrid

= 0 if no grid subdivisions arc desired.
= 1 if dotted grid lines on subdivision marks are
desired.
= 2 if only tick marks at subdivisions are desired.

Int nxdiv

The number of desired subdivisions between main
grid lines on the x axis.

Int nydlv

The number of desired subdivisions between main
grid lines on the y axis.

fgrido allows you to draw one or more grid lines between adjacent axis tick
marks. This feature prevents overlapping of axis labels.To use fgrido, you must
also call grid(). Whh logarithmic axes. the requested number of divisions is ignored, and 10 grid lines per decade are plotted. fgrido also allows you to put
small tick marks at subdivision spaces without drawing grid lines.

h-it uplab

= 1 to mm on uptight y-axis labels.
= 0 to turn off upright y-axis labels.

When upright0 is called with a 1, it sets a flag that causes the y awis labels to
be upright. This mode wilI stay in effect until upright0 is called with a 0.
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scales(nxdiv,

nydiv, x, y, npts)

Int nxdiv

The number of x axis divisions.

Int nydiv

The number of y axis divisions.

float *x

The vector of x data. Be sure to dimension it in your
calling routine.

float ‘y

The vector of y data.

Int npts

The number of data points in the x and y vecmrs.

scales0 is the self-scaling routine for linear plots. It calculates the maximum
and minimum values of x and y, and chooses the appropriate set of round numberstouse asaxislabelsandthencalls
grafU.Thedatamustbecalculated
before
scales() is called.

graf(“xformat”,

xori, xste, xmax,

char ‘tiormat

“yformat”,

yori, yste, ymax)

The x-axis format. Use a floating point conversion

specification (see ~146 in K&R). Since it is a character string, it must be enclosed in double quotes. For
example: “%-3.W. Use “%-1.0f’ for integer labels.
Because C automatically expands the format to accommodate the required number of characters, it is
best to use a width (number to the left of the decimal
point) that is too small. This ensures that the labels
will b-ecentered. %e and %g formats may also be
used.
float xori

The value of x at the left-hand end of the x axis

float xste

The change in x between each two tick marks on the

x axis.
float xmax

The value of x at the right-hand end of the x axis.

char ‘yfdrmat

The y axis format (see above).

float yorl

The value of y at the bottom of they axis.

float yste

The change in y between each IWOtick marks on the
y axis.

float ymax

The value of y at the top of the y axis.

graft.) is the primary axis setup routine for x-y plots. Because the maximum and
minimum values of the variables are supplied by you, graft) may be called either
before or after the data are calculated. Any values of x and y which he beyond
the page boundaries will be scissored.
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heading(“title”)

char ‘title

The title for the plot. It must be less than 30 characters long. It is centered at the top of the picture. The
first character may be a font selection character,
otherwise, the curtently active font is used.

beading0 must be called if you want to caption a 2-D plot.

xname(“xlabel”)

char ‘xlabel

The name of the x axis. It must be less than 30

characters long. The double quotes are required. ‘Ihe
first character may be a font selection character.
Super- and subscripts may be used.
xnameO must be called if you want the x axis of a 2-D plot tn have a name.

yname(“ylabel”)

char ‘ylabel

The name of the y axis. It must be less than 30

characters long. The double quotes are required. The
first character may be a font selection character.
Super- and subscriptsmay be used.
ynameo must be called if you want the y axis of a 2-D plot tn have a name.

Color
The color default for supported color tmmis is white lines on a blue background.
Curve colors may LXchanged by calls to color0 as describedbelow.

rightex(yright)

Int yright

= 1 turns on right hand y-axis.
= 0 turns off tight hand y-axis.

is a parameter setting routine which will cause Graphic to draw a
right-hand y-axis. When rhis flag is set., the first time scales0 is called the lefthand y-axis and the x-axis will be drawn. With a second call to scales0 the
program will rescale and draw the y-axis on the right side of the x-axis. This is
done without recalculating or redrawing the x-axis.
rightax
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axesoff(noaxes)

Int noaxes

= 0 (default) if labeled axes am desired.
= 1 if no axes or axis labels are desired.

axesoff allows you IO draw plots with no axes or axis labels. Either scales0
or grafo must still be called so that Graphic can calculate the limits forthe plot.
axesoff cannot be used with contourplots. It must be called before any routines
which draw the axes, i.e., graf() or scales@ axesoff can also be used with 3D routines. Note that axesoff only turns off the axes. Grid lines (and fine grid
lines) will still be drawn if the options are active.

startplot(color)

Int color

The IBM color number to be used for the background of me plot. See colors) for a list of available
colors.

startplot() initializes each plot by purring necessary information inro the file
containing the plot data. II also raises the program to Level 1

setcolor

INTEGER

This routine sets the current color that GraphiC will draw on the screen. It uses
the IBM numbering system.
0 - Black
1 - Blue
2 - Green
J-Cyan
4 - Red
5 - Magents
6 - Brown

7-White
8 - Dark
9 - Light
10 - Light
11 - Light
I2 - Light

Grey
Blue
Green
Cyan
Red

endplot

endplot
is called tier each page of plots is completed. It stores all of the
remaining data for the plot and returns Graphic to Level 1. endplot resets the
page rotation to its upright position. After the last page is completed, stopplot()
must also be called.
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st0pplot()

stopplot is called at the very end of the planing session. It empties the buffers
and closes the plot and error files. It returns the screen to text mode, and Graphic
to Level 0.

A call to cut-son0 turns on all of the cross hairs functions. ‘I&e an Esc to exit
this mode. The axis drawing routines must be called before cursor@.
When the program gets to the call to curson the cross hairs wiIl appear in the
center of the plot area. To the left of the screen will be displayed a readout of
the cross hairs position,
Movement of the cross hairs is controlled by me arrow keys or a supported
mouse.
The readout will be in plot units by default. To change to inch units, type an AlrI. An A/r-U will return the readout to plot units.
To draw lines, mark a point by typing Enter; move the cross hairs to the next
palm and type Ins This line can be continued by moving the cross hairs to the
next point and typing Ins again, Typing Enrer will start a new line.
To erase a line. simply draw over it. You must start and end the erasure on the
exact vector ends or it will not completely erase the line.
Every time Enrer is typed, the x and y values of the cross hairs are entered in
tie global arrays xgq[indql and ygq[indql which are in user units and cxq[cnql
and cyq[cntql which are in pixel tmits.
The cross hairs have three speeds which can be changed by typing Ah-Y successively.
When using a three-button Mouse, the left button is the same as Enrer. me center button is the same as Ins , und the tight button is the same as Est. With a
two-button mouse, the left button is the same as Enter, the right bunon is the
same as Ins, and both buttons together are the same as ,Qc.

solid0

After solid0 is called, all lines will be returned to their original unbroken manner until some other line style is activated
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ChrfdSR()

Afier chndsh() is called. all lines will be drawn as alternating dots and dashes
unfil some ofher line style is called for.

curwe(x, y, npts, sym)
float *x

The x vector IO be plotted.

float ‘y

The y vector to be planed.

Int npts

The dimension of x and y.

Int sym

sym = 0 draw curve only.
sym > 0 draw curve and symbols every sym points.

sym c 0 draw symbols only every sym points.
Each time curve0 is called, a curve is drawn on the plor Eight differenr symbols, for use as curve markers, and six different line styles are available. The
line and symbol styles can be changed automatically by using the legend feature or manually by calling the appropriate routine (see pages 40,49, and 50).
curve() is used for any of the linear or logarithmic plots.
Scatter plots may be drawn by calling rat$ot()
You can sill draw symbols every sym points.

with a 1 before calling curve&

INTEGER

This routine is used to scale a value from Graphic pixels to actual screen pixels. Graphic uses a pixel array of 4096 by 3120and scales this to the actual sueen
resolution.

INTEGER

This routine is used to scale a value from Graphic pixels to actual screen pixels. Graphic uses a pixel army of 40% by 3120and scales this to the actnal sQeen
resolution.
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intopixq
FLOAT
This rgtine
converts from inches
Graphic bitmap (4096 by 3120).

on the Graphic

page into pixels on the

FLOAT
This routine converts from pixels on the Graphic
Graphic page (9 by 11 inches).

bitmap to inches

on the

lclr
INTEGER

line number

INTEGER

starting column to clear

INTEGER

ending column to clear

to clear

This routine is used to clear a line in preparation
line with the matrix font.

for writing some text on the

passstr
STRING

standard

BASIC string

Converts a BASIC shing to C format and copies it into a special buffer. Each
of the functions listed above has its own internal buffer. The function returns
a 32 bit pointer to its internal buffer which can then be passed to any of the
Graphic functions requiring a string as an argument (such as Font).
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passstrl

standard

BASIC string

Converts a BASIC string to C format and copies it into a special buffer. Each
of the functions listed above has its own internal buffer. The function returns
a 32 bit pointer to its internal buffer which can then be passed to any of the
Graphic functions requiring a string as an argument (such as Font).

passstd

STRING

standard

BASIC string

Converts a BASIC string to C format and copies it into a special buffer. Each
of the functions listed above has its own internal buffer. The function rehrns
a 32 bit pointer to its internal buffer which can then be passed to any of the
Graphic functions requiring a string as an argument (such as Font).

passstr3

STRING

standard

BASIC string

Converts a BASIC string to C format and copies it into a special buffer. Each
of the functions listed above has its own internal buffer. The function returns
a 32 bit pointer to its internal buffer which can then be passed to any of the
Graphic functions requiring a string as an argument (such as Font).

passarr

Pointer
Segment

Hex number idendfying offset within the 64 k segment.
Hex number
resides.

identifying

which 64k segment

the array

Converts the pointer to an array from BASIC format, consisting of a X-bit segment and a &bit offset; to C format, consisting of one 32-bit pointer.
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STRING

standard

BASIC string

Copies the contents of the internal buffer used by passstr (not passstrl,
3) into the BASIC shing variable identified as the argument.

2, or

gets
X pointer
Y pointer
Returns
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3%bit pointer
3%bit pointer

(C format) to array of X values
(C format) to array of y values

the X and Y values of markers

selected

using the graphics

cursor.

APPENDIX G
Cable Calibration Utility

DESCRIIJTION

STARTING

The CABLECAL.EXE
utility performs cable calibration
for the Model 590 and Model 82-DOS. Note that this utility program can perform complete Model 82-DOS cable
calibration or separate Model 590 cable calibration,
which is intended primarily for use with the Model 5958
c-v Utilities.

Model
Copyright

CABLECALEXE

To start the cable calibration program, simply type in the
following while in the \KTHLY_CV\MODEL82
directory:
CABLECAL

The main menu and startup banner shown in Figure G-l
will appear on the screen.

590 Cable
Calibration
Utility
I/O Tech Version
VO.OO.002
(c)
1991 Keithley
Instruments,

Inc

< CONTINUE >

Figure Gl

Main Menu and Startup Banner
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MAIN MENU SELECTIONS
A menu of selections will appear at the top of the screen.
To select a main menu item, hold down the cAlt> key,
and press the first letter of that selection, OI use the left/
right arrow keys to highlight the selection, then press
<Enter>.

Use the <Tab> key to move the cursor around the screen.
To enter numeric values, simply type in the desired
Galue. Selecting OK will accept changes, and selecting
Cancel will of course cancel those changes. You can also
use the <Esc> key to close windows.

If your system has a compatible mouse, you can use the
mouse to select various menu items. Simply move the
cursor into position with the mouse, then click the appropriate mouse button.

FILE
StWe
This selection saves the cable calibration constants to the
existing filename. If aMode 82-DOS calibration was per-

DIRECTORY:

formed, the file will be saved in a format compatible with
theModel82-DOSsoftware.
IfaModel590rangecalibrationwae performed,thefilewillbesavedinaModel5958
format (see later topic in this appendix for format description). Note that you cannot perform a Model 590
range
calibration
and then
save
it using
the
PKG82CALCAL
filename as that name is reserved for
Model 82-DOS cable calibration.

Save As
This selection saves the cable calibration
above except that it saves to a user-defined

G-2

G2.

Load File Window

as

Load
Selecting the Load option displays the Load window
shown in Figure G-2. You can scroll through displayed
fiknames by using the scroll bar, up/down arrow keys,
or by clicking on the box area. You can also type in the
complete filename including a new path, if desired (the
path will become the default for subsequent load/save
operations). You can also specify the * character for the
filename, and the default directory will be changed.

C:\KTHLY_CV\MODEL82\BAS_CAL\*.

< CANCEL >
Cipre

constants
filename.
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NOTE
All cable correction constants files must have
a CAL extension.

EXECUTE
Set IEEE Address
Selecting this item displays the window shown in Figure
G-3 and allows you to set the IEEE488 primary addresses
for theModels 230-1,590, and 595. Each instrument must
have a unique address, which must be in the range of
O-30. Selecting OK accepts the changes, and Cancel exits
the window without changing previous addresses.

DOS Shell
This selection suspends program operation (without losing data), allowing you to execute DOS commands or to
run other progmms (memory permitting). Type EXIT
<Enter> to return to CABLECAL.EXE
from the DOS
shell.

Send DDC
The Send DDC selection allows you to send a DDC (device-dependent command) to a device with the specified
primary address (Figure G-4). To use this feature, first select theprimaryaddress,enteryourDDC,
thenselectOK.
Selecting Cancel closes the window.

Exit
Exits to the DOS prompt. Note that you will be warned if
data has not been saved.

Model

See

IEEE

590

Address

:

Model 595 Address
:
(used
for
Model82
cdl)

/

Model 230 Address
:
(used
for Model82
cdl)

L-l

< OK >

Qure G3.

Address(s)

28

13

< CANCEL >

Set IEEE Address Window

Device

Dependent

Command :

/
< OK >

< CANCEL >

I
3
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Cable Cal 590: 2pF (2OpF, ?OOpF, 2nF) Range
These four selections allow you to individually calibrate
the 2pF, ZOpF, 2OOpF, and 2nF ranges of the Model 590. In
order to calibrate the 2pF and 2nF ranges, you will need
additional calibration capacitors not supplied with the
Model 5909 Calibration Sources that are supplied with
Model S&DOS.

Atthestartofthecalibrationprocess,awindowsimilarto
the one shown in Figure G-5 will be displayed. Enter the
two capacitor values for each range where indicated.
NotethatlkHzvaluesarenotrequiredforModel590and
the corresponding
fields are disabled. Also, no ZpF,
1MHz range calibration is required because the Model
590 has no such range.

After entering your values, select OK to complete the entry process. Error checking will be performed to make
sure the entered values are within the required limits,
and that Capacitor #1 values are less than Capacitor #2
values.

If all values are within required limits, the window
shown in Figure G-6 will be displayed. If you wish to perform cable calibration, select the CALIBRATE option,
then follow the prompts on the screen. If, on the other
hand you wish to simply send existing calibration constants in memory to the Model 590, select SEND CONSTANTS. If no constants are in memory, an error message will be displayed.

200 pF Range
CAPACITOR

1/l

Nominal

1 kHz

100

vpF/

/I

pi-q

1 MHz

kHz

pi-q
9

CAPACITOR

rigigure

Nominal

1 kHz

100 kHz

1 MHz

pi-q

-1

[PFj

pFJq

< OK >

< CANCEL >

G.5. Model 590 Calibration Source Value Entry Window

How
< CALIBRATE

Fi,pre

G-4

112

G6.

Calibrate/Send

Constants

do you wish to proceed 7

>

Window

< SEND CONSTANTS

>

< CANCEL >
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hand you wish to simply send existing calibration constants in memory to the Model 590, select SEND CONSTANTS. If no constants are in memory, an error message will be displayed.

Cable Cal Model 82
This selection perfcms
82.DOS system.

cable calibration

of the Model

At the start of the calibration process, a window similar to
the one shown in Figure G-7 will be displayed. Enter the
two capacitor values for the 200pF and 2nF ranges where
indicated. Note that IkHz, lOOMHz, and 1MHz values
are required and that Capacitor #l is the smaller value,
and Capacitor #2 is the larger value.

NOTE
The calibration constants sent to the Model
590 with a Cable Cal Model 82 SEND CONSTANTS OPERATION are different from the
calibration constants sent to the Model 590
with a Cal Model 590 SEND CONSTANTS
OPERATION.
Au Model 82 Cal data and
Mode1590CalRangeDataaremutuallyexclusive of one another.

After entering your values, select OK to complete the entry process. Error checking will be performed to make
sure the entered values are within the required limits,
and that Capacitor #I values are less than Capacitor #2
values.

#ELP

If all values are within required limits, the window
shown in Figure G-6 will be displayed. If you wish to perform cable calibration, select the CALIBRATE option,
then follow the prompts on the screen. If, on the other

The Help menu selections provides online instructions
for using the cable calibration pages of program. Use
Page Up and Page Down to scroll through help information, or use up arrow or down arrow to scroll through
line-by-line.

MODEL 82:

200

pF Range

CAPACITOR #l
Nominal

1 kHz

100

p---q

j46.38641

piy

kHz

1 MHz
pr-GpF

CAPACITOR 82
Nominal

Fi

Model 82 Calibration

1 kHz

100

c OK >

< CANCEL >

kHz

1 MHz

Source Value Entm Window
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MODEL 82.DOS CABLE CALIBRATION
PROCEDURE
directory,
1. While in the \KTHLY-CV\MODEL82
type in the folkming to run the cable calibration utility:
CABLECAL

<Enter>

2. To Load an existing calibration constants file, press
Ah-F, then select Load on the menu. Select the existing file, or type in the name of the file (select
l’KG82CAL.CAL
for Model 82-DOS).
3. Press Ah-E, then select Cable Cal Model 82 to calibrate the Model 82-DOS system.
4. If you are cable correcting your system for the first
time, enter the nominal, IkH.z, lOOkHz, and 1MHz
values where indicated (use the <Tab> key to move
aroundselections).
Capacitor#listhesmalleroftwo
values, and Capacitor #2 is the large capacitor value
foragivenrange.SelectOKafterenteringsourcevalues to begin the calibration process.
5. Choose the CALIBRATE selection to perform complete cable calibration.
6. Follow the prompts on the screen to complete the
calibration process. During calibration, you will be
prompted to connect calibration capacitors, or to
leave the terminals open in some cases. If any errors
occur, you will be notified by suitable messages on
the screen.
7. After calibration is complete, you must .save the new
calibration constants to the PKG82CALCAL
in order for the Model 824X% main program to find
them at run time. To do so, Press Alt-F, then select
Save or Save As as required. If you use Save As, be
sure to use the PKG82CAL.CAL
filename.

MODEL 590 CABLE CALIBRATION
PRQCEDURE
1. While in the \KTHLY-CV\MODEL82
directory,
type in the following to run the cable calibration utility:
CABLECAL

<Enter>

2. To Load an existing calibration constants file, press
Ah-F, then select Load on the menu. Select an existing file, or type in the name of the file.
3. Press Ah-E, then select Cable Cal590 and the desired
range.

G-6

If you are cable correcting you system for the first
time, enter the nominal, lOOkHz, and 1MHz values
where indicated (use the Tab key to mcwe around selections). Capacitor #l is the smaller of two values,
and Capacitor #2 is the large capacitor value for a
given range. Select OK after entering source values
to begin the calibration process.
5. Choose the CALIBRATE selection to perform complete cable calibration.
6. Follow the prompts on the screen to complete the
calibration process. During calibration, you will be
prompted to connect calibration capacitors, or to
leave the terminals open in some cases. If any errors
occur, you will be notified by suitable messages on
the s&en.
7. After calibration is complete, you must save the new
calibration constants. To do so, Press Alt-F, then select Save or Save As as required. If you use Save As,
be sure to use a filename with a .CAL extension.
4.

SENDING

EXISTING CONSTANTS

1. From the \KTi%Y-CV\MODEL82
in the following:
CABLECAL

directory,

type

<Enter>

2. Press Alt-F, then select Load.
3. Load the file that contains the constants to be sent.
4. Press Alt-E, then select Cable Cal 590 or Cable Cal
Model 82 as required.
5. If all source values are acceptable, select OK.
6. Select SEND CONSTANTS to send the constants in
memory to the Model 590.

CABLE CALIBRATION

FILE FORMAT

Figure G-8 shows the calibration file generated by any of
the Cable al590 menu selections (the format for the Cable Cal Model 82 selection is different and is not presented here). This format is compatible with the Model
5958 C-V Utilities software and is presented here for
those who wish to customize their own calibration files.
Note that ‘7JNCAL” appears in a field for a range that
has not been calibrated.

Table G-l describes

each field in the file.
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“2 pf Range”
II--11
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“UNCAL
“20 pf Range”
,,
-11
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“UNCAL
“UNCAL
“200 pf Range”
H
-11
“4x-12”
“46.381E-12”
“46 3&X-12”
V&E-12”
“182.YlE-12”
“182.77E-12”
“CCP 0 4.1974E-04 9.9903E-01 5.5781EtOO -1.3368E+OO
“CCP 0 2.2992E-03 9.9398E-01 4.332OE+OO -3.30438-01~
“2 nf Range”
II
I,
“O.OE-12”
“0 BE-12”
“O:OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“O.OE-12”
“UNCAL
“UNCAL
‘igure
G8.

Calibration File Format
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Table G-l.

Calibration

File Format Description

Field Contents
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
;
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
:i
19
20
22
fi:
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
-38

G-8

“2 pF Range”
“_------------”
(cap #l nominal value)
(cap #1 1ookHz value)
(cap #2 nominal value)
(cap #2 1ookHz value)
(2pF/lOOkHz calibration DDC)
“20pF Range”
N-------------m
(cap #l nominal value)
(cap #1100kHzvahe)
(cap #l mm2 value)
(cap #2 nominal value)
(cap #2 1ookHz value)
(cap #2 1MHz value)
(20pFhOOkHz DDC)
(20pF/lMHz DDC)
“200pF Range”
“-------------”
(cap #l nominal value)
(cap #1100lcHz value)
(cap #l 1MHz value)
(cap #2 nominal value)
(cap #2 loom
value)
(cap #2 1MHz value)
(200pF/lOOkHz DDC)
OOOJ/lF
DDC)
I,
“_------------‘,
(cap #l nominal value)
(cap #l lOOkH2 value)
(cap #1 IMHz value)
(cap #2 nominal value)
(cap #2 1OOkHz value)
(cap #2 1MHz value)
GnF/lOOkHz DDC)
C?.nF/lMHz DDC)
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DESCRIPTION
The file merge utility, FILEMRG.EXE,
will merge data
from separate quasistatic and high-frequency C-V files
into a third file that can be analyzed as though data were
taken simultaneously. Quasistatic data generated in this
mannerwillbenefitfromasubstantialnoisereductionresuiting from the fact that the Model 5951 Remote Input
Coupler is not in the circuit when data is taken. Such
noise reduction can be particularly important with small
devices because of noise inherent in the data.

The basic procedure involves using the KI595CV.EXE
program to perform a quasi&tic
C-V sweep, and then
using the KI590.EXE program to perform a high-frequency C-V sweep. The two data files are then merged
with the FIL.EMRG.EXE utility, and merged data can
then be analyzed by using the KI82CV.EXE program.

FILE MERGE UTILITY OPERATION
The file merge utility does not merely combine capacitance data from the quasistatic and high-frequency C-V
files into a third file because the corresponding capxtance measurements
are not made at exactly the same
voltages, even if the start, stop, and step voltages for the
two sweeps are the same. In order to compensate for this

voltage offset, a quadratic interpolation is performed.
With the quasistatic voltage values acting as reference
points, the high-frequency
voltage values are interpolated to map into the corresponding quasistatic voltage
data points. The result of this interpolation is that the
voltage and quasi&tic
capacitance data points in the
merged file correspond exactly to the voltage and capacitance data points in the quasistatic file. The high-frequency data points in the merged file will be somewhat
different than the capacitance data points in the original
high-frequency C-V file since the new data points have
been interpolated.

FILE CONSTRAINTS
In order to ensure accurate interpolation, two important
constraints should be kept in mind when using the file
merge utility:
1. The high-frequency
and quasistatic sweeps must
have the same start voltage.
2. The step voltages for the quasistatic and high-frequency sweeps must either be exactly the same, or
the high-frequency
step voltage must be exactly
twice as large as the quasistatic step voltage.

The following two cases will demonstrate how the nunber of readings in the output file is determined.

H-l
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Case 1: High-frequency
Voltage

Step Voltage = Quasistatic

Step

J.n this case, the maximum number of readings in the output file is equal to the number of readings in the high-frequencydatafiledividedbyafaaoroftwo.
Iftherearenot
twice as many high-frequency
readings as quasistatic
readings (for example, if the stop voltages are different),
the number readings in the output file will be equal to the
number of quasistatic readings. The examples below
demonstrate the process.

Example 1:

Number of high-frequency readings:
Number of quasi&tic readings: 50
Number of output file readings: 50

100

output file are taken from the high-frequency
rather than the quasistatic C-V file.

C-V file

RUNNING THE FILE MERGE UTILITY
Runningthefilemergeutilityissimplyamatteroftyping
the FTLEMRG program name at the DOS prompt along
with the qua&static filename, high-frequency
filename,
and the output filename:
FILEMRG
filename>

<595filename><590filename>
<Enter>

<output

Notethatyoucanincludepathinformationforanyofthe
filenames, if desired.
Example 2:

Example 3:

Number of high-frequency readings:
Number of quasistatic readings: 35
Number of output file readings: 35

100

Number of high-tiequency readings:
Number of quasistatic readings: 75
Number of output file readings: 50

100

Case 2: High-frequency
asistatic Step Voltage

Step Voltage

= Twice the Qu-

In this case, the number of output data file readings will
be determined by the smaller of the high-frequency or
quasistatic reading count, as in the examples below.

Example 1:

Number of high-frequency readings: 100
Number of quasistatic readings: 66
Number of output file readings: 66

Example 2:

Number of high-frequency readings: 70
Number of quasistatic readings: 120
Number of output file readings: 70

Example 3:

Number of high-frequency readings: 100
Number of quasistatic readings: 100
Number of output file readings: 100

Note that there arenoconstraints
on filteringorstop
voltages, and the file merge utility halts when it can no longer
interpolate the data. Also, constants stored in the merged

H-2

For example, assume that you have a quasistatic (Model
595) called CQ.DAT and a high-frequency file, CH.DAT,
that you wish to merge into a file called TEST.DAT. The
command line syntax is:
FILEMRG

CQ.DAT CH.DAT TEST.DAT

<Enter>

To specify different paths, you could add:
FKEMRG c:\MYDAT
\CH.DAT TEST.DAT

\CQ.DAT

C:\MYDAT

Once the program is started, any further input will be requested by a pop-up window. You can use either the
dab> key or a compatible mouse to move around the
window. All errors are fatal, which means that an error
message wi!.l be displayed, and the program will terminate. Typical errors include not being able to find a specified file or trying to merge incompatible files. For example, if the program is started without specifying data filenames, the error window shown in Figure H-l will be
displayed.

OUTPUT FILE HEADER
During the merge operation, you will be given an opportunity to enter input header test information that will be
included in the output file (Figure H-2). While entering
this text, you can use the <Home>, <End>, <Insert>, and
<Delete> keys.

File
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i
USEAGE
FILEMRG

(595

data

file>

(590

data

file)

<output

data

file>

< CONTINUE >

&we H-1.

Error Window

Ouput
Enter

‘igum H-2.

two

linee

Line

1 :

/

Line

2

II

:

of

header

File

information

Header
to

be

placed

in

the

output

file.

Output File Header Window

FILE MERGE PROCEDURE
1. Using the Kl595CV.EXE
program, measure and
store a data file of quasistatic C-V sweep data.
2. Using the KI59OCV.EXE program, or the Model 5958
C-V Utilities, measure and store a data file of highfrequency C-V data. Remember that the start voltages for the two sweeps must be the same, and that
the step voltages must be the same or the high-frequency step voltage can be exactly twice as large as
the quasistatic step voltage.

3. Merge the two files by typing in the following from
the DOS prompt:
FILEMRG

&ilel>

<F&2>

TEST.DAT

<Enter>

Here File1 and File2 are the files stored in steps 1 and
2.
4. Once the merge operation has been successfully
completed, you can use the KI82CV.EXE program to
analyze the data in the usual manner. Refer to Section 4 for analysis details.

H-3
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EXAMPLE

FILE FORMAT

An example of the Model 82-DOS data file format is
shown in Figure I-l. In this example, spaces are used as
data delimiters (the delimiter is selected when the data is
saved). Various lines in the file are summarize below.

Lines 34-: Lines of reading and graphics array data. The
number of lines will, of course, depend on the number of
samples in the measurement.

IMPORTING DATA INTO OTHER
PROGRAMS

Line 1: Contains the information from the two header
lines used to identify the graph. NOTE: Header information may print out as one or two lines depending on the
number of characters and the method used to display the
file.

SinceModelSZ-DOSdatatiesarestoredinASClIformat,
these files can be imported into many spreadsheet and
word processing programs by choosing the proper data
delimiter. Compatible delimiters for typical programs in&de:

Line 2: Identifies

Lotus l-2-3: Tab, space, or comma
Microsoft Excel: Tab
Word processors: Tab or space

the file as a Model 5957 file.

Line 3: Indicates the type of data delimiter selected when
the file was saved (comma, space, tab).

Lines 4-32: Store various constants used by the program.
NOTE: Constants labelled “Qmi” through “Vth-” are not
used by Model 8%DOS but are included for compatibility
with the Model 5958 C-V Utilities.

Line 33: Identifies
array data below.

each column of reading and graphics

Typically, Model 82-DOS data can be imported into
spreadsheets by using the retrieve numbers or import
numbers option of the spreadsheet program. Data can be
imported into word processors using the ASCII option if
one is available.

Example: Assume that you
WAFERl.DAT
stored on disk
compatible Lotus l-2-3 format
called C:\LOTUS123\DATA.
demonstrates the process.

have a data file called
that you want to save in a
in the Lotus data directory
The following procedure

I-l
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1. From the analysis menu, select Load.
2. Type in the name of the data file to load
(WAFERl.DAT
in this example).
3. Select Save on the analysis menu.
4. Type in the complete path name, including the filename with the new extension. For OUTcurrent example, the complete path would be:
C:\LOTUS123\DATA\WAFERl.DAT

I-2

<Enter>

5. At the prompt, select a canma data delimiter.
6. After saving the file, exit the Model 82-DOS program, then run the Lotus l-Z-3 program.
7. Select the retrieve numbers option, then load the
WAFER1 .DAT file. Separate numbers and array elemats wi!.l be placed into individual cells.
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DataFife
Format

“Example line 1/l
5957
“SPACE”
“Rdgcnt=” 114
“Frequency=” 1000000
“Model=” 1
“GStepv=” 50
“Rseries=” .44
“Cox=” 250.6
“Tax=” 135.6744
“Area=” 9.99999977648258D-03
“Nbulk=” 839999972966400
“Cmin=” 73.7
“CqGain=” 1
“CqOffset=” 0
“ChGain=” 1
“ChOffset=” 0
“Cf-,=” 0
““fbc” 0
“Lb=” 0
“Qeff=” 0
“Neff=” 0
““th=” ,,
“Navg=”
0
“Worki%=” 0
“PhiB=” 0
"Qmi="
0
~‘Qss=” 0
“Nmiz” 0
“Nss=” 0
“Vfb+=” 0
““fb-=” 0
“Vth+=” 0
““th-=” 0
“DevTyped’
“Cq”
II Iq”

249.7249
250.1866
250.4062
250.5384
250.6108
250.7106
250.6258
250.4461

“‘f
“Ch”

“Gh”

-.18
-.I8
-.18
-.lS
-.18
-.lS
-.lS
-.19

““h”

250.6
250.5
250.5
250.4
250.4
250.3
250.4
250.2

WW” “N”

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

“ZW”

5.84
5.74
5.64
5.54
5.44
5.34
5.23
5.14

“-JN”
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

“psis”
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

“Et,,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

f,~itt,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

“InvSqCh”
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

“ACq”
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

“*ch”

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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QBX <Enter>

INTRODUCTION
The C-V programs supplied with Model 82-DOS need no
modifications to run. However, in some cases, you may
desire to make changes to the software to customize it for
your specific needs. For example, you may wish to
change analysis formulas. (All analysis formulas are located in the GrafDataPartl
0 function located in module
PSZSlJBAl.BAS.)

COMPILING

SOURCE CODE

Since the C-V programs were compiled under Microsoft
BASIC 7.1, it will be necessary for you to edit, recompile,
and relink the desired program using BASIC 7.1 if any
changes are required. Source code for the programs are
broken up into numerous files, each of which has the
.BAS extension.

The general procedure below should be followed to modify the software.
1. Install BASIC 7.1 using the supplied SETUP utility
(Setup Disk #l).
2. With the C:\BC7\BIN subdirectory selected, type in
the following to enter the BASIC editor:

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

LOAD the desired source module into the editor,
then save it as a backup file.
Edit the source file as required. The FIND option under the Search menu will be helpful in locating specific code.
After you modified the module to your satisfaction,
SAVE it under the same filename (note that doing so
will ove+te
the previous version of that particular
module).
Repeat steps 3 through 5 for all modules you intend
to modify.
After all modules have been modified, exit BASIC,
and return to DOS.
From DOS, type in the following to compile and link
a new executable program:
MAKE KI82 <Enter>
(oruseMAKEKI90orMAKEKI95ifyouaremodiiying those programs). All the separate modules will
be separately compiled, and then linked. The time
required for this option will depend on the speed of
your computer.
A typical time for an 8MHz
286-based machine is about five minutes for the entire operation. Once the process has been completed,
you can run the modified program in the usual manner.
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Service Form
Model

Date

Serial No.

No.

Name and Telephone

No.

Company
List all control settings, describe problem and check boxes that apply to problem.

0

Intermittent

0

Analog output follows display

0

Particular range or function bad; specify

e

IEEE failure

0

Obvious problem on power-up

0

Batteries and fuses are OK

0

All ranges or functions are bad

0

Checked all cables

Unable to zero

Cl Front panel operational
Display or output (check one)
0

Drifts

0

0

Unstable

m Will not read applied input

0

Overload

u

Calibration only

0

Data required

0

Certificate of calibration required

(attach any additional sheets as necessary)
Show a block diagram of your measurement
Also, describe signal source.

Where is the measurement

being performed?

system including all instruments

(factory, controlled laboratory, out-of-doors,

etc.)

Ambient temperature?

What power line voltage is used?
Other?

Relative humidity?
Any additional information.

connected (whether power is turned on or not).

(If special modifications

have been made by the user, please describe.)
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